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ABSTRACT	
Building heterostructures of colloidal nanocrystals by bringing different components into 
contact can improve existing or impart novel properties, which enables applications as light 
emitters in already-commercialized and near-future products. However, the majority of the research 
has been based on compositions with heavy metals (e.g., cadmium or lead) posing toxicity concerns 
to the consumers. Therefore, a better understanding of the synthetic chemistry and the growth 
mechanisms for heavy-metal-free nanocrystal heterostructures is critical before their 
commercialization potential becomes reality. Here, we have developed novel synthetic strategies 
to achieve the anisotropic growth of colloidal nanocrystals and the introduction of multiple 
components with tunability of their positions in the heterostructures, as well as to improve the 
photoluminescence quantum yield (PL QY) of nanocrystals. 
We first examine how different Cu precursors in the synthesis of colloidal copper sulfide 
(Cu2-xS) nanocrystals affect the resulting shape and phase. Decreasing aspect ratio in 1D nanorods 
(eventually transitioning to 2D nanodisks) observed is consistent with the expected effects of 
decreasing Cu precursor reactivity. Nanorods are predominantly chalcocite at the early stages of 
growth but a phase transition to djurleite occurs accompanied by a change in tip faceting upon 
further growth. In contrast, nanodisks appear in the djurleite phase early on and remain so upon 
continued growth. Secondly, the high copper vacancy density and the high cation mobility in the 
Cu2-xS nanorods favor cation exchange, and the remaining Cu2-xS after partial cation exchange can 
serve as the catalyst for the subsequent solution-liquid-solid (SLS)-like growth. The interplay 
between cation exchange and SLS-like growth leads to tapered rod-rod, body/tail, or barbell-like 
Cu2-xS/ZnS heterostructures, which can be controlled by the Zn precursor and ligand choice. Finally, 
using a similar procedure, spontaneous multiple segment formation has been achieved in Cu2-
xS/CuGaS2 heterostructured nanorods for the first time. Large strain due to lattice mismatch (-7.4% 
in the axial direction and -10.6% in the other direction) is responsible, because such segmentation 
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is absent in Cu2-xS/CuInS2 heterostructured nanorods with a smaller mismatch (-4.3% in the axial 
direction and -6.5% in the other direction). More importantly, ligands with a large steric hindrance 
are critical to the multiple segment formation, which pack less densely on the surface and enables 
nucleation in the middle of the nanorods. In contrast, linear ligands provide better surface protection 
and the new components tend to form at the tips of the nanorods where the ligand packing density 
is relatively low. 
In addition to Cu2-xS-based anisotropic heterostructures, we have also explored how to 
enhance the PL QY for heavy-metal-free color-center (manganese)-doped nanocrystals and ZnTe-
based core/shell nanocrystals with spherical shapes. Annealing or growth at high temperatures for 
an extended period of time is considered detrimental for the synthesis of high-quality Mn-doped 
II-VI semiconductor nanocrystals, which can lead to the broadening of size distribution and, more 
importantly, to the loss of dopants. However, ripening can be beneficial to doping in a simple heat-
up approach, where high dopant concentrations can be achieved. Smaller nanocrystals in a reaction 
batch, on average, exhibit higher undesirable band edge PL and lower desirable dopant PL. The 
optimization of dopant loss and the removal of such smaller undesirable nanocrystals through 
Ostwald ripening along with surface exchange/passivation to remove Mn clustering lead to high 
Mn PL QYs (45 to 55 %) for ZnSxSe1-x, ZnS, CdS, and CdSxSe1-x host nanocrystals. Similar with 
the synthetic optimization for doped nanocrystals, surface passivation by a high-quality ZnSe shell 
and a cation-rich surface by Zn-cation treatment enable a high PL QY (~40%) for ZnTe-based 
nanocrystals. The highly reactive selenium powder provides better synthetic control of the ZnSe 
shell. In addition, highly reductive ligand (diphenylphosphine) can further increase the PL QY 
presumably by filling surface electron trap states. 	
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CHAPTER	1	
INTRODUCTION	
Semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs) have great potential in applications such as lighting, 
display, laser, photovoltaics, photocatalysis, and bio-related sensing or therapy.[1–8] When the size 
of the NCs is smaller than the bulk exciton Bohr radius, quantum confinement effect becomes 
dominant, which causes the charge carriers (i.e., electrons and holes) to be in the strong 
confinement regime and the band gap of the NCs to be tunable with their sizes, making NCs good 
candidate as light absorbers and emitters.[9,10] More importantly, another feature of NCs is the 
large surface-to-volume ratio in the nanometer scale, meaning a significant portion of the atoms in 
the NCs are on the surface.[9,10] This feature leads to advantages including the facile accessibility 
to the interior of the NCs and great potential in achieving the growth/fabrication of complicated 
and advanced heterostructures.[10,11] However, this feature also leads to concerns such as the 
exposed NC surface and poor passivation leading to charge carrier traps, particularly detrimental 
to the photoluminescence quantum yield (PL QY) of the NCs.[10] PL QY defines the ratio between 
the number of emitted photons and the number of absorbed photons, and a high (almost unity) PL 
QY of the NCs is desirable for light emitting applications.[12] Taking advantage of the benefits 
and avoiding possible issues from the large surface-to-volume ratio in the NCs both require 
thorough understanding of the growth mechanisms and good synthetic control.  
There are several different ways to synthesize crystalline semiconductors with nanometer 
dimensions. Vacuum deposition methods haven been used for self-assembled epitaxial quantum 
dots following the Stranski-Krastanov growth mode, where one or several wetting layers form 
before the islands grow.[13] In contrast, solution chemistry methods are more attractive due to their 
lower cost and potential for scale-up. Solution chemistry that allowed high crystallinity and narrow 
size distribution began with the first hot-injection approach where the room temperature precursors 
are injected into a hot coordinating solvent.[14] The supersaturation causes a burst of nucleation 
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and its separation from the subsequent growth stage enables nearly monodisperse size. However, 
when scaled up, this hot-injection method may have difficulties in sufficient mass and heat transfer, 
which could ruin the narrow size distribution. Recently, a heat-up method was developed where all 
the precursors are mixed at lower temperatures and the nucleation and growth processes occur 
spontaneously during the heating process leading to a narrow size distribution.[15,16] This method 
is promising for scale-up, and continuous synthesis of NCs based on heat-up method using tube 
reactors has been demonstrated.[17] However, since all the processes seem to happen 
spontaneously, a comprehensive understanding of the NC growth mechanisms and the synthetic 
chemistry (e.g., the reactivities and steric hindrances of the precursors) is necessary before good 
synthetic control could be achieved to really take advantage of the heat-up method. 
Besides the narrow size distribution, shape tunability through colloidal chemistry method 
represents another important advance in the synthesis of NCs.[18–25] Different shapes of 
semiconductor NCs from the thermodynamically-stable spherical dots to anisotropic 1D nanorods 
(NRs), tetrapods, and 2D nanoplatelets have been achieved through a careful selection of chemical 
reagents, especially the capping ligands because of the large portion of the surface atoms.[18,19,22] 
A large variety of shapes have also been obtained in metal nanoparticles including 1D NRs, 
nanopyrimids, nanocubes, and 2D nanodisks, which are often determined by the stability of 
different crystal facets.[25,26] Highly reactive precursors can put the synthesis under kinetic 
control, where it follows the reaction pathway with the lowest activation barrier instead of the one 
leading to the most stable product, and therefore uncommon shapes become achievable.[25] Non-
centrosymmetric shapes can bring about anisotropic properties or enhance facet dependent 
properties.[3,25–28] Different shapes and the associated terminating facets are also important to 
the synthesis of hybrid- and hetero-structures that may be useful for a variety of 
optical/optoelectronic and catalytic applications.[3,18–21,24,25,29] 
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Growing NC heterostructures that bring together different compositions and functionalities 
symbolizes another level of synthetic complexity and is creating new paths to advanced 
technologies.[3,6,8,20,29–32] The electron/hole wavefunctions can be tuned separately by the 
characteristic band alignment of the constituents.[10] Type-I heterostructures with straddling band 
offsets feature charge carrier confinement, which is desirable for NCs with high PL QYs for light 
emitting applications[1,2]; type-II heterostructures with staggered band offsets feature the ability 
to efficiently separate photoinduced charges, useful in applications such as photovoltaics,[4,5] 
photocatalysis,[6] biomedical sensing,[7] and optoelectronics.[3] More importantly, building 
heterostructures is a practical method to incorporate multifunctionality into one single NC, without 
the concern about inhomogeneous mixing. For example, forming NC heterostructures consisting 
of a component with magnetic property and a component with light emitting property provides 
access to both properties, which is highly desirable for bio-imaging applications.[8,33] Compared 
to the core/shell geometry,[33] anisotropic rod-rod geometry is gaining interest because of the 
additional directionality and the accessibility of each component from the outside.[8]  
Multiple growth mechanisms can be employed to prepare thermodynamically-less-stable 
shapes or hard-to-achieve heterostructures. In addition to the common nucleation/growth or 
epitaxial growth mechanisms,[14,15,30] thanks to the large surface-to-volume ratio in the NCs, 
cation exchange becomes facile where the smaller cations in the NCs are exchanged by foreign 
cations while the larger anion framework stays intact. Therefore, the shape and even crystal 
symmetry of the original NCs are preserved whereas the NC composition can be varied.[11] For 
example, copper sulfides (Cu2-xS) have high cation mobility and high cation vacancy density in the 
NCs, which are particularly useful for cation exchange.[11] On the other hand, catalytic growth, 
e.g., solution-liquid-solid (SLS) growth, features 1D anisotropic growth and the size of the NRs or 
nanowires follows the diameter of the catalyst.[34] In a typical SLS growth, nanometer-scale 
metallic droplets catalyze the decomposition of metallo-organic precursors and 1D NC growth.[34] 
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In contrast, when Cu2-xS NCs are used for catalyst-assisted growth, the sulfur sub-lattice is still 
solid at the reaction temperature while the Cu sub-lattice forms a liquid phase due to the high cation 
mobility.[35] Therefore, it is termed as “SLS-like growth”.[29] The combination of multiple 
growth mechanisms enables heterostructures with a specific shape and different compositions at 
specific positions by design. However, a multi-step and even multi-batch procedure is usually 
necessary for a better control of different growth mechanisms.[3,8,29,31,36–39] 
The ability to synthesize NC heterostructures with a core/shell,[40] rod-rod,[29,38] dot-in-
rod,[41] dots-on-rod,[31] segmented,[11,42] or branched[21] shape using a multi-step procedure is 
similar with the total synthesis approach in organic chemistry.[43] Such procedure suffers from 
complicated process and possible low yields. The spontaneous formation of heterostructures with 
novel morphologies would be ideal in a simple synthesis. Compared to the substrate-mediated 
epitaxial deposition, the colloidal growth of novel heterostructures spontaneously seems more 
challenging because the freely available chemical precursors in the solution may lead to 
heterogeneity and loss of control. Nevertheless, spontaneous superlattice formation has been 
demonstrated recently in the CdS/Ag2S NRs synthesized by cation exchange.[36] Large strain due 
to the large lattice mismatch between CdS and Ag2S is responsible, and the strain field causes the 
Ag2S segments to be kinetically trapped in the superlattice morphology rather than the 
thermodynamically-more-stable rod-rod morphology with a lower interfacial energy.[44] The twin 
boundaries are reported to be the nucleation sites for the superlattice formation in the Cu2S/Ag2S 
nanowires also synthesized by cation exchange.[37] The achievement of the spontaneous pattern 
formation requires even better synthetic control and growth mechanism understanding, in addition 
to proper material properties in the NC heterostructures such as strain. 
The synthetic advances enable novel NC heterostructures with fascinating physical 
properties useful for diverse applications.[1–8] In particular, there is an increasing demand for the 
highly emissive, color tunable, and solution processable semiconductor NCs in display 
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applications.[2] Successful and sustainable commercial use of these NCs in consumer products 
necessitates not only a better understanding and optimization/scale-up of NC synthesis[1,30,45] 
but also the development of alternative compositions to Cd- and Pb-based materials that are known 
to be toxic.[46,47] The best known and the most optimized NCs are the ones containing CdSe or 
PbS.[1,2] Recently, organometal halide perovskites have been made into NCs with promising PL 
characteristics, but they still contain Pb.[48] Previously, several heavy-metal-free compositions 
have been examined. Color-center (e.g., Mn) doped ZnSe or ZnS NCs can achieve up to 70% PL 
QY, but the wavelength tunability is limited due to the fixed atomic levels involved in the optical 
transition (4T1  6A1).[49] III-V (e.g., InP) NCs can have high PL QY (> 70%) with ZnS shell, but 
the emission peak is still too broad (FWHM > 40 nm) especially for display applications and the 
supply of group-III elements will continue to be tight.[50] I-III-VI2 (e.g., CuInS2) NCs have 
achieved high PL QY (> 50%) with ZnS shell, but the defect-related emission peak is even broader 
(FWHM ~100 nm).[51] 2D transition metal dichalcogenides can have direct band gap with single-
atomic-layer thickness, but the PL QY is only improved after repeated special superacid treatment 
(up to 95% for MoS2)[52] and high quality is not easily accessible through low-cost solution 
chemistry methods.[53] Pb-free perovskite NCs still surfer from low PL QY (< 0.14%) and even 
lower stability.[54] 
Besides the less developed synthetic chemistry for the heavy-metal-free NCs, a general 
challenge for high PL QY is the surface passivation which determines the charge carrier 
confinement.[10,12] As mentioned above, although the large number of the surface atoms 
facilitates shape control and heterostructure growth, any of the unpassivated surface site may serve 
as a trap for charge carriers and decrease or completely quench the band edge PL. The native 
organic ligands used in the synthesis may not be enough to fully and stably passivate the 
surface.[12,40,55] Especially for light emitting applications, an inorganic shell with a wider band 
gap is grown to form a core/shell heterostructure (i.e., type-I) to confine the electron/hole 
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wavefunctions and better passivate the surface (e.g., CdSe/CdS, CdSe/ZnS).[12,40,55,56] Multiple 
shells or an alloyed shell can be grown to decrease the strain due to lattice mismatch and suppress 
Auger recombination (e.g. CdSe/CdS/ZnS or CdSe/CdZnS).[40,56–59] There will be an optimal 
shell thickness for PL QY, beyond which strain starts to decrease the QY rather than surface 
passivation increasing QY (around one monolayer for ZnS shell on CdSe with a lattice mismatch 
of 12%).[56,59,60] For heterostructures with a potential transition from type-I to type-II due to the 
sizes shifting the band edges (e.g., CdSe/ZnSe, ZnTe/ZnSe), shell thickness is critical to high PL 
QY because type-II heterostructure usually facilitates charge separation rather than confinement 
and can lead to lower PL QY or even quenched PL.[7,57,61] In addition, surface stoichiometry can 
significantly affect optical properties of NCs. A cation-rich surface is often desirable given that 
most organic ligands coordinate selectively to cations.[10,12] An extra step of cation surface 
treatment can then significantly enhance the PL QY for II-VI,[12] III-V,[62] I-III-VI2,[63] and 
color-center-doped NCs.[64] Therefore, even for heavy-metal-free NCs with the simplest spherical 
shape, continuous improvement on the synthetic chemistry and growth mechanism understanding, 
especially regarding NC surface passivation, is required before their performance becomes 
competitive with their heavy-metal-containing counterparts.  
Objective	
This thesis will provide insights on two aspects of the synthetic chemistry and growth 
mechanisms for heavy-metal-free colloidal NC heterostructures: (1) control of anisotropic 
morphology, (2) control of optical properties (especially for enhancing PL QYs). 
In the first aspect about the control of anisotropic morphology, the objective is to achieve 
anisotropic growth with heavy-metal-free compositions. 1D NR shape is preferred because 
different reactivities of different crystal facets enable selective epitaxial growth instead of forming 
a uniform shell.[3] The NRs essentially serve as an anisotropic template in the colloidal chemical 
synthesis. The NR shape could also lead to alignment in the spin-cast thin films, which enables 
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higher light out-coupling efficiency and therefore higher energy efficiency in the light-emitting 
devices.[65] However, the challenges include the limited reactivities of the precursors commonly 
used in the synthesis of heavy-metal-free NCs which only result in thermodynamically-stable 
spherical shape, and the isotropic crystal structure which also leads to isotropic shape. In chapter 2, 
we will demonstrate how to achieve a nearly continuous shape transition from 1D NRs to isotropic 
nanoprisms and eventually to 2D nanodisks for Cu2-xS NCs by tuning the Cu precursor reactivity. 
Correlation between the morphology and the crystallography will shed light on the root cause for 
the anisotropic growth. Also in chapter 2, we will compare the electric near-field enhancement 
factors for different shapes of Cu2-xS NCs, which are promising for near-IR plasmonic applications. 
In chapter 3, we will incorporate foreign semiconductor components into the Cu2-xS NRs to build 
heterostructures using a combination of cation exchange and SLS-like growth processes. With 
Cu2S/ZnS NRs as a model system, we will demonstrate how to control the ZnS position in the NRs 
after partial cation exchange by tuning the steric hindrance of the Zn precursor, and how to diversify 
the shape by the interplay between cation exchange and SLS-like growth. In our model system, 
ZnS has a wide band gap which is only responsive to UV light. In chapter 4, we will discuss efforts 
to make these materials active in the visible spectral range for optical applications by incorporating 
I-III-VI2 semiconductors into the heterostructures using a similar synthetic strategy as the Cu2S/ZnS 
NRs. We will demonstrate interesting spontaneous multiple segment formation due to strain effect 
in the Cu2-xS/CuGaS2 NRs. Also in chapter 4, we will demonstrate that, in addition to the strain 
effect, the position of the new component in the NRs after partial cation exchange can also be tuned 
by the steric hindrance imposed by the organic ligands. 
In the second aspect regarding controlling optical properties, the key objective is to 
enhance the PL QYs of heavy-metal-free NCs for light emitting applications. The challenges 
include the limited established synthetic protocols, and the wider band gaps of Zn-based II-VI 
semiconductors leading to difficulties in achieving emission in the visible range with longer 
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wavelengths (e.g., red color) and worse charge carrier confinement by a type-I shell or organic 
ligands. We will focus on NCs with spherical shape because of the better charge carrier confinement 
which is beneficial for high PL QYs.[12] We choose color-center (Mn)-doped NCs and narrower-
band-gap ZnTe NCs for their potential in emitting visible light with longer wavelengths, and 
enhance their PL QYs by understanding the growth mechanism and tuning the synthetic conditions. 
In chapter 5, we will demonstrate that there is a relationship between how much the NCs are doped 
and their sizes. A high Mn PL QY (up to 55%) can be achieved by selecting the desirable NCs by 
Ostwald ripening, along with dopant loss and surface exchange/passivation processes. Nevertheless, 
Mn-doped NCs usually suffer from limited wavelength tunability and broader PL spectrum due to 
the atomic levels involved in the emitting process, which motivates us to explore the PL QY 
enhancement for ZnTe NCs where the emission comes from direct band edge transition. However, 
ZnTe NCs are prone to oxidation and the PL QY has been limited to 12% even after coating with 
a ZnSe shell.[57] In chapter 6, we will demonstrate three methods to passivate the surface of ZnTe 
NCs which lead to significantly enhanced PL QY (~40%), including type-I shell growth, surface 
stoichiometry modification, and NC-ligand interaction. 
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CHAPTER	2	
EFFECTS	OF	COPPER	PRECURSOR	REACTIVITY	ON	THE	
SHAPE	AND	PHASE	OF	COPPER	SULFIDE	NANOCRYSTALS	
Significant components of this chapter have been published as “Effects of Copper Precursor 
Reactivity on the Shape and Phase of Copper Sulfide Nanocrystals” Zhai, Y.; Shim, M.  Chem. 
Mater. 2017, 29, 2390–2397. 
Introduction	
Shape control through solution chemistry represents an important advance in the colloidal 
synthesis of nanocrystals (NCs).[1,2] Copper sulfides (Cu2-xS) possess many interesting 
properties that arise from a widely variable stoichiometry[3] and a high solid-state ionic mobility. 
The ability to synthesize different shapes of Cu2-xS in the nanocrystalline form can expand their 
applicability and open paths to creating novel heterostructured materials.[4] From high chalcocite 
Cu2S to covellite CuS with a high density of cation vacancies, semiconducting to semi-metallic 
behavior can be observed.[5] Furthermore, nanocrystalline Cu2-xS can exhibit carrier density 
tunable localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR),[6,7] which will also be shape dependent.[8] 
Cu2-xS NCs can readily undergo cation exchange and also act as catalysts for the growth of other 
nanocrystalline materials.[4] The ability to synthesize various shapes of Cu2-xS NCs should then 
lead to a wide range of nanocrystalline materials and their heterostructures through cation 
exchange, catalytic growth or a combination of these two reactions.[4,9,10]  
Despite the increasing interest in Cu2-xS NCs, the direct synthesis of these materials with 
anisotropic shapes have been somewhat limited with the synthesis of 2D NDs being the most 
prevalent.[11–18] Halide anions slowing down the reaction[16] and the formation of soft 
templates of Cu-thiolate complexes[11,17,19] have been suggested as possible reasons for the 
predominant 2D growth. Recently, direct synthesis of 1D Cu2-xS NRs has been achieved by 
replacing 1-dodecanethiol (1-DDT) with a more reactive sulfur precursor tert-dodecanethiol (t-
DDT) and by avoiding the use of oleylamine (OAm), which strongly coordinates to the Cu 
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precursor and therefore decreases its reactivity.[20] In addition to the more reactive precursor, the 
anisotropic crystal structure of monoclinic djurleite phase has been suggested to be at least partly 
responsible for 1D NR formation.[20] However, a significant percentage of the NRs may be in 
the chalcocite phase. While it might not be too surprising that faster growth rate can promote NR 
growth, mixed phases complicate the picture of the growth mechanism(s). There is also a subtle 
but an interesting variation within the rod shape[9,20] – i.e., oblique vs. more symmetric tips – 
but it is unclear why such different faceting occurs and whether or not other variations in the rod 
shape are possible. Building on the heat-up procedure developed by Kolny-Olesiak et al., where 
higher reactivity of t-DDT was exploited to achieve NR shapes,[20] we examine how different 
Cu precursors (Cu(NO3)2, CuAc and CuCl2) and Cl- providing additives (alkylammonium 
chlorides) affect shape/faceting and the phase of resulting Cu2-xS NCs. LSPR and near-field 
enhancement effects of different shapes of Cu2-xS NCs achieved, which can be enhanced by 
chemical oxidation, are also discussed. 
Results	and	Discussion	
As evidenced by the need to eliminate OAm ligands or replace them with weaker ligand 
TOPO in the synthesis of Cu2-xS NRs using t-DDT,[20] it is not only the reactivity of the S 
precursor but also that of the Cu precursor that needs to be adjusted properly to control the 
resulting NC shape. In the presence of strongly binding OAm, the reactivity of Cu precursor is 
reduced and results in 2D NDs even with the more reactive t-DDT as the S source.[20] We have 
recently demonstrated that Cu(NO3)2, presumably with higher reactivity and better air stability 
than copper(I) acetate (CuAc), is also a viable precursor for NR growth[9] as shown in Figure 
2.1a (product after 5 min of growth). Figure 2.1b shows NRs from the same reaction mixture after 
15 min of reaction time. Note that from 5 min to 15 min of growth, the average diameter 
increases nearly 40% whereas the length increases less than 7%, indicating that lateral growth is 
dominant after 5 min. Note that rod vs. disk shapes can be distinguished through tilting the TEM 
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sample holder (Figure 2.2). Consistent with the expected higher reactivity, NRs can also be 
achieved even with OAm as the ligands using Cu(NO3)2 as the Cu source (Figure 2.1c and 2.1d). 
Being able to achieve higher surface-to-volume-ratio shapes with stronger capping ligands may 
be generally desirable for enhancing colloidal stability of these shapes – size and shape of the 
NRs are stable well beyond 15 min of growth using OAm whereas aggregation and ripening can 
occur using TOPO.[20] However, the average aspect ratio of these NRs with OAm are smaller 
compared to the NRs achieved using TOPO as capping ligands (e.g., 3.6 with TOPO and 2.2 with 
OAm for 5 min growth time), suggesting that OAm also decreases the reactivity of Cu(NO3)2 but 
not sufficiently to prevent rod growth.   
 
Figure 2.1 Representative TEM images of Cu2-xS NCs obtained using different Cu precursors and ligands at 
early (5 min) and later (15 min) growth stages. (a, b) Long NRs obtained using reactive 
Cu(NO3)2 and weak ligand TOPO. (c, d) Short NRs achieved using reactive Cu(NO3)2 and strong 
ligand OAm. (e, f) Thick NDs obtained using CuAc (intermediate reactivity) and strong ligand 
OAm. (g, h) Thin NDs obtained using least reactive CuCl2 and strong ligand OAm (inset: 
vertically stacked NDs). 
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Figure 2.2 Demonstration of TEM imaging at different sample tilt angles to distinguish different shapes. 
Differences between short NRs (a) and thick NDs (b) are shown. 
Interestingly, independent of whether TOPO or OAm is used as ligands, the tips of the 
NRs are oblique (elongated hexagonal bipyramid with skewed tips – we will refer to these shapes 
as oblique tipped NRs from here on) at an early stage of the growth (Figure 2.1a and 2.1c). 
However, these oblique tipped NRs evolve over time to become more symmetric, with flattened 
tips – elongated hexagonal bipyramids with truncated tips (Figure 2.1b and 2.1d). Using CuAc, 
instead of Cu(NO3)2, with OAm leads to hexagonal NDs (Figure 2.1e and 2.1f) as reported 
before.[20] Larger diameter NDs, a shape that has been reported several times 
previously,[12,16,17] are formed with CuCl2 and OAm (Figure 2.1g and 2.1h). These NDs have 
an average diameter of ~108 nm and thickness of only ~6 nm when grown for 15 min, much 
larger diameter and much thinner than the CuAc case of Figure 2.1e and 2.1f (cf. 43 nm diameter 
with 30 nm thickness for 15 min growth). Based on these observations, the order of reactivity 
may be anticipated as Cu(NO3)2 > CuAc > CuCl2 with higher reactivity promoting 1D rod growth 
while lower reactivity favoring 2D disk shapes. The presence of OAm reduces the overall 
reactivity of these precursors. We note that by increasing CuCl2 concentration, a change in shape 
from NDs to slightly elongated dodecahedrons of Cu2-xS had been reported previously.[21] In that 
report, which used di-tert-butyl disulfide as the S reagent, oriented attachment was suggested to 
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be the mechanism for polyhedron formation. Higher Cu reagent concentration can increase the 
reaction rate which may then also contribute to the transition from ND to elongated polyhedron 
growth, similar to our observation here of more reactive Cu precursors causing higher aspect ratio 
NR growth.  
Given the drastic suppression of axial growth (and enhancement of lateral growth) with 
CuCl2 and since halide anions can have complicating effects,[16–18] we have examined how the 
addition of Cl- affects our Cu2-xS NC synthesis. Subtle variations in the tip shape to complete 
transition to ND growth can be seen by introducing Cl- in the form of alkylammonium chloride to 
the reaction mixture that would otherwise lead to NR growth. Figure 2.3a shows that an addition 
of 0.5 mmol of tetraheptylammonium chloride (THAC) to a reaction mixture containing CuAc, t-
DDT, and TOPO leads to NRs with highly symmetric, sharp tips (cf. NRs with oblique tips 
shown in Figure 4 of Ref. [9] which were synthesized under the same condition but without 
THAC, which are also similar to NRs shown in Figure 2.1a). Longer growth time causes the 
sharp tips to convert to truncated tips, similar to the case without THAC. Hexagonal prism shapes 
can be achieved with THAC when TOPO is replaced with OAm and CuAc with Cu(NO3)2 as 
shown in Figure 2.3b. When alkylammonium chloride with shorter alkyl chains are used, growth 
along the rod axis is further suppressed as shown in Figure 2.3c and 2.3d for 
tetrapropylammonium chloride (TPAC) and tetraethylammonium chloride (TEAC), respectively, 
with the latter drastically leading to ~6 nm thin NDs. While these results may be consistent with 
the idea that chloride anions suppress or slow down rod growth and promote 2D lateral growth, 
alkylammonium chlorides are surfactants that can form micelles or introduce other complications 
to the growth mechanism. 
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Figure 2.3 TEM images showing effects of alkylammonium chlorides on Cu2-xS NC shape. (a) Sharp-tipped 
NRs with aspect ratio ~2.2 (CuAc, TOPO and 0.5 mmol THAC, grown for 5 min). (b) Flat-end 
NRs or hexagonal prisms with aspect ratio ~2.1 (Cu(NO3)2, OAm and 0.5 mmol THAC, grown 
for 5 min). (c) Hexagonal prisms with smaller aspect ratio of ~0.8 (Cu(NO3)2, OAm and 0.5 
mmol TPAC, grown for 15 min). (d) Thin NDs with aspect ratio ~0.12 (Cu(NO3)2, OAm and 0.1 
mmol TEAC, grown for 5 min). 
In order to eliminate such possible complications, we have also examined how the shape 
of Cu2-xS NCs evolves with the amount of Cl- varied simply by adjusting the ratio of two Cu 
precursors, CuCl2 and Cu(NO3)2, added to the reaction. Here, the total concentration of Cu2+ 
added was kept constant and OAm was used as the capping ligand for better colloidal stability. At 
low CuCl2 concentrations, similar to pure Cu(NO3)2 case, NRs are obtained (Figure 2.4a and 
2.4b). As seen above, the tips of the NRs are initially oblique but become more symmetric and 
flattened with longer reaction time.  Increasing CuCl2 leads to smaller aspect ratio and when 
CuCl2 to Cu(NO3)2 ratio is around 1.2, the aspect ratio becomes ~1 (Figure 2.4c and 2.4d). In this 
regime, the short NRs (or thick NDs) have nearly completely flattened tips – i.e., hexagonal prism 
shape – especially at the earlier reaction time of 5 min. For CuCl2 concentration similar to and 
greater than this regime, the initial NR length (or ND thickness) at 5 min does not increase or 
increases very little upon further growth, resulting in growth that is almost entirely lateral. High 
CuCl2 concentration leads to thin (~6 nm) NDs that often stack on top of each other (Figure 2.4e 
and 2.4f). Figures 2.4g and 2.4h summarize how the aspect ratio, diameter and length/thickness 
evolve through the transition from NRs to NDs with increasing CuCl2/Cu(NO3)2 ratio. 
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Figure 2.4 Effects of chloride anions on Cu2-xS NC shape. (a) Cu2-xS NRs achieved using CuCl2/Cu(NO3)2 
ratio of 0.053 for 5 min growth. (b) NRs from same batch as (a) after 15 min of growth. (c, d) 
Similar to (a) and (b) but for CuCl2/Cu(NO3)2 ratio of 1.17. (e, f) Similar to (a) and (b) but for 
CuCl2/Cu(NO3)2 ratio of 9. (g) Dependence of aspect ratio of NCs on CuCl2/Cu(NO3)2 ratio at 5 
min (black squares) and 15 min (red circles) of growth. (h) Corresponding dependence of NR 
length or ND thickness (filled symbols) and diameter (open symbols) at 5 min (black squares) 
and 15 min (red circles) of growth. 
The addition of halide anions (e.g., in the form of hydrochloric acid or metal chloride) 
has been reported to lead to stacked NDs[13,14] or ultrathin nanosheets.[16,17] However, the 
presence of halide anions may not always be a necessity for ND formation or predominant lateral 
growth. In particular, Cu-thiolate complexes have been shown to form templates that promote ND 
growth.[19] In these studies, linear alkyl chain thiols such as 1-DDT have been used. In our case, 
t-DDT with lower thermolysis temperature (180 oC vs. > 200 oC for 1-DDT) is what gives rise to 
higher reactivity that presumably allows rod growth. The use of 1-DDT with Cu(NO3)2 needs 
higher thermolysis temperature (230 oC) and leads to dots and small NDs as shown in Figure 2.5. 
In addition, t-DDT has higher steric hindrance than the linear alkanethiols. Hence, liquid 
crystalline Cu-thiolate templates are less likely to form using t-DDT at the reaction temperatures 
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employed, which in turn may be the reason for NRs being preferred over NDs. Nevertheless, 
halide anions have been suggested to stabilize Cu-thiolate templates that promote 2D growth.[17] 
Then, it may be possible that the addition of Cl- is allowing such Cu-thiolate templates to exist 
even with the use of the more reactive and bulkier t-DDT in our case.  While we cannot verify or 
rule out this possibility without further studies addressing how the NCs nucleate, it is clear that 
the addition of Cl- suppresses axial growth and promotes lateral growth. 
 
Figure 2.5 TEM images of Cu2-xS NCs using 1-DDT as the S precursor. (a) Dots are achieved using TOPO 
as the ligand and 0.5 mmol Cu(NO3)2 (10 min growth at 230 
oC). (b) Small NDs are achieved 
using OAm as the ligand and 0.5 mmol Cu(NO3)2 (10 min growth at 230 
oC). 
What we have been able to observe is how the shape/faceting and crystalline phases 
evolve upon continued growth. Within the range of synthesis conditions that we have explored 
here, different shapes observed are NRs of varying tip faceting, hexagonal prisms, and NDs. As 
mentioned above and previously observed,[9,20] the oblique tipped NRs at the early growth stage 
(e.g., at 5 min) evolve to more symmetric elongated hexagonal bipyramids with truncated tips 
(e.g., at 15 min). High-resolution (HR)TEM images and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) 
patterns at these stages are shown in Figure 2.6a and 2.6b. Although individual NRs are single 
crystals, an ensemble of the oblique tipped NRs contains a mixture of high and low chalcocite 
and djurleite phases. However, the powder XRD pattern shown in Figure 2.6c (the full Bragg 
angle range measured is shown in Figure 2.7) indicates that chalcocite phases dominate over 
djurleite. The three highest intensity peaks at 37.4, 46.0 and 48.4o can arise from both high and 
low chalcocite phases but are distinct from corresponding peaks of the djurleite phase. The 
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smaller features between 38 and 42o confirm the presence of monoclinic low chalcocite phase but 
cannot rule out the presence of high chalcocite. We note that for even earlier growth times (< 2 
min), a mixed cubic and rhombohedral modifications of Cu1.8S digenite phase has been 
reported.[20] Continued growth beyond 5 min alters the tip faceting, leading to the more 
symmetric elongated hexagonal bipyramids with truncated tips (intermediate TEM images shown 
in Figure 2.8). As shown by the HRTEM image, SAED and XRD (Figure 2.6b and 2.6c), this 
change in tip faceting is accompanied by a phase transition to predominantly djurleite. The 
appearance of the LSPR absorption in the near-IR (NIR) spectral region further confirms this 
phase transition (Figure 2.6d). Predominantly chalcocite NRs at the early stages of growth have 
Cu2S stoichiometry and lack charge carriers to support LSPR modes but continued growth with a 
transition to Cu1.94S djurleite phase leads to the appearance of a broad LSPR around 2 μm due to 
increasing Cu vacancies. Similar transition from predominantly chalcocite to djurleite phase is 
also observed for NRs with different initial tip faceting (i.e., elongated hexagonal bipyramid with 
sharp tips and hexagonal prism shapes with flat tips shown in supporting Figure 2.9). These NRs 
also converge to similar elongated hexagonal bipyramid shape with flat truncated tips upon this 
phase change at longer growth times. 
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Figure 2.6 (a) HRTEM image and SAED patterns of oblique-tipped Cu2-xS NRs achieved with 5 min 
growth. Identified crystallographic planes and the corresponding d-spacing are indicated (insets 
are the corresponding TEM images, scale bar 5 nm). (b) HRTEM image and SAED pattern of 
elongate hexagonal bipyramid NRs with truncated tips achieved upon longer growth (15 min). 
Observed crystallographic planes and corresponding d-spacing are identified (inset is the 
corresponding TEM image, scale bar 10 nm). (c) XRD of the two types of NRs shown in (a) 
and (b) plotted with expected patterns for low chalcocite Cu2S (ICDD # 97-010-0333), high 
chalcocite Cu2S (ICDD # 97-015-9437), and djurleite Cu1.94S (ICDD # 00-023-0959). Full 
Bragg angle range measured is shown in Figure 2.7. (d) Vis/NIR extinction spectra of the two 
types of NRs dispersed in carbon tetrachloride (insets are representative TEM images, scale bar 
20 nm). 
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Figure 2.7 Full Bragg angle range XRD of Cu2-xS NCs with different shapes (ICDD # for low chalcocite 
Cu2S 97-010-0333, high chalcocite Cu2S 97-015-9437, and djurleite Cu1.94S 00-023-0959). 
Reaction conditions: (i) TOPO and Cu(NO3)2 with 5 min growth; (ii) same as (i) but grown for 
15 min; (iii) TOPO, CuAc and 0.5 mmol THAC with 5 min growth; (iv) OAm, 0.25 mmol 
Cu(NO3)2 and 0.25 mmol CuCl2 with 5 min growth time; (v) OAm and CuAc with 5 min growth 
time; (vi) same as (v) but with 15 min growth time; (vii) OAm and CuCl2 with 5 min growth 
time; (viii) same as (vii) but with 15 min growth time. 
 
Figure 2.8 TEM images of Cu2-xS NRs obtained at different growth times indicated, capturing the transition 
from oblique to the more symmetrically faceted tips. The representative shapes are on the right. 
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Figure 2.9 (a) HRTEM image and SAED pattern of Cu2-xS NRs with sharp tapering tips (inset is the 
corresponding TEM image, scale bar 10 nm). (b) HRTEM image and SAED patterns of the 
Cu2-xS hexagonal prisms (insets are the corresponding TEM images, scale bar 10 nm). (c) XRD 
of the NRs shown in (a) and (b). Full Bragg angle range result is shown in Figure 2.7. Variation 
in peak intensities is possibly caused by preferential orientation of the Cu2-xS flat-tipped prism-
shaped NR bundles lying perpendicular to the substrate (e.g., Figure 2.3b). 
For the NDs, djurleite phase is dominant even at the early growth stage of 5 min and 
remains so upon continued growth (Figure 2.10). HRTEM and SAED patterns shown for 
relatively thick NDs (Figure 2.10a and 10b) indicate that chalcocite phases can be detected 
occasionally at the early stage of growth but convert to mainly djurleite phase. XRD data shown 
in Figure 2.10c confirm the predominance of the djurleite phase throughout the reaction (for time 
≥ 5 min). Absorption spectra taken at 5 and 15 min of growth (Figure 2.10d) show that the LSPR 
resonance is already present at the early growth stage and no significant change occurs upon 
further growth, consistent with djurleite remaining the predominant phase. The thin NDs (~6 nm 
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in thickness) exhibit similar behavior where the djurleite phase remains predominant from the 
early growth stage (Figure 2.11). 
  
Figure 2.10 (a) HRTEM images and SAED patterns of thick Cu2-xS NDs achieved with 5 min growth 
(insets are the corresponding TEM images, scale bar 20 nm). (b) HRTEM images and SAED 
patterns of the NDs after longer growth time (15 min) (insets are the corresponding TEM 
images, scale bar 20 nm). (c) XRD of the NDs shown in (a) and (b). Full Bragg angle range 
measured is shown in Figure 2.7. (d) Vis/NIR extinction spectra of the NDs dispersed in 
carbon tetrachloride (insets are representative TEM images, scale bar 20 nm). 
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Figure 2.11 (a) HRTEM images and SAED pattern of thin Cu2-xS NDs achieved with 5 min growth (inset is 
the corresponding TEM image, scale bar 50 nm). (b) HRTEM images and SAED pattern of the 
NDs after longer growth time (15 min) (inset is the corresponding TEM image, scale bar 50 
nm). (c) XRD of the NDs shown in (a) and (b). Full Bragg angle range result is shown in 
Figure 2.7.  
Different shapes of Cu2-xS NCs achieved here, NRs with varying tip faceting and NDs, 
are potentially useful for NIR plasmonic applications. However, chalcocite Cu2S cannot support 
LSPR and djurleite Cu1.94S NCs have relatively low carrier density and therefore weak LSPR. 
Fortunately, stoichiometry and therefore LSPR can be altered by chemical oxidation.[22] 
Chemical oxidation of spin-cast films of Cu2-xS NCs using (NH4)2Ce(NO3)6 leads to a blue-shift 
and an enhancement of LSPR absorption (Figure 2.12a – 2.12e). Even for the pristine Cu2-xS NCs 
with relatively lower carrier density, different shapes/faceting could allow tunability of the degree 
of near-field enhancement[23] at the individual NC level as demonstrated by the discrete dipole 
approximation simulations (Figure 2.12f – 2.12j).  The NRs have the maximum enhancement at 
the tips when the incident light is propagating in the transverse direction with polarization along 
the longitudinal direction as indicated by the double-headed arrows. On the other hand, the NDs 
have the maximum enhancement at the corners (light incident in the vertical direction with 
polarization indicated by the double-headed arrows). The highest enhancement factor is, as 
expected, at the tips of the sharp NRs (3.34), which is higher than that for the NDs (< 2.86). 
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Calculated maximum enhancement factors of different shapes are summarized in Table 2.1. After 
additional oxidation increasing the carrier concentration, even higher enhancement can be 
expected. 
  
Figure 2.12 (a – e) Vis/NIR absorption spectra of spin-cast films of Cu2-xS NCs with different shapes 
(represented by TEM images in the insets) before and after chemical oxidation using 
(NH4)2Ce(NO3)6. (f – j) Near-field enhancement maps of the pristine Cu2-xS NCs with 
different shapes from discrete dipole approximation simulation. The incident light is along the 
short axis (transverse direction for NRs and vertical direction for NDs). The polarization of the 
incident light is represented by the double-headed arrows. Insets are the 3D models used for 
the simulation. 
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Table 2.1 Electric near-field enhancement maxima for Cu2-xS NCs with different shapes from discrete 
dipole approximation simulation (the highest enhancement factor among all the simulation 
conditions for each shape is in bold). 
 
Conclusions	
We have shown that by varying Cu precursor reactivity, which is dictated by both the 
counter anion and the capping ligands, the aspect ratio of Cu2-xS NCs can be nearly continuously 
tuned from ~3.6 (NRs) to ~0.05 (NDs). Chloride anions can promote 2D growth and the use of 
alkylammonium chlorides can expand the range of shapes achievable. A change in the tip 
faceting accompanied by a phase transition from predominantly chalcocite to djurleite upon 
continued growth is observed in NRs. During this transition, the growth appears to be mainly in 
the lateral, rather than axial, direction. For the NDs, the growth is also limited mainly along the 
lateral direction but the djurleite phase appears earlier and remains the predominant phase with 
continued growth. Intentional chemical oxidation has been employed to enhance LSPR 
absorption of thin films of various Cu2-xS NCs achieved. The near-field enhancement around 
individual NCs has also been simulated and the maximum enhancement factor varies by about 30% 
for the NRs with different tip shapes and NDs achieved here. These anisotropic Cu2-xS NCs, 
especially Cu2-xS NRs, can serve as an anisotropic template for the subsequent introduction of 
other compositions to form novel heterostructures. 
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Experimental	Section	
Chemicals. Copper (II) nitrate hydrate (Cu(NO3)2·xH2O, 99.999%), Copper (II) chloride 
(CuCl2, 99.999%), trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO, 99%), oleylamine (OAm, 70%), tert-
dodecanethiol (t-DDT, 98.5%), 1-dodecanethiol (1-DDT, 98.5%), and octadecene (ODE, 90%) 
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Copper (I) acetate (CuAc, 99%) was purchased from Strem 
Chemicals. Tetraheptylammonium chloride (THAC, 95%), tetraproylammonium chloride (TPAC, 
94%), and tetraethylammonium chloride hydrate (TEAC, 99%) were purchased from Acros 
Organics. All chemicals were used without purification. All syntheses were carried out using the 
standard Schlenk technique. 
Synthesis of Cu2-xS NCs. The synthesis conditions were modified from procedures for 
Cu2-xS NRs previously reported.[9,20] A solution of 0.5 mmol of Cu precursor (as indicated) and 
2.5 mmol of capping ligand (TOPO or OAm as indicated) in 5 mL of ODE with or without 0.5 
mmol of alkylammonium chloride (as indicated) was degassed at ~80 oC for 30 min and then 
heated up to 180 oC under N2 in 3 min. Then t-DDT was added to the reaction mixture at 120 oC. 
When TOPO was used as the ligand, 2.5 mL of t-DDT was added whereas when OAm was used, 
less t-DDT (e.g., 1.9 mL, which is still in excess of the Cu precursor amount) could be used 
without changing the results. The growth time indicated corresponds to the reaction time after 
reaching 180 oC. Upon completion, the reaction mixture was cooled to room temperature. 
Aliquots of the reaction mixture were taken during growth and the NCs were precipitated with 
methanol and then redissolved in chloroform three times for structural, compositional, and optical 
analyses.  
Characterization. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were obtained using 
JEOL 2100 TEM. Samples were prepared by dropping a purified solution of NCs in chloroform 
onto carbon-coated TEM grids. XRD patterns were recorded with Siemens-Bruker D5000 
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diffractometer. Samples were prepared by drop-casting concentrated NC solution in chloroform 
on a low background quartz substrate. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were 
recorded using Hitachi S4800 SEM. Vis/NIR absorption spectra were recorded using Cary 5000 
spectrophotometer. An integrating sphere was used for the samples that were spin-cast onto glass 
substrates. Spectroscopic ellipsometry was carried out on spin-cast NC films on Si substrates 
from 400 to 1700 nm at 50, 60, and 70o incident angles on a J. A. Woollam VASE ellipsometer. 
Data analysis was performed using WVASE32 software. The thicknesses of the films were 
determined from SEM cross-section images (Figure 2.13) and confirmed by profilometry (not 
shown).  
Computational methods. Our simulations are similar to those described in ref. [23] for 
Cu2-xTe NCs. The key difference is that we used refractive indices obtained from spectroscopic 
ellipsometry measurements on spin-cast thin films of each type of Cu2-xS NCs rather than using 
values from continuous thin film or fitting the Mie resonance to the extinction spectrum of 
spherical dots. Optical constants were obtained from fitting spectroscopic ellipsometry data using 
two Tauc-Lorentz oscillators for initial fitting then by point-to-point fitting further minimizing the 
mean square error (Figure 2.14 and 2.15). In the SEM images (Figure 2.13), Cu2-xS NCs within 
the spin-cast films seem to orient randomly. Hence, the spectroscopic ellipsometry data were 
fitted isotopically, meaning that the obtained optical constants represent an average among 
different crystallographic directions. Thus obtained optical constants and 3D models based on 
TEM images were used as inputs for the near-field enhancement simulations. Near-field 
enhancement maps were simulated numerically using DDSCAT based on discrete dipole 
approximation.[24–26] 
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Figure 2.13 SEM images of spin-cast films of Cu2-xS NCs with different shapes (shown schematically as 
insets). The cross-sectional images were used to determine the thickness of the films which 
were then used for fitting spectroscopic ellipsometry data. 
  
Figure 2.14 As-collected spectroscopic ellipsometry data (solid lines) and curve fitting (dash lines) for the 
spin-cast films of Cu2-xS NCs with different shapes (shown schematically). Mean square error 
(MSE) for each fitting is also indicated in the plots. 
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Figure 2.15 Real (n) and imaginary (k) parts of refractive indices of Cu2-xS NCs with different shapes 
(shown schematically as insets) from curve fitting of spectroscopic ellipsometry data. 
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CHAPTER	3	
CU2S/ZNS	HETEROSTRUCTURED	NANORODS:	CATION	
EXCHANGE	VS.	SOLUTION–LIQUID–SOLID‐LIKE	GROWTH	
Significant components of this chapter have been published as “Cu2S/ZnS Heterostructured 
Nanorods: Cation Exchange vs. Solution-Liquid-Solid-like Growth” Zhai, Y.; Shim, M. 
ChemPhysChem 2016, 17, 741–751. 
Introduction	
As a p-type semiconductor, Cu2-xS can form type-II heterostructures with other 
semiconductors such as CdS, making them good candidates for solar cells.[1] Photovoltaics with 
thin film as well as nanorod (NR) based Cu2S/CdS heterostructures have been shown to exhibit 
promising power conversion efficiencies[2–4] and the long-standing long-term stability issues are 
beginning to be addressed.[5] Furthermore, Cu2-xS/ZnS NC heterostructures are also promising as 
plasmonic nano-antennas[6] with potential applications in photothermal therapy.[7]  
Nanocrystalline Cu2-xS-based heterostructures, especially those synthesized through 
versatile solution chemistry, have recently been shown to exhibit a variety of unusual morphologies 
including Cu1.94S/In2S3,[1,8] Cu1.94S/ZnS,[6,7,9,10] Cu1.94S/Cd(Zn)S,[11] Cu2S/PbS,[12] and 
Cu1.94S/MnS[13] of acorn-like, larva-like, bottle-like,[8] teardrop-like, matchstick-like,[1] 
dumbbell-like,[7,10] torch-like[14] shapes as well as 2D nanodisks[11] and 1D NRs.[1,9] Cu2-xS-
based heterostructures have also been observed as intermediates in the synthesis of CuInS2 of 
various shapes.[15,16] While this wealth of composition and morphology may broaden 
applicability, there are also complexities of different reaction mechanisms involved that make 
control over size, shape, composition etc. difficult to achieve. Growth mechanisms for these 
heterostructures usually involve partial cation exchange which can be concurrent with or followed 
by seeded epitaxial growth or solution-liquid-solid (SLS)-like growth.[17] Several synthetic 
methods to grow heterostructures have been explored including successive-injection,[1,9] post-
injection,[11,12] and one-step heat-up approaches.[10,18,19]  Because Cu2-xS NCs can readily 
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undergo cation exchange and act as catalysts (e.g., for SLS-like growth), Cu2-xS-based NC 
heterostructures represent an interesting class of materials to explore how the interplay between 
different growth/exchange processes can give rise to unusual morphologies. 
Here, we report on the synthesis of Cu2S/ZnS heterostructured NRs (HNRs) where tapered 
rod-rod structures, barbell-like (Cu2S/ZnS/Cu2S) structures, and rather unusual stepped ZnS rods 
(body/tail structure) with Cu2S on one or both tips are achieved. Single-pot synthesis is compared 
to a multi-batch approach to elucidate the growth mechanisms. Examination of intermediates at 
different times for the single-pot synthesis of these HNRs shows that Cu2S NRs are first formed 
which then appear to undergo both cation exchange and SLS-like growth. When synthesized 
through a multi-batch approach starting with purified Cu2S NRs, the importance of 
interplay/competition between these two processes is revealed. 
Results	and	Discussion	
Cu2-xS NCs have been shown to undergo several different reactions that lead to a wide 
range of shapes and compositions for the resulting heterostructures.[1,6–12,14] Partial cation 
exchange has been shown to occur in most of these studies. In fact, cation exchange has become a 
common strategy for converting well-established Cd-based II-VI semiconductor NCs of various 
shapes to Zn-based equivalents with Cu2-xS acting as the intermediate, often with the original anion 
lattice framework and thus the morphology of the NCs intact.[20–22] Partial cation exchange has 
also been employed to convert Cu2-xS NCs to alloys or heterostructures.[11,23–26] In addition to 
cation exchange, epitaxial seeded growth or catalytic SLS-like growth can occur, usually leading 
to an augmentation of a secondary phase.[1,6,7,9,10,12,14,27] SLS growth occurs due to the 
supersaturation of the catalysts, leading to the precipitation of a second phase in a 1D manner with 
the diameter determined by the catalyst size.[17] By definition the catalyst is in the liquid phase 
during SLS growth, but Cu2-xS NC-based catalysts are likely to be in the solid phase with high 
cation mobility at the typical reaction temperatures and are expected to be different from the typical 
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metal nanoparticle catalysts used in SLS growth.[28,29] We note that this type of growth with Cu2-
xS has been referred to as catalyst-assisted growth[7,29] but because of the generality of this term, 
we refer to “SLS-like” growth here. Most of the studies that have examined heterostructure 
formation have started from either spherical dots[1,6,9,10,14,16] or 2D nanodisks,[11,24] where 
only one of the two processes, either additive growth (via seeded epitaxy or SLS-like process) or 
composition conversion via cation exchange, is dominant rather than different processes being 
synergistic or in competition with each other. However, it is the combination of the composition 
conversion and the additive growth that can yield a wealth of interesting shapes/morphologies of 
heterostructures based on Cu2-xS NCs.[29] Additionally, several types of precursors (e.g., metal 
diethyldithiolcarbamates,[10–12] metal acetylacetonates,[9,12,18,19] metal oleates,[1,6–8] and 
metal acetates[13]) have been employed, and a comparison among different types of precursors[24] 
may provide the means to differentiate the degree of each reaction occurring during heterostructure 
formation. That is, reactivity of precursors may be an important and a practical parameter in 
controlling the degree of cation exchange vs. additive growth processes and therefore the 
shape/morphology and composition of the desired heterostructures. In the following sections, how 
different Zn precursors alter the morphology of Cu2S/ZnS HNRs in a single-pot synthesis is first 
discussed. We then explore a multi-batch approach that helps to elucidate how distinct processes 
(Cu2S NR formation/growth, cation exchange, and SLS-like growth) may be contributing to the 
final HNR morphologies.  
1.  Cu2S/ZnS HNRs from Single-pot Synthesis with Different Zn Precursors 
Figure 3.1 shows representative TEM images and histograms of the dimensions of the 
Cu2S/ZnS HNRs synthesized by a single-pot process using three different Zn precursors (their 
corresponding UV/Vis extinction spectra are shown in Figure 3.2). In all three cases, CuAc and t-
DDT were used as Cu and S sources, respectively. The obvious contrast difference between the 
lighter ZnS and darker Cu2S due to their significantly different densities helps to identify each 
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composition easily in the TEM images. EDS spectra taken at different points along HNRs further 
support this assignment of compositions (Figure 3.3). All three cases consist of rod-rod structures 
that are tapered (decreasing diameter going away from the heterointerface into ZnS region). The 
length and diameter (averaged over the tapered shape) of the body is similar among HNRs 
synthesized using different Zn precursors (74 ± 5 nm × 28 ± 3 nm for ZnAc2, 65 ± 5 nm × 26 ± 3 
nm for ZnSt2 (St: stearate), and 68 ± 5 nm × 26 ± 3 nm for Zn(acac)2 (acac: acetylacetonate)). Using 
ZnAc2 leads predominantly to tapered rod-rod body (98% of 488 HNRs counted in TEM images). 
ZnSt2 and Zn(acac)2 cases often result in a step in the ZnS component, which appears as a “tail” 
growing out the tapered rod-rod body. The relative abundance of these tailed structures are 76% 
and 86% for ZnSt2 and Zn(acac)2 cases, respectively (from counting over 600 HNRs in TEM 
images for each case). Remainder of the morphologies are tapered rod-rods (21%) and non-
heterostructured Cu2S NRs (3%) for the ZnSt2 case and tapered rod-rods (5%), non-
heterostructured Cu2S NRs (< 9%), and barbell-like structures with Cu2S at both tips (< 1%) for the 
Zn(acac)2 case.  For the tailed structures, ZnSt2 causes the tail to be usually thin and short with the 
average length being shorter than the average diameter of the body. In the Zn(acac)2 case, the tail 
length is nearly as long as the body length and the diameter often increases along the length toward 
the end of the tail. It is also noteworthy that these tails of HNRs in the Zn(acac)2 case are mostly 
capped with Cu2S at the end whereas those of ZnSt2 case are not.  
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Figure 3.1 TEM images and histograms for the width and length of the body and tail of Cu2S/ZnS HNRs 
using ZnAc2 (a – c), ZnSt2 (d – f), and Zn(acac)2 (g – i) as the Zn precursor by the single-pot 
synthesis. Insets of (c), (f) and (i) show TEM images of the HNRs with measured dimensions 
indicated with double-headed arrows with colors corresponding to the histogram. In the bright-
field images, the darker part is Cu2S and the lighter part is ZnS. 
 
Figure 3.2 UV/Vis extinction spectra of Cu2S NRs synthesized using Cu(NO3)2 in the multi-batch strategy 
and Cu2S/ZnS HNRs using ZnAc2, ZnSt2, and Zn(acac)2 in the single-pot synthesis. Spectra are 
offset vertically for clarity. 
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Figure 3.3 Representative EDS spectra taken in the Cu2S and ZnS regions for HNRs obtained after partial 
cation exchange of separately prepared Cu2S NRs (a) and after subsequent SLS-like growth step 
(b). Inset tables show the corresponding elemental percentages (the standard deviations among 
different points in the same region are around 1 – 3%). Bottom images are the corresponding 
STEM images showing where EDS spectra were collected. 
HRTEM image of Figure 3.4a shows the interface between Cu2S and ZnS within the main 
rod-rod body. The {002} and {100} planes of ZnS exhibit d-spacings of 0.313 nm and 0.331 nm 
and the {002} and {100} planes of hexagonal Cu2S have d-spacings of 0.338 nm and 0.342 nm, 
supporting the composition assignment based on the TEM contrast difference. Cu2S and ZnS share 
a hexagonal sulfur sub-lattice framework and in Figure 3.4b, an atomic model of the heterointerface 
(along [002]) shows the epitaxial relationship expected from the HRTEM image. Figure 3.4 also 
shows the XRD results for the HNRs from different Zn precursors. The chalcocite phase (Cu2S) 
and the wurtzite ZnS phase match with the indexing in the HRTEM image. The XRD of the HNRs 
is essentially a superposition of peaks from Cu2S and ZnS with intensities proportional to the 
volume of each phase. We note that these XRD results correspond to chalcocite phases (Cu2S) 
rather than djurleite phase (Cu1.94S). From ZnAc2 to ZnSt2 to Zn(acac)2, the increasing relative 
intensity of the ZnS phase agrees with its increasing volume based on the TEM images in Figure 
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3.1 as well as EDS composition analysis in Figure 3.5. For Cu2S, the major XRD peaks from 
monoclinic low chalcocite and hexagonal high chalcocite are quite similar. Given that the 
conversion of low chalcocite to high chalcocite upon heat treatment could happen at low 
temperatures in the nanometer size regime,[30] we expect the Cu2S in the HNRs to be a mixture of 
low and high chalcocite phases. Despite the lower symmetry of low chalcocite, the two phases 
share a common hexagonal sulfur sub-lattice and both can form epitaxial heterointerfaces with ZnS 
(e.g., monoclinic Cu2S {040} // ZnS{002} and monoclinic Cu2S {400} // ZnS{100}).  
 
Figure 3.4 (a) Representative HRTEM image and (b) the atomic model for Cu2S/ZnS interface in the HNRs. 
(c) XRD results for Cu2S/ZnS HNRs using indicated Zn precursors (ICDD #s: low chalcocite 
Cu2S 97-010-0333, high chalcocite Cu2S 97-015-9437, and wurtzite ZnS 97-006-7453). The peaks 
in the dashed boxes are from the Cu2S phase. 
 
Figure 3.5 EDS spectra for Cu2S/ZnS HNRs using ZnAc2, ZnSt2, and Zn(acac)2 in the single-pot synthesis 
and their corresponding atomic percentages (error bars show the standard deviations among 
different areas). 
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While the above structural analysis clearly indicates epitaxial relation between Cu2S and 
ZnS and therefore the heterostructure formation is not surprising, it is unclear how these rather 
unusual structures arise and why different Zn precursors alter morphology. We note that some of 
these structures are reminiscent of the unusual shapes of CuInS2 and CuInS2/Cu2S heterostructures 
previously reported.[8,15,16] To gain insights on the formation mechanism, aliquots of the reaction 
mixture were taken at different stages of the reaction and examined via TEM. Figure 3.6 shows the 
results for the three cases with different Zn precursors. In all cases, spherical Cu2-xS NCs form first 
which then transform to NRs. Note that these NRs form in the presence of Zn precursors in solution. 
Because of the less certainty in composition, we refer to Cu2-xS for the intermediates here but the 
final heterostructures as well as the initial Cu2S NRs intentionally grown separately (discussed in 
the next section) have chalcocite phases. For ZnAc2 case, Cu2-xS NRs appear to undergo cation 
exchange followed by shape change to tapered rod-rod structure. Planar defects observed in the 
ZnS regions may be from lattice mismatch (3.3%) and possible lattice deformation during cation 
exchange.[9] ZnSt2 and Zn(acac)2 cases also appear to undergo similar processes but there is also 
an additional step of forming a ZnS tail in many of the resulting HNRs. Such structures with a tail 
are also observed in the ZnAc2 case but at very low yields (< 2%). This tail formation appears to 
occur simultaneously or prior to the main body becoming tapered. The ZnS tails start from small 
Cu2-xS regions at the tips of HNRs that have undergone partial cation exchange and the TEM images 
(e.g., inset of Zn(acac)2 case) indicate that the lengthening of these ZnS tails likely occurs via SLS-
like growth. However, how Cu2-xS catalyst tip appears is unclear – e.g., possibilities include 
heterogeneous nucleation of Cu2-xS on ZnS formed through either epitaxial growth or reverse cation 
exchange, or cation exchange occurring near the tip of the initial Cu2-xS rod but not fully converting 
the tip to ZnS. How the tapered shape of the main body forms is also not obvious. It may arise from 
cation exchange and growth accompanied by restructuring[10] due to lattice mismatch between 
ZnS and Cu2S or from direct growth of Cu2S with free Cu and S precursors in solution concurrent 
to ZnS growth. It could also arise from SLS-like growth with Cu2S leftover after partial cation 
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exchange acting as the catalyst with continued growth (or restructuring) of the catalyst increasing 
diameter of the ZnS rod as it grows through SLS-like process.[9,19] These multiple processes that 
could all occur simultaneously complicate the picture of how different morphologies arise. 
Therefore, we have examined a multi-batch approach to separate out, as much as possible, Cu2S 
NR formation, cation exchange, and SLS-like growth steps to better understand how these 
interesting HNRs arise and discuss them below. 
 
Figure 3.6 TEM images showing products at different times of Cu2S/ZnS HNRs synthesis using ZnAc2 (a), 
ZnSt2 (b), and Zn(acac)2 (c) as the Zn precursor in the single-pot synthesis. The 0, 2, and 3 min 
images are from Zn(acac)2 case but all Zn precursors have similar intermediates at early stages of 
the reaction. 
2. Cu2S NR Formation 
The first step in the multi-batch synthesis to separate out different reaction contributions is 
the synthesis of Cu2S NRs with size/shape and composition that can give rise to similar 
heterostructures as those observed in the single-pot synthesis. We have modified the direct 
synthesis of colloidal Cu2-xS NRs recently demonstrated using t-DDT as a more reactive S source 
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than 1-DDT.[31] The main difference in our synthesis is the use of Cu(NO3)2 rather than CuAc. 
The main reason for this change is that CuAc can easily oxidize in air and may contain both Cu(I) 
and Cu(II) and we found this mixture of oxidation states to often lead to noticeable degree of 
irregular shaped particles with lower aspect ratios. We have explored several different Cu 
precursors (CuAc2, Cu(NO3)2, Cu(acac)2, CuCl2, CuCl, CuI, CuSCN, and CuCN) and found that 
the less reactive Cu(I) precursors (CuCl, CuI, and CuSCN) and CuCl2 often led to large irregular 
particles with lower aspect ratios (CuCN led to small nanodisks). However, CuAc, CuAc2, 
Cu(acac)2, and Cu(NO3)2 all led predominantly to NRs with Cu(NO3)2 providing the most uniform 
rod structure (Figure 3.7a and Figure 3.8). We suspect this result may be due to the high reactivity 
of Cu(NO3)2 in comparison to CuAc, CuAc2, and Cu(acac)2. The XRD and HRTEM of NRs 
synthesized using Cu(NO3)2 and CuAc best match Cu2S low and high chalcocite phases (Figure 3.7 
and Figure 3.8e). Further heating of these NRs led to phase change to mostly djurleite as shown for 
the CuAc case with 15 min growth time. For this longer growth time, the initial oblique NR shape 
became more symmetric with flatter tips (Figure 3.8a inset). The facile conversion between several 
different crystal structures of Cu2-xS[30,31]  may allow such variations in Cu2-xS shapes. For the 
rest of the discussion, NRs synthesized with Cu(NO3)2 and 5 min growth time were used since these 
NRs appear the most comparable in size, shape, and aspect ratio to the single-pot syntheses. 
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Figure 3.7 TEM image (a) and HRTEM image (b) of Cu2S NRs using Cu(NO3)2 as the Cu precursor (grown 
for 5 min). (c) XRD results for Cu2S NRs using Cu(NO3)2 or CuAc as the Cu precursor and grown 
for indicated times (magnified in the range of the three strongest peaks to show offsets between 
chalcocite and djurleite phases). The full two-theta range XRD results are shown in Figure 3.8e. 
ICDD #s: low chalcocite Cu2S 97-010-0333, high chalcocite Cu2S 97-015-9437, and djurleite 
Cu1.94S 00-023-0959. 
 
Figure 3.8 TEM images for Cu2S NRs using CuAc (a), CuAc2 (b), Cu(acac)2 (c), and Cu(NO3)2 (d) as the Cu 
precursor (all grown for 5 min). The inset to (a) is a TEM image of NRs synthesized using CuAc 
but grown for 15 min instead of 5 min, showing that the oblique tips convert to more regular flatter 
tips. (e) Full range XRD results of Cu2S NRs for Figure 3.7c (ICDD #s: low chalcocite Cu2S 97-
010-0333, high chalcocite Cu2S 97-015-9437, and djurleite Cu1.94S 00-023-0959). 
3. Cation Exchange 
In order to examine how cation exchange proceeds, Cu2S NRs were first purified to remove 
excess t-DDT that might act as the S source. Since t-DDT can also act as a good ligand for Cu+, 
especially facilitating cation exchange, and since TOPO is not a very good ligand choice for Cu2S 
NRs nor for extracting Cu+, we introduced a soft base TOP (with phosphorus as the binding site), 
to enable cation exchange. According to hard-soft-acid-base theory,[32] TOPO, which is a hard 
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base (oxygen as the binding site), should coordinate to the hard acid Zn2+ better than to the soft acid 
Cu+. Consistent with this concept, using TOPO in the absence of both TOP and t-DDT led to only 
a very limited number of Cu2S NRs being partially exchanged to ZnS and the resulting ZnS volume 
was very small. By varying the amount of TOPO and TOP, the extent of cation exchange could be 
tuned. An example using ZnAc2 as the Zn precursor (using the same amount of 0.5 mmol as in the 
single-pot synthesis) is shown in Figure 3.9. Pure TOP without TOPO led to almost complete cation 
exchange. Decreasing the amount of TOP and increasing the amount of TOPO decreased the 
volume of ZnS in the resulting HNRs. In all cases, both the volume and the shape of the NRs were 
preserved, indicating that no additive growth, ripening or restructuring took place.  
 
Figure 3.9 TEM images for Cu2S/ZnS HNRs after cation exchange-only step with different TOPO/TOP 
amounts (all with 0.5 mmol ZnAc2 and exchange for 5 min): (a) 2.5 mmol TOPO, (b) 2.5 mmol 
TOPO and 0.5 mL TOP, (c) 2 mmol TOPO and 1 mL TOP, and (d) 1mL TOP, showing increasing 
ZnS volume in the HNRs from left to right. 
Figure 3.10 shows STEM images and the corresponding Zn/Cu atomic ratios from EDS 
measurements for Cu2S NRs that have undergone partial cation exchange reaction using three 
different Zn precursors. The amount of Zn, TOPO/TOP ratio, and the reaction time were fixed to 
be the same for all three cases. The corresponding EDS spectra are shown in Figure 3.11. Results 
show a significantly larger volume of ZnS and therefore a higher reactivity for ZnAc2 than ZnSt2 
and Zn(acac)2. This reactivity difference may be expected given the differences in steric hindrance 
caused by the anions. The steric hindrance due to the anions is significantly less and therefore more 
exposed Zn2+ center for ZnAc2 than for ZnSt2 and Zn(acac)2 (Figure 3.12). Recently, cation 
exchange of Cu2S nanoplatelets to form CuInS2 nanoplatelets has been reported to be slower using 
In(acac)3 than InAc3.[24] Because the leaving-group ability of the anions is similar for Ac- and 
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acac-, this observed difference has been attributed to the lower adsorption of In(acac)3 to the 
nanoplatelet facets due to a larger steric hindrance.[24] Given the same/similar anions, ionic radius 
of the cations (60 pm for Zn2+ and 62 pm for In3+), and Cu2S phase, we expect this steric hindrance 
effect to also be leading to the higher reactivity of ZnAc2 in our case. 
 
Figure 3.10 STEM images of Cu2S/ZnS HNRs after cation exchange using ZnAc2 (a), ZnSt2 (b), and 
Zn(acac)2 (c) as the Zn precursor, and the corresponding Zn/Cu atomic percentage ratios (d). 
All three reactions were carried out with 0.5 mmol Zn precursor, 2 mmol TOPO, and 1 mL TOP 
for 10 min. In the dark-field images, the lighter part is Cu2S and the darker part is ZnS. 
  
Figure 3.11 EDS spectra for composition analysis shown in Figure 3.10.  
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Figure 3.12 3D molecular models (with translucent molecular surface) of different Zn precursors used in the 
synthesis: ZnAc2 (a), ZnSt2 (b), and Zn(acac)2 (c) (purple atoms represent zinc, red atoms oxygen, 
grey atoms carbon, and white atoms hydrogen). 
In addition to the different reactivities, we also observe different distributions of the 
location of where cation exchange initiates for the Zn precursors examined. Given the expected 
lower ligand coverage and the higher surface energy of the tips, which can explain previous reports 
of epitaxial growth occurring there,[33,34] one might anticipate cation exchange to also initiate at 
the tips. For the single-pot syntheses where simultaneous growth of Cu2S may also be occurring, 
ZnS does appear more frequently at or near the tips of Cu2S NRs (Figure 3.6). However, TEM 
images of small aliquots of reaction mixture taken during the cation exchange-only process using 
ZnAc2 show that the ZnS regions often initiate somewhere in the middle of the NRs rather than at 
the tips and steadily increase in volume (Figure 3.13a and 3.13b). Continued cation exchange leads 
to a change in this distribution of where ZnS is located since the conversion to ZnS eventually ends 
at the tips (Figure 3.13c). By adjusting the reaction time (as well as TOPO/TOP ratio), only a small 
degree of cation exchange can be induced, allowing us to examine where ZnS phase initiates. Figure 
3.14 shows the distributions of the initial ZnS location within the NRs for cation exchange reactions 
using ZnAc2 and Zn(acac)2 (with similar cation exchange degree). Here and throughout, “middle” 
refers to anywhere along Cu2S NR other than the very tip – i.e., none of the tips terminates with 
ZnS. There is a significant difference between ZnAc2 and Zn(acac)2. The former leads to nearly 38% 
of the cases having ZnS at the tips whereas the latter leads to less than 14% of such cases.  
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Figure 3.13 (a) TEM images of Cu2S/ZnS HNRs that have undergone cation exchange-only step using 0.5 
mmol ZnAc2, 2.5 mmol TOPO, and 0.5 mL TOP for the indicated times. (b) Corresponding 
Zn/Cu atomic percentage ratios from EDS. (c) Corresponding histograms showing the 
distribution of the ZnS position in the NRs. 
 
Figure 3.14 Histograms showing different distributions of the ZnS position in the Cu2S/ZnS HNRs after 
cation exchange: (a) 0.5 mmol ZnAc2, 2.5 mmol TOPO, and 0.5 mL TOP and exchange for 2min 
(corresponding TEM image in Figure 3.13a); (b) 0.5 mmol Zn(acac)2, 2 mmol TOPO, and 1 mL 
TOP and exchange for 10min (corresponding STEM image in Figure 3.10c). 
As shown in Figure 3.15, the side facets of the sulfur sub-lattice in chalcocite Cu2S NRs 
({100} and {1-10}) have lower anion packing densities (4.3 and 3.8 nm-2) than the close packed 
{002} plane (6.4 nm-2). Hence, Zn2+ diffusion along [001] direction may be significantly slower 
than along [100] and [1-10] directions. Then it may be reasonable to consider ZnS phase to more 
likely initiate from the sides of the NRs due to this lower diffusion barrier. Analogous observations 
have been made where In3+ initiates cation exchange from the edges/corners of hexagonal Cu3-xP 
and Cu2S nanoplatelets (i.e., facets with lower anion packing densities).[24,35] While this kinetic 
barrier argument may explain why the tips are not the preferred location where cation exchange 
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initiates, it cannot explain the differences between two Zn precursors. Following Buhro et al.’s 
suggestion of surface adsorption pre-equilibrium lying further towards the adsorbed state for metal 
acetates than for metal acetylacetonate precursors,[24] one possible explanation for this difference 
may be that higher adsorption of less sterically hindered ZnAc2 may allow preferential adsorption 
at the tips where there are likely to be even lower ligand coverage and higher surface energy than 
the sides of the NRs. The lower overall adsorption of more sterically hindered Zn(acac)2 on the 
surface of Cu2S NRs, on the other hand, may not lead to as significant of a differentiation of 
location-dependent adsorption. Hence, more adsorbed ZnAc2 near the tips may offset the effects of 
anisotropic cation diffusion. Ultimately, the resulting difference in where the cation exchange 
initiates may play an important role in how SLS-like growth proceeds and therefore may dictate 
the morphology of the final HNRs.  
 
Figure 3.15 Sulfur anion packing on {002} (a), {100} (b), and {1-10} (c) planes of sulfur sub-lattice in Cu2S 
(different shades represent sulfur atoms on different layers). 
4. SLS-like Growth and Factors Determining HNR Morphology 
If Cu2S NRs with different location and degree of cation exchange as achieved and 
discussed in the previous section were subjected to subsequent SLS-like growth without other side 
reactions, one might expect structures 1, 2, and 3 shown in Scheme 3.1 to result.  The first two 
reaction paths would explain much of how the unusual morphologies of HNRs observed in the 
single-pot synthesis arise – the top reaction path would correspond to predominant rod-rod HNRs 
(1) arising in the ZnAc2 case and the second path to HNRs with thin tail (2) in the ZnSt2 and 
Zn(acac)2 cases. We may then hypothesize that the location and the degree of cation exchange at 
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the time when SLS-like growth begins dictates the resulting morphology of HNRs. Cation 
exchange initiating at the tip (or in the middle but with significant degree such that one of the tips 
is fully converted to ZnS) would lead to the rod-rod type structure 1 – SLS-like growth would 
elongate the ZnS part due to supersatuation at the heterointerface.[16] Tapering may be a 
consequence of the SLS-like growth where diameter of the catalyst may be increasing due to 
growth[9,19] and/or restructuring.[10] The HNR of structure 2 arises simply from SLS-like growth 
with two different sizes of Cu2S at the tips after cation exchange. Structure 3, which is almost never 
observed in the single-pot synthesis, could arise if NR intermediates with similar Cu2S regions at 
both tips were subjected to SLS-like growth.  
  
Scheme 3.1 Illustration of how the ZnS position in the NRs after cation exchange affects the shape of 
Cu2S/ZnS HNRs after SLS-like growth. The blue dash lines indicate the interfaces between 
Cu2S and ZnS before SLS-like growth; the red arrows show the direction of ZnS growth away 
from the interfaces; the black dash arrows represent continued cation exchange of Cu2S to ZnS. 
To test this hypothesis, one would ideally need to separate out SLS-like growth from cation 
exchange. However, the complete separation of SLS-like growth from cation exchange is not 
feasible since t-DDT can act both as the S source for SLS-like growth and as the soft base 
coordinating to Cu+ for cation exchange. Unfortunately, when other S precursors (elementary sulfur, 
thiourea, or bis(trimethylsilyl)sulfide) were used, only irregular aggregates formed (data not 
shown). Even if there was a suitable S source that did not act as a base to extract Cu+ and did not 
cause other problems such as aggregation, SLS-like growth requires continuous cation diffusion 
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into the catalyst, which could also lead to continued cation exchange. Hence, we have resorted to 
using t-DDT as the S source despite additional/concurrent cation exchange that can complicate the 
results (Cu2S NRs that underwent partial cation exchange were purified prior to these SLS-like 
growths). However, the amount of contribution from SLS-like growth relative to the degree of 
concurrent cation exchange may be varied with reaction parameters such as Zn precursor choice 
and concentration.  
4.1. Effects	of	Initial	Cation	Exchange	and	Zn	Precursor	Choice	
Figure 3.16 demonstrates how the results of SLS-like growth (with additional and 
concurrent cation exchange) using t-DDT are affected by different degree and location distribution 
of ZnS from prior cation exchange-only reaction and the choice of Zn precursor. When more ZnS 
is present at the tips after the initial cation exchange-only step, the resulting heterostructures from 
SLS-like growth using ZnAc2 contain significant amount of tapered rod-rod structure, consistent 
with product 1 in Scheme 3.1 (Figure 3.16a and b with insets showing distribution of HNR 
morphologies). As shown in Figure 3.16c and d and their insets, when the initial cation exchange 
leads to ZnS location favoring the middle of the NR more (again, “middle” here and throughout 
our discussion refers to anywhere along Cu2S NR other than the very tip), subsequent SLS-like 
growth with Zn(acac)2 precursor leads to a significant amount of barbell-like structure 3 expected 
from the third route in Scheme 3.1. Surprisingly, a significantly amount of structure 1 also results 
despite less ZnS at the tips after the initial cation exchange-only step. This means that there is a 
significant degree of additional cation exchange that occurs in the reaction mixture prior to SLS-
like growth for this condition, which then re-establishes the ZnS location distribution within the 
NRs and therefore the distribution of effective intermediates shown in Scheme 3.1 that dictate the 
final structures. As discussed later, this preferential additional cation exchange to the tips may be 
induced by the presence of t-DDT. 
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Figure 3.16 TEM images of Cu2S/ZnS HNRs after cation exchange (a) and (c) with insets showing the 
distributions of the ZnS position in the NRs and of their corresponding SLS-like growth products 
(b) and (d) with insets showing distribution of different heterostructure shapes (1, 2, 3, and 4 
defined in Scheme 3.1). The reagents used for 5 min cation exchange reactions are 2.5 mmol 
TOPO and: (a) 0.5 mmol ZnAc2 and 0.35 mL TOP; (c) 0.5 mmol Zn(acac)2 and 0.5 mL TOP. 
Conditions for subsequent 10 min SLS-like growth reactions are 2.5 mmol TOPO, 0.5 mL t-
DDT, and (b) 0.07 mmol ZnAc2; (d) 0.3 mmol Zn(acac)2. The white dash circles in (d) highlight 
product 4 in Scheme 3.1. 
We note that there is a new structure 4 that appears albeit at a relatively low yield (examples 
circled in dash lines in Figure 3.16d). These HNRs are similar to the tapered rod-rod structure 1 but 
are usually significantly longer and tapers to a sharp point (structure 1 has ZnS termination that is 
similar to the initial Cu2S NRs in shape). These structures differ from the tailed structure 2 in that 
the diameter decrease is gradual rather than abrupt. A possible route to structure 4 is shown in the 
bottom reaction path in Scheme 3.1. These structures arise in a similar manner as structure 3 but as 
SLS-like growth proceeds, cation exchange decreases the size of the catalyst Cu2S tip until it 
eventually disappears, similar to what has been observed for CuInS2 structures in ref. [16]. Such 
continued cation exchange during SLS-like growth may also explain the results of the single-pot 
synthesis using ZnSt2 where the tails taper to smaller diameter away from the body and do not have 
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a catalyst at the end.  Hence the additional cation exchange that takes place in the SLS-like growth 
step not only re-establishes the distribution of the effective intermediates from which SLS-like 
growth initiates but also alters the HNR morphology as SLS-like growth takes place.  
4.2. Effects	of	Zn	Precursor	Concentration	
Another reaction parameter that affects the degree of additional cation exchange vs. SLS-
like growth and therefore the final HNR morphology is the Zn precursor concentration. Figure 
3.17a shows how the relative abundance of different morphologies of HNRs (corresponding to 
products 1 – 4 in Scheme 3.1) change with the concentration of ZnAc2 used for the SLS-like growth 
step. All cases here began with the same conditions for the prior cation exchange-only step and the 
initial tip vs. middle ZnS location distribution is plotted in Figure 3.17b. The subsequent SLS-like 
growth was carried out with indicated amounts of ZnAc2 and the corresponding representative 
TEM/STEM images and shape distribution for each concentration are shown in Figure 3.18. There 
are three key observations we make on the ZnAc2 concentration dependence. First, the tapered rod-
rod structure 1 is the predominant structure in the low concentration regime. Since all cases began 
with the same condition for the prior cation exchange-only reaction, the relative abundance of 
structure 1 (~71%) being about a factor two higher than the initial percentage of NRs that have ZnS 
at the tips (~38%), indicate that there has to be a large degree of additional cation exchange 
occurring before SLS-like growth initiates in the low ZnAc2 concentration regime. That is, more 
than half of the initial NRs with ZnS in the middle are converted to structures with ZnS extending 
out to one of the tips before SLS-like growth elongates (and tapers) the NRs. Second, although the 
abundance of tailed structure 2 remains relatively low throughout, it peaks in the regime where the 
yields of 1 and 3 cross. The low yield of structure 2 may be expected since the probability of 
achieving the proper degree and location of ZnS through cation exchange (the intermediate prior 
to structure 2 in Scheme 3.1) should be low. The highest yield of 2 occurring when yields of 1 and 
3 cross is also expected since, as additional cation exchange extends ZnS from the middle to the tip 
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of the NRs, the abundance of the intermediate to 2 should be the highest at this point. Third, as the 
amount of ZnAc2 is increased, the relative abundance of 1 decreases while that of 3 increases. The 
abundance of 1 levels off to a minimum of ~40% whereas the sum of 2, 3, and 4 reaches a maximum 
of ~60% in the high concentration regime. Structure 4 is seen only in the highest concentration case. 
The 40/60 ratio corresponds to the ratio of the distribution of initial ZnS location (tips vs. middle). 
This correspondence is expected when the initial distribution of location of ZnS is not altered 
significantly prior to SLS-like growth taking place – i.e., only the NRs with ZnS initially at the tips 
convert to structure 1 and the rest to structures 2, 3, and 4. 
These observations are consistent with our hypothesized reaction routes of Scheme 3.1 and 
point to the importance of intermediates that are achieved through cation exchange and the degree 
of SLS-like growth in determining the final HNR morphology. Given the large amount of 1 in the 
low concentration regime, the intermediate structures prior to SLS-like growth that are critical to 
determining the final HNR morphology are achieved during the last step where additional cation 
exchange occurs. In the high concentration regime, our results suggest that the initial distribution 
of ZnS location is maintained when SLS-like growth initiates and therefore the effective 
intermediates that dictate the final HNR morphology may be obtained from the initial cation 
exchange-only reaction. This difference between low and high concentration regimes imply that 
the rate of SLS-like growth increases faster than the rate of cation exchange with Zn precursor 
concentration. The high concentration regime may allow a better control over HNR morphology 
since cation exchange carried out separately can determine the intermediate structures. However, 
the appearance of structure 4 indicates that cation exchange concurrent to (or after) SLS-like growth 
can further diversify the HNR morphology.  
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Figure 3.17 (a) Shape distribution of the Cu2S/ZnS HNRs after SLS-like growth using different amounts of 
ZnAc2 precursors (1, 2, and 3 defined in Scheme 3.1). For the 0.2 mmol case, the population of 
product 4 is added to product 3. Corresponding TEM and STEM images are shown in Figure 
3.16. (b) Histogram showing the distribution of the ZnS position in the NRs after cation exchange 
used for (a) (Error bars show the standard deviation from different runs with same reaction 
conditions). 
  
Figure 3.18 TEM and STEM images and the corresponding histograms showing the distributions of different 
heterostructure shapes (1, 2, 3, 4 defined in Scheme 3.1) for Cu2S/ZnS HNRs after SLS-like 
growth using different amounts of ZnAc2 precursors. The white dash circles in the 0.2 mmol case 
feature shape 4 in Scheme 3.1. 
We note that morphologies similar to structures 1, 2, and 4 have been reported in CuInS2 
and CuInZnS nanoparticles.[16] These structures start from spherical Cu2S NCs which form 
CuInS2/Cu2S heterostructures as intermediates, and depending on how fast the reaction takes place 
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Cu2S can remain a single domain or split into two parts within the intermediate leading to rather 
unusual morphologies. However, it remains unclear how fast reaction kinetics leads to such 
differences. We suspect similar combination of cation exchange and SLS-like growth that we 
observe may be playing an important role in dictating shapes in these CuInS2-based nanoparticles 
as well. Here, by starting with Cu2S NRs instead of spherical dots and by using a multi-batch 
strategy instead of the single-pot synthesis, new insights are obtained on how the initial position of 
the cation exchange and the interplay between partial cation exchange and SLS-like growth 
determine the HNR morphology. 
5. Single-pot vs. Multi-batch Synthesis 
Although the morphologies of HNRs achieved through both single-pot and multi-batch 
syntheses can be categorized under the same four structures shown in Scheme 3.1, the relative 
abundance of each type is quite different in the two approaches. The predominance of 1 in the 
single-pot synthesis using ZnAc2 is not unreasonable given our findings of enhanced reactivity for 
cation exchange using ZnAc2. That is, a high cation exchange rate can easily lead to structures with 
ZnS extending out to one of the tips which then undergo SLS-like growth to tapered rod-rod 
structure. However, the yields are significantly higher for the single-pot synthesis than the multi-
batch process. Structure 3 is hardly ever observed in the single-pot synthesis whereas it can be 
made the predominant species in the multi-batch approach. What is even more surprising is the 
high yield of tailed HNRs 2 in the single-pot syntheses using ZnSt2 and Zn(acac)2. Multi-batch case 
always leads to rather low yield to 2 because the probability of Cu2S NRs undergoing just the right 
degree of cation exchange at the right location to leave small Cu2-xS particles at the tips is very low. 
Although, cation exchange initiating at the tips or somewhere on the sides of Cu2S NRs in the multi-
batch synthesis can be varied to some degree with Zn precursor and ligand choice, there is still a 
distribution along the NR that appears to be rather random and therefore the probability of 
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achieving the right intermediate is low. Hence we believe there must be some additional process(es) 
at play in the single-pot synthesis.  
As mentioned earlier, there is a preference for ZnS to initiate at or near the tips in the single-
pot synthesis (Figure 3.6). In addition, t-DDT acts as the coordinating base for cation exchange in 
the single-pot case, as opposed to TOP in the multi-batch strategy. To test whether the choice of 
the base for cation exchange is important in the initial ZnS location, purified Cu2S NRs were reacted 
directly with Zn(acac)2 and t-DDT. During the early stages of this reaction (Figure 3.19a), 
significantly large number of NRs appear to have undergone cation exchange at or near the tips 
with some already starting to show protruding tail from SLS-like growth. After 10 min of reaction 
(Figure 3.19b), there is a significantly higher abundance of the tailed structure 2 than multi-batch 
synthesis that includes a separate cation exchange-only step. However, structure 1 is still the 
predominant product (68%) and the yield of 2 is still far below that achieved with single-pot 
synthesis using the same Zn precursor (16% vs. 86%), indicating other factors may also be 
important. 
  
Figure 3.19 STEM images of the Cu2S/ZnS HNRs at the indicated times for reaction of purified Cu2S NRs 
directly with 0.1 mmol Zn(acac)2, 2.5 mmol TOPO, and 0.5 mL t-DDT. Inset shows the 
distribution of different heterostructure shapes (1, 2, 3 defined in Scheme 3.1).  
Conclusion	
In summary, by comparing the single-pot heat-up synthesis with the multi-batch process, 
we have gained new insights on the formation mechanism of Cu2S/ZnS HNRs with interesting 
shapes. The location and the volume of the initial Cu2S NR converted to ZnS through partial cation 
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exchange have important consequences on the resulting HNR morphology. Using the bulky TOP 
as the coordinating base, cation exchange of Cu2S NRs initiates more frequently on the side facets 
of the NRs rather than on the tip facets. The presence of the relatively less bulky t-DDT appears to 
favor cation exchange to initiate at or near the tips. Cation exchange rate is also an important 
contributing factor in determining the distribution of the critical intermediate structures and ZnAc2 
exhibits faster rate than ZnSt2 and Zn(acac)2. Depending on the intermediate structure having ZnS 
all the way through one of the tips, near the tips but with small amount of Cu2S remaining, or in 
the middle of the NR, subsequent SLS-like growth leads to tapered rod-rod, body/tail, or barbell-
like structure, respectively. Concurrent cation exchange can cause Cu2S catalysts to be eventually 
lost during SLS-like growth. Body/tail structures then lose the small Cu2S tip at the end of the tail 
and what would have been barbell-like structures end up converting to gradually tapering (to a 
sharp tip) ZnS structures with Cu2S heads, further diversifying achievable morphologies of 
Cu2S/ZnS HNRs. This understanding of how different HNR shapes arise from Cu2S NRs through 
a combination of cation exchange and SLS-like growth should enable design of synthetic strategies 
for Cu2-xS-based heterostructures with novel and tailored morphologies. 
Experimental	Section	
Chemicals. Zinc acetate (ZnAc2, 99.99%), zinc stearate (ZnSt2, technical grade), zinc 
acetylacetonate hydrate (Zn(acac)2·xH2O, 99.995%), copper (II) nitrate hydrate (Cu(NO3)2·xH2O, 
99.999%), trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO, 99%), trioctylphosphine (TOP, 90%), octadecene 
(ODE, 90%), and tert-dodecanethiol (t-DDT, 98.5%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 
Copper(I) acetate (CuAc, 99%) was purchased from Strem Chemicals. All chemicals were used 
without purification. All syntheses were carried out using the standard Schlenk technique. 
Single-pot synthesis of Cu2S/ZnS HNRs. The synthesis was modified from a procedure 
for Cu2-xS  NRs.[31] 0.5 mmol ZnAc2 (or ZnSt2, or Zn(acac)2·xH2O), 0.5 mmol CuAc, and 2.5 
mmol TOPO in 5 mL ODE were degassed at ~80 oC for 30 min and then heated up to 180 oC under 
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N2 in 3 min. At 120 oC, 2.5 mL t-DDT was injected. The reaction was allowed to proceed for 15 
min at 180 oC. Aliquots of reaction mixture were taken during growth and the NCs were 
precipitated with methanol and then redissolved in chloroform three times for structural and 
compositional analysis. The same purification procedure was used for all syntheses below. 
Synthesis of Cu2S NRs. A solution of 0.5 mmol Cu(NO3)2·xH2O and 2.5 mmol TOPO in 
5 mL ODE was degassed at ~80 oC for 30 min and then heated up to 180 oC under N2 in 3 min. At 
120 oC, 2.5 mL t-DDT was injected. The reaction was allowed to proceed for 5 min once 180 oC 
was reached and cooled down to room temperature (RT). The NRs were then precipitated from the 
reaction mixture by adding methanol and centrifuged for ~5 min. The NRs were redissolved in 
chloroform. 
Cation exchange of Cu2S NRs. A solution of specified amounts of ZnAc2 (or ZnSt2, or 
Zn(acac)2·xH2O), TOPO, TOP, and all Cu2S NRs from the previous batch in 4 mL ODE was 
degassed at ~80 oC for 30 min and then heated up to 180 oC under N2 in 5 min. The reaction was 
allowed to proceed for an indicated time at 180 oC.  After cooling down to RT, the NRs were 
precipitated from the reaction mixture by adding methanol and centrifuged for ~5 min. The NRs 
were redissolved in chloroform. 
SLS-like growth of partially cation-exchanged Cu2S/ZnS HNRs. A solution of specified 
amounts of ZnAc2 (or ZnSt2, or Zn(acac)2·xH2O), 2.5 mmol TOPO, and all Cu2S/ZnS HNRs from 
the previous cation exchange reaction in 5 mL ODE was degassed at ~80 oC for 30 min and then 
heated up to 180 oC under N2 in 5 min. Once 180 oC was reached, 0.5 mL t-DDT was added 
dropwise in ~30 s and the reaction was allowed to proceed for 10 min at 180 oC.  
Characterization. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), high-resolution (HR)TEM 
and scanning TEM (STEM) images and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) were 
recorded using JEOL 2010 FETEM with an Oxford EDS detector. Samples were prepared by drop-
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drying purified NC solutions in chloroform onto carbon-coated gold grids. The atomic percentages 
from EDS data were averaged over five individual areas, each of which contained at least 100 NCs. 
Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded with Siemens-Bruker D5000 
diffractometer. Samples were prepared by drop-casting concentrated NC solutions in chloroform 
onto a low background quartz substrate. UV/Vis extinction spectra were recorded at RT with 
Agilent 8453 diode array UV/Vis spectrophotometer. 
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CHAPTER	4	
STERIC	HINDRANCE	EFFECT	ON	THE	SPONTANEOUS	
MULTIPLE	SEGMENT	FORMATION	IN	COPPER	SULFIDE‐
BASED	HETEROSTRUCTURED	NANORODS	
Introduction	
I-III-VI2 semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs) with band gaps corresponding to the visible 
wavelength range have found potential applications in photovoltaics, lighting, photocatalysis, and 
bio-imaging.[1] On the other hand, the high Cu vacancy density in the Cu2-xS NCs enables metal-
like behavior such as plasmonic resonance absorption in the near-IR (NIR) regime.[2,3] The 
combination of visible light absorption and NIR plasmonic resonance absorption is promising for 
advanced optical applications.[4,5] In addition, the alternating p-n heterojunction achieved in the 
Cu2-xS/I-III-VI2 heterostructures (Cu2-xS as a p-type semiconductor, and I-III-VI2 as a n-type 
semiconductor) could enable novel electronic applications.[6]  
Forming heterostructures between Cu2-xS and I-III-VI2 semiconductor NCs through 
epitaxial growth is challenging. In contrast, similar with the synthesis of Cu2-xS/ZnS 
heterostructured nanorods (HNRs), in the syntheses of I-III-VI2 NCs or Cu2-xS/I-III-VI2 
heterostructures, Cu2-xS NCs usually form first and then the partial cation exchange and the 
solution-liquid-solid (SLS)-like growth lead to the formation of the I-III-VI2 NCs.[7,8] Rod-rod 
biphasic Cu2S/CuInS2 HNRs have been reported previously.[9,10] However, the incorporation of 
other I-III-VI2 compositions, especially in a more complex morphology such as superlattice or 
multiply segmented structures, is still challenging using the solution chemistry. 
Here, we report on the colloidal synthesis of Cu2S/CuGaS2 HNRs with spontaneous 
formation of alternating Cu2S/CuGaS2 segments due to strain effect. In contrast, under the same 
synthetic condition, Cu2S/CuInS2 HNRs with small strain exhibit rod-rod shape with a single 
CuInS2 domain. The number of the segments can be controlled by the Ga precursor concentration. 
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Interestingly, the steric hindrance of the organic ligands is shown to be critical to the multiple 
segment formation. In particular, it can dictate whether the cation exchange preferentially occurs 
at the tips or significantly on the sides of NRs. Considering the different packing densities of the 
ligands on the NR surface which determine the accessibility of the cation precursors to the NRs, 
the steric hindrance of the ligands can be used to further tune the positional selectivity of cation 
exchange in the HNRs.   
Results	and	Discussion	
In our study, all the HNRs were synthesized using a two-batch strategy. The Cu2-xS NRs 
were first synthesized and purified before partial cation exchange with Ga or In precursors in the 
presence of the ligand/S precursor (t-DDT) in a second batch. I-III-VI2. Reaction temperature and 
time for cation exchange were fixed (10 min after 180 oC was reached) unless specified.   
1. Strain Effect 
Figure 4.1 shows the bright-field TEM and dark-field STEM images demonstrating how 
Cu2-xS NRs convert to Cu2-xS/CuGaS2 or Cu2-xS/CuInS2 HNRs after partial cation exchange. In the 
bright-field images, the lighter part is CuGaS2 (or CuInS2) and the darker part is Cu2-xS, which is 
the opposite in the dark-field images. EDS spectra taken at different points along HNRs (Figure 
4.2) and the HRTEM images (Figure 4.3) support this assignment of compositions. The CuGaS2 
forms multiple segments between the existing Cu2-xS components, whereas CuInS2 forms a single 
domain leading to a rod-rod heterostructure. For the multiply segmented Cu2-xS/CuGaS2 HNRs, the 
length and diameter of the NRs change from ~80.7 nm × 22.3 nm to ~74.8 nm × 35.8 nm with the 
diameter of the CuGaS2 components being ~24.6 nm. The diameter of the new CuGaS2 components 
follows that of the original Cu2-xS NRs due to the topotactic cation exchange, whereas the increased 
diameter of the Cu2-xS components is possibly due to restructuring.[11] To minimize the interfacial 
energy between Cu2-xS and the I-III-VI2 components, rod-rod heterostructure should be 
thermodynamically more stable due to the smaller interfacial area, as in our Cu2-xS/CuInS2 case. 
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However, as simulated in the CdS/Ag2S HNR case, the strain field kinetically prevents merging of 
the newly formed Ag2S (or CuGaS2 in our case) components due to the drastically increasing strain 
when the neighboring segments approach each other.[12] Despite the difference in the number of 
the segments between the CdS/Ag2S case and our Cu2-xS/CuGaS2 case (probably due to the 
difference in the aspect ratio of the original NRs), the fundamental effect of strain due to lattice 
mismatch should be the same. In Cu2-xS/CuGaS2 HNRs with large lattice mismatch (-7.4% in the 
axial direction and -10.6% in the other direction, as shown in Figure 4.3), multiple CuGaS2 
segments form in the middle of the NRs, which represents the kinetically trapped morphology. In 
contrast, such thermodynamically metastable morphology is absent in Cu2-xS/CuInS2 HNRs with 
small lattice mismatch (-4.3% in the axial direction and -6.5% in the other direction, as shown in 
Figure 4.3). Therefore, the stain effect is responsible for the multiple segment formation in the Cu2-
xS/I-III-VI2 HNRs. 
 
Figure 4.1 Representative bright-field TEM and dark-field STEM images of Cu2-xS NRs (a, b), Cu2-
xS/CuGaS2 HNRs (c, d), and Cu2-xS/CuInS2 HNRs (e, f) using TOPO as the ligand. For the HNRs, 
the darker part is Cu2-xS and the lighter part is CuGaS2 or CuInS2 in the bright-field images, and 
the contrast difference is reversed in the dark-field images. Insets are the shape schematics. 
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Figure 4.2 Representative EDS spectra taken in the Cu2S and I-III-VI2 regions for HNRs. Inset tables show 
the corresponding elemental percentages (the standard deviations among different points in the 
same region are around 1 – 3%). Bottom images are the corresponding STEM images showing 
where EDS spectra were collected.  
Figure 4.3a and 4.3b show the XRD results of the HNRs. Cu2-xS components have 
monoclinic djurleite (Cu1.94S) phase, while both CuGaS2 and CuInS2 components have hexagonal 
wurtzite phase. Despite the thermal instability of the wurtzite phase of bulk I-III-VI2 
semiconductors, it is actually very common for the I-III-VI2 NCs.[10,13,14] Looking closer at the 
shapes of the NRs in Figure 4.1, the oblique tips of the original Cu2-xS NRs change to more 
symmetric and flattened tips after grown for 10 min. It agrees with our previous report of a similar 
shape change in the Cu2-xS NR tips accompanying a phase change from chalcocite to djurleite.[15] 
Because of the similar change in both Cu2-xS/CuGaS2 and Cu2-xS/CuInS2 HNRs, strain should have 
less significant effect on the shape of the NR tips. In addition, the interface between the djurleite 
Cu1.94S phase and the wurtzite I-III-VI2 phases are not exactly perpendicular to the rod axis. This 
probably results from the monoclinic djurleite phase, because as reported previously in the 
Cu2S/Ag2S nanowires, the djurleite phase leads to similar irregular interface, while the fcc phase 
(Cu2S) leads to regular interface perpendicular to the nanowire growth direction.[16] Further 
investigation of the representative selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns of a single 
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Cu2-xS/CuGaS2 or Cu2-xS/CuInS2 HNR (Figure 4.3c and 4.3e) shows that the epitaxial relationship 
is: Cu1.94S {800} // I-III-VI2 {002} in the axial direction and Cu1.94S {036} // I-III-VI2 {110} with 
corresponding lattice mismatch of -7.4% (-4.3%) and -10.6% (-6.5%), respectively, for Cu2-
xS/CuGaS2 (Cu2-xS/CuInS2). HRTEM images of Cu2-xS/CuGaS2 and Cu2-xS/CuInS2 also support 
this epitaxial relationship (Figure 4.3d and 4.3f). XPS measurements support the existence of Cu2+ 
in the djurleite phase (satellite peaks around 943 eV) and the expected oxidation states in the I-III-
VI2 components (Figure 4.4). 
 
Figure 4.3 XRD results of Cu2-xS/CuGaS2 (a) and Cu2-xS/CuInS2 (b) HNRs using TOPO as the ligand. (ICDD 
#s: djurleite Cu1.94S 00-023-0959, wurtzite CuInS2 97-016-3489; wurtzite CuGaS2 peaks from 
simulation, ref. [13]). Representative SAED patterns and HRTEM images of Cu2-xS/CuGaS2 (c, 
d) and Cu2-xS/CuInS2 (e, f) HNRs. Observed crystallographic planes and corresponding d-spacing 
are identified (insets are the corresponding TEM images, scale bar 50 nm).  
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Figure 4.4 Survey-scan and high-resolution XPS results for Cu2-xS/CuGaS2 (a) and Cu2-xS/CuInS2 (b) HNRs 
using TOPO as the ligand. The characteristic binding energies of the elements confirm their 
oxidation states (Cu+, Ga3+/In3+, and S2- that are on the surface or in the lattice). The kinetic energy 
of the Cu Auger peak excludes the presence of Cu(0). 
Cu2-xS/CuGaS2 HNRs at the early growth stages were characterized to understand the 
growth process of the segmented structure (Figure 4.5a – d). As shown in the dark-field images, 
small triangular CuGaS2 components (darker areas) nucleate on the sides of the NRs, and then they 
extend across the NR cross-section, and finally they expand in the axial direction. The 
corresponding Ga/Cu ratio in the HNRs also increases, indicating the growth of the CuGaS2 
components (Figure 4.5e). It is very intriguing to understand why the nucleation occurs from the 
sides of the NRs, because the NR tips are usually considered to be more reactive.[17] We have 
observed previously that in Cu2S/ZnS HNRs synthesized under the similar condition, significant 
number of the new ZnS component forms in the middle of the NRs after partial cation exchange.[18] 
The reason is probably that in the hexagonal sulfur sub-lattice, the side facets of the NRs have 
lower sulfur anion packing densities, leading to lower cation diffusion barriers which facilitate the 
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cation exchange.[18] Similarly, we can expect that the crystal-facet selectivity also leads cation 
exchange to preferentially occurring on the side facets for the Cu2-xS/I-III-VI2 HNRs. Our 
explanation also matches with the study of the Cu2S/Ag2S superlatticed nanowires, where the new 
Ag2S components nucleate and grow from the sides of the nanowire at the twin boundaries.[16] In 
another system of CdS/Ag2S HNRs, the new Ag2S components first nucleate as small islands on 
the sides of the pristine CdS NRs.[12,19] Then Ostwald ripening causes the small islands to merge 
to decrease the interfacial energy.[12,19] In our case, it is possible that similar Ostwald ripening 
occurs (e.g., two nucleation sites on the NRs merge together). However, since the number of the 
nucleation sites appears to correspond to the number of the CuGaS2 segments in the final HNRs, 
the nucleation/growth model should better apply. Therefore, the multiple segment formation can 
be tuned by the Ga precursor concentration. For example, using more Ga precursor leads to more 
nucleation sites and faster CuGaS2 growth, which eventually leads to more CuGaS2 segments in 
the HNRs (Figure 4.5f and 4.5g). The crystal structure shows no change using more Ga precursor 
(Figure 4.6a – c), and the only difference is the higher Ga/Cu ratio in the HNRs (Figure 4.6d). 
 
Figure 4.5 Representative STEM images of the Cu2-xS/CuGaS2 HNRs at the early growth stages (a – d), and 
the corresponding compositional change from EDS measurements (e). Representative STEM 
images of the Cu2-xS/CuGaS2 HNRs using more (0.5 mmol) Ga(acac)3 after grown for 1 min (f) 
and 10 min (g), showing more CuGaS2 segments in the HNRs. 
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Figure 4.6 Structural and compositional analysis of Cu2-xS/CuGaS2 HNRs with more CuGaS2 segments 
(using 0.5 mmol of Ga(acac)3): (a) XRD result (in comparison with HNRs with less CuGaS2 
segments using 0.1 mmol of Ga(acac)3; ICDD #s: djurleite Cu1.94S 00-023-0959, wurtzite CuGaS2 
peaks from simulation, ref. [13]); representative SAED pattern (b) and HRTEM image (c) 
(observed crystallographic planes and corresponding d-spacing are identified; inset is the 
corresponding TEM image, scale bar 50 nm); (d) compositional analysis from EDS 
measurements (in comparison with HNRs with less CuGaS2 segments using 0.1 mmol of 
Ga(acac)3). 
2. Steric Hindrance Effect 
Steric hindrance can affect the positional selectivity in the cation exchange process starting 
from an anisotropic template. Previously we have demonstrated in the Cu2S/ZnS HNRs, bulky 
precursors such as zinc acetylacetonate and zinc stearate better preserve the crystal-facet selectivity 
and lead to the new ZnS component preferentially in the middle of the HNRs since there is 
proportionally larger side facet area in the middle of the NRs.[18] In contrast, smaller precursor 
such as zinc acetate can better penetrate through the surface ligand shell, and preferentially adsorb 
on the NR tips due to the lower ligand coverage as a result of the larger surface curvature.[18] 
Therefore, the crystal-facet selectivity is compromised by the preferential surface adsorption at the 
NR tips, and there is relatively more cation exchange at the tips. For the cation exchange of the 
Cu2S/ZnS HNRs, branched and bulky ligands trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) and 
trioctylphosphine (TOP) were used, similar with the condition for the Cu2S/I-III-VI2 HNR cases 
shown above (TOPO and t-DDT as the ligands). It would be very intriguing to understand the steric 
hindrance effect of the organic ligands on the cation exchange process. 
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It can be anticipated, based on the knowledge from the self-assembled monolayers of 
thiolates on metal surfaces,[20] that when branched and bulky ligands are used, their packing 
densities on the NR surface are low and the surface is less protected, and hence the crystal-facet 
selectivity can be better preserved given the overall higher accessibility of the NRs (as in the 
Cu2S/ZnS HNR cases[18]). In contrast, linear ligands can pack more densely on the NR surface 
and the NRs are overall less accessible for cation exchange. In this case, NR tips are especially 
preferred because of the lower ligand coverage due to the larger surface curvature at the tips.[18] 
As shown in Figure 4.7a and 4.7b, for Cu2-xS/CuGaS2 HNRs, when the original branched and bulky 
ligand TOPO was replaced by linear ligands such as oleylamine or octylamine, the new CuGaS2 
components only formed at the NR tips, instead of forming multiply segmented structures. To 
exclude possible interference from the different chemistry between TOPO and amines, branched 
and bulky amines such as dioctylamine or bis(2-ethylhexyl)amine were used instead of TOPO 
(Figure 4.7c and 4.7d). Similar multiply segmented HNRs were achieved, supporting the dominant 
effect from the steric hindrance. To further exclude possible complications, only DDT was used as 
the ligand for the partial cation exchange. At the reaction temperature (180 oC), t-DDT should be 
labile because this is the temperature for the Cu2-xS NR synthesis where t-DDT decomposes serving 
as the S precursor. Using only t-DDT leads to the least NR surface protection, and segmented HNRs 
readily formed even at a lower temperature (Figure 4.7e). In contrast, when only 1-DDT was used 
as a ligand, there was only limited exchange (Figure 4.7f), possibly due to the better protection on 
the NR surface by 1-DDT with a higher thermolysis temperature (> 200 oC). In addition, cation 
exchange appears to preferentially occur at the NR tips (red dash circles in Figure 4.7f). Similarly, 
for the Cu2-xS/CuInS2 HNRs, despite the absence of the multiple segment formation and some 
complications (such as too facile cation exchange or gel formation between 1-DDT and indium 
acetylacetonate), it is still true that branched and bulky ligands prefer exchange in the middle 
whereas linear ligands lead to exchange from the tips of the NRs (Figure 4.8). Different ligands 
have little effect on the crystal structure or the sizes of the HNRs as shown in the XRD, SAED, and 
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HRTEM results (Figure 4.9 and 4.10a), but branched amines indeed lead to slightly more exchange 
than linear amines as we expected (Figure 4.10b). 
 
Figure 4.7 Representative STEM images of Cu2-xS/CuGaS2 HNRs using ligands with different steric 
hindrances: (a) oleylamine (linear), (b) octylamine (linear), (c) dioctylamine (branched), (d) 
bis(2-ethylhexyl)amine (branched), (e) only t-DDT (branched) (grown at 160 oC for 10 min), (f) 
only 1-DDT (linear) (less cation exchange and the CuGaS2 components are the darker areas 
marked by the red dash circles). The molecular structure for each ligand is shown above the 
STEM image. 
 
Figure 4.8 Representative STEM images of Cu2-xS/CuInS2 HNRs using ligands with different steric 
hindrances: (a) oleylamine (linear) (grown for 1 min because a 10 min growth would lead to pure 
CuInS2 NRs as shown in Figure 4.9), (b) only 1-DDT (linear) (due to gel formation between 1-
DDT and In(acac)3, a higher temperature of 230 oC has to be used; grown for 1 min), (c) only t-
DDT (branched) (grown at 160 oC for 10 min). The molecular structure for each ligand is shown 
above the STEM image. 
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Figure 4.9 XRD results of Cu2-xS/CuGaS2 HNRs (a) and CuInS2 NRs (b) using OAm as the ligand. (ICDD 
#s: djurleite Cu1.94S 00-023-0959, wurtzite CuInS2 97-016-3489; wurtzite CuGaS2 peaks from 
simulation, ref. [13]). Representative SAED patterns and HRTEM images of Cu2-xS/CuGaS2 (c, 
d) and Cu2-xS/CuInS2 (e, f) HNRs. Observed crystallographic planes and corresponding d-spacing 
are identified (insets are the corresponding TEM images, scale bar 50 nm).  
 
Figure 4.10 Sizes (a) and compositions (b) of Cu2-xS/CuGaS2 HNRs using different amines as the ligands: 
oleylamine (OAm), octylamine (OA), dioctylamine (DOA), and bis(2-ethylhexyl)amine 
(BEHA).  
Hence, both the large strain in the HNRs and the large steric hindrance of the ligands are 
necessary factors for the spontaneous formation of superlattice-like multiple segments (Scheme 
4.1). Without large strain, each component tends to form a single domain to decrease the interfacial 
energy; without large steric hindrance of the ligands, NR surface (especially the side facets where 
the curvature is low) is better protected and cation exchange prefers the tips rather than the middle 
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of the NRs. The SEM images of Cu2-xS/CuGaS2 and Cu2-xS/CuInS2 HNRs provide a 3D view of 
the different HNR morphologies achieved (Figure 4.11). 
 
Scheme 4.1 Schematic of how Cu2-xS NRs convert to Cu2-xS/CuGaS2 or Cu2-xS/CuInS2 HNRs after partial 
cation exchange (and possible restructuring), depending on the strain in the HNRs (multiply-
segmented or single-domain) and the steric hindrance of the ligands (tip-exchanged or middle-
exchanged). (Brown component represents Cu2-xS; blue component represents CuGaS2; red 
component represents CuInS2). 
 
Figure 4.11 SEM images of Cu2-xS/CuGaS2 and Cu2-xS/CuInS2 HNRs under the synthetic conditions of: (a) 
0.1 mmol Ga(acac)3 + TOPO, (b) 0.1 mmol In(acac)3 + TOPO, (c) 0.5 mmol Ga(acac)3 + TOPO, 
(d) 0.1 mmol Ga(acac)3 + OAm, (e) 0.1 mmol In(acac)3 + OAm. 
3. Optical Properties 
In addition to the optical properties from the I-III-VI2 components, the original Cu2-xS 
components are promising for plasmonic applications. After partial cation exchange, the plasmonic 
absorption may disappear possibly due to the composition/phase change of Cu2-xS.[3,21] However, 
in our case, although the NIR plasmonic absorption peak tends to red-shift and sometimes decrease 
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in intensity due to the decreased Cu vacancy density, it can still exist after HNR formation (Figure 
4.12). The NIR peak is broad possibly due to the less confinement in the 1D NRs and the 
inhomogeneity in the ensembles. The NIR absorption is confirmed to originate from the Cu2-xS 
component because it disappears when the Cu2-xS component is completely exchanged to CuInS2 
(Figure 4.12d). Regarding the I-III-VI2 components, the band edge absorption of CuInS2 is clear at 
~780 nm (Figure 4.12c and 4.12d). The band edge transition of CuGaS2, on the other hand, is not 
as obvious but the Tauc plot (Figure 4.12 insets) reveals it to be ~2.3 eV, similar with the bulk 
value. The large CuGaS2 size (radius > 13 nm) is beyond the exciton Bohr radius (~2.5 nm)[22] 
and therefore no quantum confinement effect is expected in these HNRs.  
 
Figure 4.12 Vis/NIR extinction spectra evolution during the growth of Cu2-xS/CuGaS2 HNRs using TOPO 
(a) and OAm (b) as the ligand, and Cu2-xS/CuInS2 HNRs using TOPO (c) and OAm (d) as the 
ligand. Spectra are offset vertically for clarity. Insets in (a, b) show the Tauc plot for the direct 
band gap of the CuGaS2 components. 
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Conclusions	
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the large strain from lattice mismatch is 
responsible for the spontaneous multiple segment formation in the Cu2-xS/CuGaS2 HNRs, which is 
absent in the better lattice-matched Cu2-xS/CuInS2 HNRs. The number of the CuGaS2 segments can 
be controlled by the Ga precursor concentration following the nucleation/growth mechanism. In 
addition, the large steric hindrance of the ligands is critical to the multiple segment which requires 
cation exchange in the middle of the NRs, whereas linear ligands only lead to exchange at the tips. 
This is possibly because the crystal-facet selectivity favoring the middle of the NRs can be 
preserved with more accessible NR surface using branched and bulky ligands, whereas NR tips are 
more preferentially accessible with better surface protection by linear ligands that can pack more 
densely on the flatter sides of NRs. These results provide new insights on how segmented 
superlattice-like HNRs form through partial cation exchange, in particular, how the ligand choice 
can have an important impact.  
Experimental	Section	
Chemicals. Copper(II) nitrate hydrate (Cu(NO3)2·xH2O, 99.999%), tert-dodecanethiol (t-
DDT, 98.5%), 1-dodecanethiol (1-DDT, 98.5%), Gallium(III) acetylacetonate (Ga(acac)3, 99.99%), 
Indium(III) acetylacetonate (In(acac)3, ≥99.99%), trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO, 99%), 
oleylamine (OAm, 70%), octylamine (OA, 99%), dioctylamine (DOA, 97%), bis(2-
ethylhexyl)amine (BEHA, 99%), and octadecene (ODE, 90%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 
and used without further purification. All syntheses were carried out using the standard Schlenk 
technique. 
Synthesis of Cu2-xS NRs. Following our previous procedure,[18] a solution of 0.5 mmol 
of Cu(NO3)2·xH2O and 2.5 mmol of TOPO in 5 mL of ODE was degassed at ~80 oC for 30 min 
and then heated up to 180 oC under N2 in 3 min. At 120 oC, 2.5 mL of t-DDT was added. The 
reaction was allowed to proceed for 5 min once 180 oC was reached and cooled down to room 
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temperature (RT). The NRs were then precipitated from the reaction mixture by adding methanol 
and centrifuged for ~5 min. The NRs were redissolved in chloroform. 
Synthesis of Cu2-xS/CuGaS2 and Cu2-xS/CuInS2 HNRs. A solution of 0.1 mmol (or 
indicated amount) of Ga(acac)3 or In(acac)3, 2.5 mmol of TOPO (or other ligands as indicated), and 
all the Cu2-xS NRs from the previous reaction in 5 mL of ODE was degassed at ~80 oC for 30 min 
and then heated up to 180 oC under N2 in 5 min. Once 180 oC was reached, 0.5 mL of t-DDT was 
added dropwise in ~30 s and the reaction was allowed to proceed for 10 min (or indicated time) at 
180 oC. Aliquots of reaction mixture were taken during growth and the NCs were precipitated with 
methanol and then redissolved in chloroform three times for structural, compositional, and optical 
analyses. 
Characterizations. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning TEM (STEM) 
and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) were recorded using JEOL 2010 FETEM with an 
Oxford EDS detector. Selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) and high-resolution (HR)TEM 
images were recorded using JEOL 2100 TEM. Samples were prepared by dropping the purified 
NC solution in chloroform onto the carbon-coated gold grid in case of Cu interference for EDS. A 
low background beryllium holder was used for EDS measurement. The atomic percentages from 
EDS data were averaged over five individual areas and each area contained at least 100 NCs. 
Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded with Siemens-Bruker D5000 
diffractometer. Samples were prepared by drop-casting concentrated NC solution in chloroform on 
a low background quartz substrate. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were recorded 
using Hitachi S4800 SEM. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data were obtained using 
Kratos Axis Ultra XPS system with an Al gun. Samples were spin-coated onto Si substrates. All 
spectra were calibrated using the C1s peak at 285 eV. Vis/NIR extinction spectra of the NC 
solutions in tetrachloroethane were recorded at RT with Varian Cary5G UV/Vis/NIR 
spectrophotometer. 
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CHAPTER	5	
BENEFITTING	FROM	DOPANT	LOSS	AND	OSTWALD	
RIPENING	IN	MN	DOPING	OF	II‐VI	SEMICONDUCTOR	
NANOCRYSTALS	
Significant components of this chapter have been published as “Benefitting from Dopant Loss 
and Ostwald Ripening in Mn Doping of II-VI Semiconductor Nanocrystals” Zhai, Y.; Shim, M. 
Nanoscale Res. Lett. 2015, 10, 423-435. 
Introduction	
Doping semiconductors with transition metals can impart new and useful optical, 
electronic, and/or magnetic properties.[1] Additional prospects arising from combining quantum 
size effect with dopant enabled capabilities have led to the exploration of various dopants in 
several different types of semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs),[1–10] with Mn-doped II-VI NCs 
garnering much attention.[2,4,6–19] In addition to intriguing magneto-optical properties,[20,21] 
energy transfer from the photo-excited host to the dopant can lead to high quantum yield (QY) 
photoluminescence (PL) from relaxed spin-forbidden 4T1  6A1 transition.[22] The high PL QYs 
and large Stokes shift between the host absorption edge and Mn PL in Zn-based II-VI NCs are 
especially promising for developing down-converters for solar cells[23,24] and solid-state 
lighting,[25] and fluorescent markers for biomedical imaging[17] and sensing.[26] Emission 
wavelength tunability via lattice strain can provide additional benefits.[27,28] Hence, Mn-doped 
Zn-based II-VI NCs are often considered as heavy-metal-free, low-toxicity alternatives to CdSe 
and related NCs. 
While Mn has been relatively easy to dope into II-VI NCs, especially ZnS and CdS, at 
low temperatures, the resulting NCs have often been of low quality.[11–14,18,29,30]  Mn-doped 
NCs with high crystallinity and good control over size/size distribution can be achieved with the 
hot-injection method,[2,15] but low dopant concentrations (far below the bulk solubility) and the 
statistical nature of dopant inclusion lead to a significant fraction of NCs being 
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undoped.[2,3,15,16] High temperature growth/ripening often necessary to achieve high quality 
NCs is at the root of these problems. At elevated temperatures, “self-purification” may occur via 
dopant diffusion and eventual ejection out of the lattice.[31,32] Norris et al. have argued that 
intraparticle ripening, rather than self-purification, may be the cause of dopant loss.[16,33] In 
addition, smaller particles tend to be more difficult to dope[16,18] and there appears to be a 
critical NC size smaller than which dopants cannot be incorporated and larger than which dopants 
are incorporated at a constant rate.[20,21,31,34] While many factors contribute and doping 
mechanisms remain under debate,[16,31] annealing or ripening of NCs is usually considered to 
be detrimental, e.g., even if dopant adsorption on NC surfaces is favorable and even if the NCs 
are in the size regime of favorable dopant incorporation rate, ripening[33] and/or dopant diffusion 
during growth[8,9,31,32] can lead to the loss of dopants. In fact, Norris et al. have shown that 
maintaining precursor concentrations during growth can minimize intraparticle ripening induced 
dopant loss.[33] 
Other promising approaches to Mn doping separate dopant incorporation from nucleation 
and/or growth of the host NCs.[4,6,7,9,27,35,36] “Nucleation doping” is a particularly successful 
example where extremely small Mn chalcogenide core is formed first and the host II-VI NC is 
grown as the shell.[4,6,7,9,17] However, a relatively low shell growth temperature is required to 
prevent separate nucleation/growth of undoped NCs[4] and Mn diffusion out to the surface.[7,9] 
Hence, extended high temperature growth can also be detrimental to the nucleation doping 
approach. Nevertheless, optimization efforts have led to high quality materials that can be stable 
at relatively high growth temperatures.[6] 
Cation exchange, where high quality host NCs can be grown separately, is a potential 
approach that can avoid ripening of the host material altogether but has been limited to low-
temperature Mn doping of magic sized clusters of ZnTe[37] presumably due to high temperatures 
necessary to drive incorporation of Mn2+ which leads again to the ripening problem for most II-VI 
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NCs.[38,39] Alternatively, Gamelin et al. have introduced a diffusion doping approach 
successfully incorporating Mn in difficult-to-dope CdSe NCs and even in CdSe nanorods.[39] 
The key innovation of diffusion doping is controlling the solution and crystal lattice chemical 
potentials to incorporate both dopants and anions from solution to the existing NCs without 
significant host cation loss and therefore avoiding ripening.     
In most Mn doping approaches developed to date, growth or annealing at high 
temperatures for an extended period of time is considered to be an unfavorable process that 
should be avoided or minimized as much as possible. It can lead not only to the broadening of 
size distribution but also to the detrimental loss of dopants. However, high temperatures are 
usually necessary to achieve high crystallinity and high PL QYs and therefore Mn loss and 
ripening are usually unavoidable. Here, we examine a simple and potentially scalable heat-up 
synthetic strategy where all precursors for II-VI host material and the Mn dopant are added 
together at a low temperature and heated to a high growth temperature. Optimizing the time of 
growth at a high temperature can lead to high Mn PL QY while suppressing the band edge PL. 
Mn PL QYs of ~50% are demonstrated for several different II-VI host materials. With initial high 
Mn concentrations and the smaller NCs having higher band edge PL and lower Mn PL, both 
dopant loss and Ostwald ripening have beneficial effects in achieving desired PL properties. 
Results	and	Discussion		
While there are currently several different approaches to synthesizing Mn-doped II-VI 
semiconductor NCs, we focus here on the heat-up synthesis because high-quality/high-PL 
materials can be achieved with simplicity and because of its potential for scale-up and extension 
to anisotropic structures.[40–42] Furthermore, since all reagents are mixed together initially, 
growth/ripening and Mn incorporation/loss may be more difficult to separate and control than 
other synthetic methods. Therefore, an understanding of how dopant incorporation and loss are 
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affected by high temperature growth/annealing is of critical importance in order to take advantage 
of potential benefits of the heat-up synthesis.  
Once Mn impurities are incorporated into the NCs,  high growth/annealing temperatures 
can cause undesirable decrease in the dopant concentration and increase the number of undoped 
NCs, leading to a decrease in the Mn PL and an increase in the band edge PL.[32,43] However, in 
the high dopant concentration regime (i.e., significantly larger than one dopant per particle), 
reducing the number of dopant atoms per NC might be desirable.[19,44,45] In this sense, the 
heat-up synthesis where Mn dopants may be incorporated at high concentrations (initially at low 
temperatures) presents a potential system where Mn dopant loss may be beneficial. Hence we 
focus on the doping process in the heat-up synthesis and consider both growth via Ostwald 
ripening and dopant loss during NC growth/annealing. We note that annealing a purified solution 
of NCs in the absence of potential reaction byproducts might appear to better serve in illustrating 
Ostwald ripening effects on doping. However, the effects of changing precursor concentrations on 
the overall chemical equilibrium between the solution and the nanocrystalline phases[39] 
complicate the situation. Hence, we limit our discussion here to Ostwald ripening in the growth 
solution. We also note that our main goals here are to identify trends arising in the evolution of 
spectral features during the heat-up synthesis and to provide a better understanding of how these 
trends are related to the doping/growth processes occurring. We first discuss ZnSxSe1-x as the host 
NC since much less work has been reported on alloyed materials[10,46] and alloying can provide 
tunability of absorption across a broader spectral range which would be beneficial in applications 
such as down-converters. The generality of our findings are demonstrated by extending our 
studies to other host materials (i.e., ZnS, CdS and CdSxSe1-x). 
1. Structural and spectral features of Mn-doped ZnSxSe1-x NCs 
Figure 5.1 shows the absorption/PL spectra, TEM images, diameter histogram, and XRD 
results of Mn-doped ZnSxSe1-x NCs. Precursors for Zn, Mn, S, Se, and capping ligands are mixed 
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together at 120 oC, heated to 260 oC, and annealed/grown for 90 min for the case shown in Figure 
5.1. Although the initial PL QY is low, we observe that the addition of zinc stearate (ZnSt2) at 
room temperature (RT) and subsequent annealing at 250 oC for 2 h leads to strong Mn PL with a 
QY of 55% with the band edge PL being essentially completely quenched. The addition of extra 
zinc precursors has been reported to improve PL QY possibly through the formation of a type-I 
passivating ZnS shell.[47] It may also cause surface cation exchange, which was previously 
thought unfavorable due to the loss of dopant.[43]  
 
Figure 5.1 (a) Absorption/PL spectra, (b) TEM image along with HRTEM image and corresponding FFT 
pattern, (c) diameter distribution, and (d) powder XRD (ICDD #s: ZnSe 04-001-6858, ZnS 04-
001-6857) of Mn-doped ZnSxSe1-x NCs after surface exchange/passivation. 
The NCs are nearly spherical with a d-spacing of 0.32 nm between {111} planes as 
observed in the high-resolution (HR)TEM image (Figure 5.1b). XRD results reveal zinc-blende 
structure (Figure 5.1d). The lattice constant of 0.554 nm is consistent with that expected from the 
d-spacing measured by HRTEM and lies between ZnSe (0.567 nm) and ZnS (0.541 nm), 
implying an alloyed ZnSxSe1-x composition or possibly a gradient composition. Given that 1-
deodecanethiol (1-DDT, the S source) should react at a higher temperature (above 230 oC)[48] 
than selenourea (~160 oC),[38] we expect our resulting NCs to be closer to the latter case of 
gradient composition with ZnSe-rich core and ZnS-rich outer layer. As discussed below, EDS 
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analysis supports this expectation. Prior to the surface exchange/passivation with additional ZnSt2, 
the lattice constant is slightly larger at 0.560 nm, indicating that this step further enriches ZnS 
composition near the surface. The diameter increases only by ~0.5 nm upon surface 
exchange/passivation with additional ZnSt2, suggesting about a monolayer of ZnS growth.  
Figure 5.2a shows how the absorption and PL spectra evolve with growth time. All PL 
spectra here and throughout are normalized to the absorbance at the excitation wavelength. The 
times indicated here and throughout refer to the reaction time after the growth temperature has 
been reached. Even at t = 0 min, there are already three distinct features in the PL spectrum: band 
edge emission at ~360 nm, Mn emission at ~590 nm, and a broader feature at ~680 nm. Based on 
previous reports[6,12,13,29,30,49] and correlation to EPR and EDS results discussed below, we 
attribute the long wavelength feature to emission associated with Mn-Mn interaction arising from 
local clustering of Mn. We can rule out isolated surface Mn and deep trap emission since 
distorted ligand/crystal field at the surface causes isolated Mn PL peak wavelength shift  to only 
~620 nm[6,50] and the same synthesis without Mn leads to mainly band edge emission with a 
weak deep trap emission between 450 to 550 nm when observable (Figure 5.3), respectively. 
Continued growth at 260 oC leads to an increasing then decreasing PL intensity for all three 
features (Figure 5.2b). However, when the maximum intensity is reached for each PL peak is 
different. The maximum intensity for the band edge emission is reached first at ~10 min, 
followed by the isolated Mn PL at ~15 min then the Mn-Mn interaction PL at ~35 min. The same 
trends are seen for different initial Mn precursor amounts, but the maxima shift to earlier or later 
times for higher or lower amounts, respectively (Figure 5.4).  
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Figure 5.2 (a) Absorption/PL spectra of Mn-doped ZnSxSe1-x NCs at the indicated growth times before 
surface exchange/passivation. The excitation wavelength was 350 nm for the Mn PL due to the 
initial shorter absorption wavelengths (measured with a 500 nm longpass filter) and 330 nm for 
band edge PL. Background rise in the UV region is due to organic species in solution. (b) 
Integrated PL areas of band edge, isolated Mn, and Mn-Mn emissions for NCs with different 
growth times before surface exchange/passivation. (c) Absorption/PL spectra of Mn-doped 
ZnSxSe1-x NCs after surface exchange/passivation, which took place after the indicated growth 
times. The full PL spectra were collected with 350 nm excitation. (d) Growth time dependence 
of Mn PL QYs and integrated band edge PL areas for NCs after surface exchange/passivation. 
Spectra in (a) and (c) are offset vertically for clarity. All PL spectra are normalized to the 
absorbance at the excitation wavelength. 
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Figure 5.3 (a) Absorption/PL spectra of undoped ZnSxSe1-x NCs at the indicated growth times before and 
after surface exchange/passivation. Spectra are offset vertically for clarity. All PL spectra are 
normalized to the absorbance at the excitation wavelength. Dependence of band edge PL 
integrated area for undoped (shown in Figure 5.3a) and Mn-doped ZnSxSe1-x NCs (shown in 
Figure 5.2a and 5.2b) on growth times (b) and their corresponding first absorption peak 
wavelengths (c). The undoped case is used as an indicator of the size dependent band edge PL 
QY.  
  
Figure 5.4 Growth time dependence of integrated PL areas of band edge, isolated Mn, and Mn-Mn 
interaction for Mn-doped ZnSxSe1-x NCs before surface exchange/passivation for growth using 
0.089 mmol (a) and 0.019 mmol (b) of MnCl2 precursor. All PL spectra are normalized to the 
absorbance at the excitation wavelength. 
Figure 5.2c and 5.2d show how the absorption and PL spectra change upon surface 
exchange/passivation with additional ZnSt2 after the indicated growth times. The narrow band 
edge absorption peak is well maintained with a slight red-shift and essentially a complete loss of 
Mn-Mn interaction PL is seen upon ZnSt2 treatment for all growth times. This loss is 
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accompanied by a striking increase of two to four orders of magnitude in the main Mn PL peak at 
~590 nm. As shown in Figure 5.2d, the isolated Mn PL QY increases to 55% with increasing 
growth time up to ~90 min for the particular Mn precursor concentration shown. The intensity of 
the band edge emission, however, shows the opposite trend of decreasing with longer growth 
time for both before (t > ~10 min) and after ZnSt2 treatment. This observation may be surprising 
(as discussed further later) since Mn concentration is decreasing with growth time and therefore 
one might expect more NCs that emit at the band edge to be appearing.  
2. Composition and Mn distribution evolution during growth and surface 
exchange/passivation 
EDS, size, and EPR analyses provide insights on how Mn concentration evolves over 
time. The samples for EDS and EPR measurements were purified thoroughly to remove loosely 
bound Mn. Composition and size evolution during growth are shown in Figure 5.5a and 5.5b, 
respectively (corresponding EDS spectra are shown in Figure 5.6). The strong signal from Mn in 
the EDS spectra for our heavily doped NCs makes this composition analysis more reliable.[8,11] 
There is a fast diameter increase for the first 15 min followed by a slower growth. The initial fast 
increase may be attributed to growth mainly from direct incorporation/reaction of the precursors 
whereas the later slower growth may arise from Ostwald ripening after the initial precursors have 
depleted. EDS results show that the relative Zn and Se amounts do not change very much 
throughout the growth. However, both Mn and S compositions change significantly especially 
during the initial 15 min of fast growth. The increase in S may be understood based on the less 
reactive 1-DDT being the S source and that it is in excess. This increase in S should lead to a 
ZnS-rich outer layer which should in turn enhance Mn incorporation.[16] Figure 5.5c shows how 
the normalized product of the relative Mn amount from EDS and the average volume of NCs 
from the diameter analysis, which is indicative of how the average number of Mn dopants per NC, 
change over time.  Initially, Mn increases along with S but once the maximum Mn concentration 
is reached at ~15 min, ripening takes over and Mn loss from the NCs initiates. Upon surface 
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exchange/passivation with ZnSt2, there is a further drop in Mn accompanied by an increase in S 
and a decrease in Se. This observation may be explained by a portion of Mn dopants being at or 
near the surface and the ZnSt2 treatment in the presence of excess 1-DDT passivating the surface 
with ZnS shell while, at the same time, replacing some of the surface/near-surface Mn cations.[43]  
 
Figure 5.5 Growth time dependence of atomic percentages of Zn, Se, S, and Mn (a), average diameter (b), 
and average number of Mn per NC (normalized to set the maximum as 1) (c) of Mn-doped 
ZnSxSe1-x NCs before (on the left side of the dash line) and after (on the right side of the dash 
line) surface exchange/passivation. 
  
Figure 5.6 EDS spectra used for composition analysis shown in Figure 5.5. 
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EPR measurements (Figure 5.7) further help to elucidate how the Mn distribution, or the 
local concentration, varies during growth and surface exchange/passivation. During an early stage 
of growth (15 min), there is a broad resonance overlaid with a weak but observable six-line 
hyperfine splitting (inset). The six-line feature with hyperfine splitting of 63 x 10-4 cm-1 
corresponds to isolated lattice Mn and lies between those of Mn-doped ZnS (64.5 x 10-4 cm-1)[51] 
and ZnSe (61.7 x 10-4 cm-1),[15] consistent with ZnSxSe1-x (graded) alloy composition we expect.  
The broad resonance corresponds to clustering of Mn dopants[11–14,18,30] and is also consistent 
with the long wavelength PL arising from Mn-Mn interaction. We note that such a broad isotropic 
resonance has rarely been reported for high temperature syntheses because the Mn concentration 
is usually low for these cases.[2,15] As growth occurs, only the broad resonance remains and its 
peak-to-peak width increases (60 min),[11,14] indicating that clustering of Mn dopants continues 
(a local Mn concentration increase) despite the overall Mn concentration decrease. This 
observation is consistent with the continued increase in the Mn-Mn interaction PL past the 
maximum Mn concentration time. We note that, although the location of Mn was not identified, a 
similar clustering has been reported for Mn-doped CdSe NCs.[52] Upon surface 
exchange/passivation using ZnSt2, the sharp six-line resonance becomes the salient feature in the 
EPR spectrum indicating that the majority of the NCs now have isolated Mn centers in the lattice 
(the disappearance of the broad resonance excludes the EPR signal arising from leftover Mn 
precursors), consistent with the concurrent large increase in the isolated Mn PL. These 
observations indicate that the majority of the clustering of Mn occurs at or near the surface of the 
NCs and are removed upon ZnSt2 treatment through cation exchange, which is further supported 
by the decrease in Mn composition upon surface exchange/passivation as measured by EDS 
(Figure 5.5a).  
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Figure 5.7 EPR spectra of Mn-doped ZnSxSe1-x NCs with short (15 min) and long (60 min) growth times 
before (the dash lines indicate peak-to-peak position of the broad isotropic resonance) and after 
surface exchange/passivation. Inset magnifies the maximum intensity region for the short and 
long growth times with the short growth time spectrum showing noticeable hyperfine splitting. 
3. Consequences of Ostwald ripening – loss of undesirable NCs 
Given the three main PL features in Figure 5.2, we can consider how the relative 
populations of the three types of NC species, namely 1) ones with mainly band edge emission, 2) 
ones with mainly isolated Mn PL ~590 nm, and 3) ones with mainly Mn-Mn interaction PL ~680 
nm, change during growth to better understand the final optical properties. While this 
classification may be an over simplification of the real system, we believe it helps to elucidate the 
key elements of growth and doping. Elemental mapping of the individual doped NCs by 
combining atomic-resolution STEM, electron energy-loss spectroscopy, and simulation[53] may 
provide direct and more satisfying evidence for the dopant distribution and the doping process. 
However, the small size and the instability under intense electron beam of our samples as well as 
the statistical nature of doping[3] make such characterization less reliable and beyond the scope 
of current study. Nevertheless, based on the above discussions on how absorption, PL, EDS, and 
EPR change over the reaction time, the emerging picture is that Mn first gets incorporated into 
the NCs in early stages (e.g., during the heat-up before the final growth temperature is reached) 
but there is a distribution of all three types of NCs. Once the precursors are depleted, Ostwald 
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ripening and loss of Mn centers occur but there is a concurrent local clustering of the dopants 
at/near the surface of the NCs. The final ZnSt2 treatment leads to the passivation of the surface 
and, perhaps more importantly, to a significant removal of Mn clustering via cation exchange, 
ultimately leading to high isolated Mn PL QY.  Scheme 5.1 represents these possible key 
(simplified) processes occurring in Mn doping via the heat-up synthesis.  
 
Scheme 5.1 Illustration of the possible doping process involving Mn loss and Ostwald ripening along with 
Mn clustering near the surface during extended growth, and surface exchange/passivation. 
An important observation to note is that the highest final Mn PL QY does not correspond 
to the growth time that gives rise to the highest isolated Mn PL intensity prior to ZnSt2 surface 
exchange/passivation. Rather the optimum growth time corresponds to the case where the 
presence of Mn-Mn interaction PL is significant and the band edge emission is minimized. Hence, 
the removal of local Mn clustering by surface exchange/passivation is critical in unveiling the 
role of ripening on Mn doping of NCs here. Notice that the Mn PL QY (after surface 
exchange/passivation) increases up to a growth time of 90 min (Figure 5.2d).  This isolated Mn 
PL increase is accompanied by the band edge PL decrease. This result may be expected of more 
Mn incorporation leading to a larger number of doped NCs. However, the increase in isolated Mn 
PL QY and the decrease in band edge PL continue while the Mn concentration in the NCs is 
actually decreasing (Figure 5.5c). Given the high Mn concentration in our case,[46] Mn loss may 
explain the increasing Mn PL (i.e., there may be an optimal doping level above and below which 
Mn PL is lower)[19,44,45] but the concurrent decrease in the band edge PL is contradictory to 
what is expected from Mn loss. 
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An increase in the band edge PL is expected when dopant loss leads to an increasing 
number of NCs with mainly band edge PL. In the high dopant concentration regime, dopant loss 
can reduce Mn concentration in NCs but the total number of such NCs can remain the same, 
leading to a low or quenched band edge PL that is unchanging. Figures 5.3b and 5.3c compare 
changes in the band edge PL integrated area (normalized to absorbance at the excitation 
wavelength) for the undoped and doped cases before ZnSt2 treatment with the undoped case 
showing increasing band edge PL QY with size. Hence, one would expect either increasing or 
unchanging band edge PL as Mn loss continues to occur during growth in our situation. In 
contrast, the band edge PL actually decreases despite decreasing Mn concentration with growth 
time.  
Another possible cause of band edge PL decrease is quenching PL by Mn surface 
adsorption on NCs that exhibit mainly band edge PL during growth. However, annealing the 
reaction mixture at temperatures lower than when growth occurs but higher than the critical 
temperature for Mn surface adsorption (~150 oC)[32] reveals no band edge PL change (data for T 
< 230 oC in Figure 5.8). Even after surface exchange/passivation, with surface adsorbed Mn being 
replaced,[43] the same trend of decreasing band edge PL with growth time is also preserved. 
Therefore, Mn surface adsorption can be ruled out as a cause of the band edge PL decrease. 
Further Mn incorporation into NCs with mainly band edge PL can also be ruled out since no 
(isolated) Mn PL increase occurs along with band edge PL decrease during extended growth 
(Figure 5.2b).  
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Figure 5.8 Band edge PL integrated areas (normalized to set t = 0 min value as 1) and corresponding first 
absorption peak wavelengths of Mn-doped ZnSxSe1-x NCs during low temperature annealing. 
The NCs were grown at 260 oC for 30 min (without surface exchange/passivation) and then 
cooled down to 150 oC and annealed for 30 min; then they were heated to 180 oC and 210 oC 
and annealed for 30 min respectively; finally they were heated to 230 oC and annealed for 90 
min. All PL spectra are normalized to the absorbance at the excitation wavelength. 
We then assert that this band edge PL decrease despite the dopants being lost from the 
NCs is due to Ostwald ripening, i.e., interparticle ripening, reducing the number of undesirable 
NCs that exhibit mainly band edge PL. Since larger particles grow at the expense of smaller 
particles in Ostwald ripening, if these undesirable NCs are the smaller NCs in the reaction 
mixture, one can expect them to dissolve away to allow growth of larger NCs that exhibit mainly 
Mn PL.  Then the knowledge of the distribution of NCs exhibiting mainly Mn PL vs. NCs 
exhibiting mainly band edge PL with respect to size would be important and may be obtained 
through size selection. Absorption and PL spectra of the size selected samples from a reaction 
mixture with 15 min growth (without the final ZnSt2 treatment) indeed verifies that more 
undesirable NCs with mainly band edge PL are the smaller ones. Figure 5.9a shows the 
absorption spectra of a series of samples from the size selection and how the corresponding ratio 
of Mn PL to band edge PL (integrated area normalized to the absorbance at the excitation 
wavelength) varies. The corresponding series of PL spectra are shown in Figure 5.10 and the Mn 
and band edge PL dependence on size (or on the absorption peak position) is shown in Figure 
5.9b. The smaller NCs have higher band edge PL whereas the larger NCs have higher Mn PL. 
The decreasing band edge PL with size (or with the absorption peak position) when the size 
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dependence of PL QY exhibits the opposite trend as shown in Figure 5.9b supports the idea that 
larger NCs are more likely to be doped and smaller NCs are less likely to be doped in a reaction 
ensemble. We note that a similar size dependent PL based on size selective precipitation has also 
been made on Mn doping of CdS NCs, although the lack of band edge PL makes the comparison 
less straightforward.[18] This distribution of the degree of Mn doping with size for a given 
reaction batch may be explained by larger NCs being easier to dope.[16,20,21,31,33,34]  
  
Figure 5.9 Size selective precipitation results of Mn-doped ZnSxSe1-x NCs with 15 min growth time 
(without surface exchange/passivation): (a) Ratios of the integrated area of Mn PL (including 
Mn-Mn PL) to that of band edge PL of NCs from continuous size selective precipitation 
(plotted vs. the corresponding first absorption peak position). The inset shows the absorption 
spectra normalized to the first absorption peak. (b) Integrated areas of band edge (black 
squares) and dopant (red circles) PL of the same NCs from continuous size selective 
precipitation and band edge PL of undoped NCs (blue triangles) shown in Figure 5.3a (plotted 
vs. the corresponding first absorption peak position). Band edge PL integrated areas of undoped 
NCs are used as an indicator of the size dependent band edge PL QY. All PL spectra are 
normalized to the absorbance at the excitation wavelength. 
  
Figure 5.10 Band edge (a) and Mn (b) PL spectra used for size selective precipitation analysis shown in 
Figure 5.9. Vertical dash lines indicate the initial and final peak positions. Dash curves in (a) 
are the representative Gaussians used for peak fitting to remove the contribution of the broad 
PL from oleylamine residual. Spectra are offset vertically for clarity. All PL spectra are 
normalized to the absorbance at the excitation wavelength.  
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Given this distribution of Mn doping, Ostwald ripening reducing the number of smaller 
undesirable NCs can be expected. The decreasing band edge PL that coincides with absorption 
red-shift in Figure 5.8 (T = 230 oC) strongly supports this expectation. The correlation between 
the loss of smaller undesirable NCs with Ostwald ripening here is concurrent with Mn loss 
(Figure 5.11), similar to the case for the growth at 260 oC. The net result is less absorption from 
the reduction in the number of NCs with mainly band edge PL, which should enhance Mn PL QY. 
This benefit of Ostwald ripening works alongside dopant loss from heavily doped NCs which 
should also be important in increasing Mn PL QY. Interestingly, the former effect increases the 
average (ensemble) doping level whereas the latter effect decreases the doping level. Hence, 
especially in the high dopant concentration regime as in our case, optimal doping situation can be 
achieved with an extended growth time (~90 min under current condition) due to dopant loss and 
Ostwald ripening working together synergistically.  
  
Figure 5.11 Evolution of PL spectrum at the indicated times during annealing the reaction mixture at 230 
oC. All PL spectra are normalized to the absorbance at the excitation wavelength. The reaction 
mixture has been grown at 260 oC for 30 min before cooled down for low temperature 
annealing. At 230 oC, the decrease of Mn-Mn PL and the recovery of isolated Mn PL indicate 
Mn loss. 
4. Other host NC compositions 
Optimizing the growth time of the heat-up synthesis to improve Mn doping can be 
extended to other host II-VI semiconductor NCs. Figure 5.12 shows the evolution of the 
absorption and PL spectra during growth (Figure 5.12a) and after ZnSt2 surface 
exchange/passivation (Figure 5.12b) for Mn doping of CdS. Although the lack of band edge 
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emission makes it less clear than the ZnSxSe1-x case discussed above, the deep trap emission (near 
500 nm) from undesirable NCs shows similar trend of decreasing (although its size dependent PL 
QY is clearly increasing, as shown in the undoped case in Figure 5.13) prior to the maximum 
isolated Mn PL intensity being reached. The deep trap emission can and does change in 
wavelength upon growth (and may overlap with the Mn PL), but the main Mn PL can be 
distinguished from it since the line widths are more than a factor of two different (deep trap PL 
full-width-at-half-maximum ~120 nm based on results from undoped CdS NC growth shown in 
Figure 5.13). Hence, such a PL change may also be explained by the reduction in the number of 
smaller undesirable NCs by Ostwald ripening. Upon ZnSt2 surface exchange/passivation, the Mn 
PL increases in intensity by more than three orders of magnitude, giving rise to a final Mn PL QY 
of 55% for the case of 50 min growth. Again, similar to the ZnSxSe1-x case, this maximum final 
PL QY case does not correspond to the growth time where the Mn PL shows the highest intensity 
prior to surface exchange/passivation but rather after extended growth (with significant Mn-Mn 
interaction PL) where we expect sufficient Mn loss to have enhanced PL QY of initially heavily 
doped NCs and Ostwald ripening to have reduced the number of undesirable NCs. Similar results 
can also be seen for Mn doping of ZnS and CdSxSe1-x NCs (Figure 5.14) where the high final Mn 
PL QY arises after extended growth when there is a significant Mn-Mn interaction PL prior to 
ZnSt2 surface exchange/passivation. The corresponding TEM images and EPR spectra for the 
final products of Mn-doped CdS, ZnS and CdSxSe1-x NCs are shown in Figure 5.15.  
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Figure 5.12 Absorption/PL spectra of Mn-doped CdS NCs at the indicated growth times before (a) and after 
(b) surface exchange/passivation. PL spectra in (a) were collected at excitation wavelength of 
350 nm for growth times of 5 and 10 min; 380 nm for 15, 25, 30, and 35 min; 420 nm for 50 
min to accommodate absorption onset at shorter wavelengths for smaller NCs in earlier stages 
of growth. Spectra are offset vertically for clarity. All PL spectra are normalized to the 
absorbance at the excitation wavelength. 
  
Figure 5.13 Absorption/PL spectra of undoped CdS NCs at the indicated growth times before surface 
exchange/passivation, demonstrating deep trap PL. PL spectra were collected with excitation 
wavelength of 350 nm for 5, 10, 15 min and 380 nm for 25, 30, 40 min to accommodate 
absorption onset at shorter wavelengths for smaller NCs in earlier stages of growth. Spectra 
are offset vertically for clarity. All PL spectra are normalized to the absorbance at the 
excitation wavelength.  
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Figure 5.14 PL spectra of NCs at the indicated growth times before (bottom) and after (top) surface 
exchange/passivation for Mn-doped ZnS (a) and Mn-doped CdSxSe1-x (b). Bottom spectra are 
offset vertically for clarity. Top spectra (not offset) correspond to the last three growth times 
indicated for the bottom spectra. All PL spectra are normalized to the absorbance at the 
excitation wavelength. 
 
 Figure 5.15 TEM images with HRTEM images shown in the top-right inset and corresponding FFT 
patterns shown in the bottom-right inset (left column) and EPR spectra (right column) of Mn-
doped ZnS NCs (a), Mn-doped CdS NCs (b), and Mn-doped CdSxSe1-x NCs (c) after surface 
exchange/passivation. 
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Conclusion		
In conclusion, we have demonstrated how a simple heat-up method to synthesize Mn-
doped II-VI NCs can benefit from optimized ripening/growth time where both dopant loss and 
Ostwald ripening can improve PL. High Mn concentrations achievable in this method lead to 
dopant loss, which has been considered unfavorable in many cases, actually increasing Mn PL 
QY. Interestingly, Ostwald ripening, another often unfavorable process, can also be beneficial 
because smaller NCs that are consumed for growth have higher undesirable band edge PL. We 
have also shown that during ripening, there is a concurrent clustering of Mn dopants that occurs 
at or near the surface as evidenced by PL, EDS, and EPR measurements. Such clustering of Mn 
can be removed by additional cation precursors that can cause surface exchange/passivation. 
Hence, by a combination of optimized growth time and surface exchange/passivation, we have 
achieved high Mn PL QYs (45 to 55 %) in several different II-VI host NCs including alloy 
materials. Our better understanding of the doping and growth processes may facilitate future 
routes to further improved doped NCs through simple and scalable means. The synthetic 
procedures to enhance PL QY such as surface exchange/passivation with extra cation precursor 
can be essentially transferred to other NC compositions.  
Experimental	Section	
Chemicals. Zinc stearate (ZnSt2, technical grade), selenourea (98%), manganese chloride 
(MnCl2, anhydrous beads, 99.999%), zinc acetate (Zn(OAc)2, 99.99%), cadmium acetate 
dihydrate (Cd(OAc)2·2H2O, 98%), manganese acetate tetrahydrate (Mn(OAc)2·4H2O, 99.99%), 
sulfur powder (S, 98%), 1-dodecanethiol (1-DDT, ≥ 98%), oleylamine (OAm, technical grade), 
and coumarin 153 (C153, dye content 99%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used 
without further purification. All syntheses were carried out using the standard Schlenk technique. 
Synthesis of Mn-doped ZnSxSe1-x NCs. A Se precursor solution was first prepared by 
dissolving 0.5 mmol of selenourea[54] in 5 mL of OAm at 200 oC under N2 after degassing under 
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vacuum at 100 oC for 30 min, and stored at RT under N2. In a separate flask, 0.2 mmol of ZnSt2 
and 0.04 mmol of MnCl2 were dissolved in 0.25 mL of 1-DDT and 8 mL of OAm at 120 oC under 
N2 after degassing at 100 oC for 30 min. To this reaction mixture, 2 mL of selenourea solution 
was added via a syringe, and the temperature was raised to 260 oC in ~10 min. The reaction 
mixture was kept at 260 oC for various times as indicated before the heating mantle was removed. 
Once the reaction mixture was cooled to RT, a surface exchange/passivation step was carried out 
by adding 0.5 mmol of ZnSt2 to the reaction mixture and raising the temperature up to 250 oC in 
~10 min. The reaction mixture was kept at 250 oC for 2 h before the heating mantle was removed. 
Small aliquots of the reaction mixture were taken throughout the reaction and precipitated with 
methanol and redissolved in chloroform for optical measurements. Additional two cycles of 
methanol/chloroform purification were carried out before structural and compositional analyses. 
This purification procedure was the same for all syntheses described below.  
To support the effect of Ostwald ripening, size selective precipitation was carried out by 
adding methanol dropwise to the reaction mixture at RT until slight cloudiness persisted. The 
precipitate was separated from the supernatant by centrifugation at 3500 rpm for 5 min. Then the 
precipitate was redissolved in chloroform for optical measurement whereas more methanol was 
added dropwise to the supernatant for further size selection. This procedure was repeated several 
times until there was insufficient amount of precipitate for optical characterization. 
Synthesis of Mn-doped ZnS NCs. A solution of S was first prepared by dissolving 0.25 
mmol of S powder in 5 mL of OAm at 100 oC under N2 after degassing at 100 oC for 30 min, and 
stored at RT under N2. In a separate flask, 0.2 mmol of Zn(OAc)2 and 0.04 mmol of 
Mn(OAc)2·4H2O were dissolved in 0.25 mL of 1-DDT and 8 mL of OAm at 160 oC under N2 
after degassing at 100 oC for 30 min. 2 mL of S solution was then added to the 
Zn(OAc)2/Mn(OAc)2 solution, and the temperature was raised to 250 oC in ~8 min. The reaction 
mixture was kept at 250 oC for various times before the heating mantle was removed. At RT, 1:1 
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volume ratio of methanol was added to precipitate the NCs from the reaction mixture. Another 
redissolution/precipitation was carried out with chloroform and methanol, and the precipitate was 
redissolved in chloroform. Surface exchange/passivation was then carried out by first dissolving 
0.5 mmol of ZnSt2 in 8 mL of OAm after degassing at 100 oC for 30 min. Then the solution of 
Mn-doped NCs was added and the chloroform was evaporated under vacuum. The temperature 
was raised to 230 oC in ~9 min and maintained for 30 min before the heating mantle was removed. 
We note the similarity of this synthesis to Mn-doped ZnS nanorods[42] with the 
exception of the use of ZnSt2 instead of Zn(NO3)2 as the zinc precursor. We also examined other 
Zn precursors, Zn(OAc)2, ZnCl2, and Zn(acetylacetonate)2, and observed that these precursors 
lead to spherical dots (while ZnSO4 led to a mixture of dots and nanorods), suggesting that dots 
may be the more general case. 
Synthesis of Mn-doped CdS NCs. A S precursor solution was first prepared by 
dissolving 0.2 mmol of S powder in 3 mL of OAm at 100 oC under N2 after degassing at 100 oC 
for 30 min, and stored at RT under N2.  In a separate flask, 0.2 mmol of Cd(OAc)2·2H2O and 0.04 
mmol of Mn(OAc)2·4H2O were dissolved in 0.25 mL of 1-DDT and 8 mL of OAm at 160 oC 
under N2 after degassing at 100 oC for 30 min. 1 mL of S solution was then added into the 
Cd(OAc)2/Mn(OAc)2 solution, and the temperature was raised to 250 oC in ~6 min. The reaction 
mixture was kept at 250 oC for various times before the heating mantle was removed. Batch 
purification and surface exchange/passivation were the same as described above for Mn-doped 
ZnS NCs. 
Synthesis of Mn-doped CdSxSe1-x NCs. 0.2 mmol of selenourea was first dissolved in 3 
mL of OAm at 200 oC under N2 after degassing at 100 oC for 30 min, and stored at RT under N2.  
In a separate flask, 0.2 mmol of Cd(OAc)2·2H2O and 0.04 mmol of Mn(OAc)2·4H2O were 
dissolved in 1 mL of 1-DDT and 8 mL of OAm at 120 oC under N2 after degassing at 100 oC for 
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30 min. 1 mL of selenourea solution was added into Cd(OAc)2/Mn(OAc)2 solution, and the 
temperature was raised to 250 oC in ~6 min. The reaction mixture was kept at 250 oC for various 
times (less than 40 min to avoid the band gap being too small such that the Mn emission is 
suppressed[55]) before the heating mantle was removed. Batch purification and surface 
exchange/passivation were the same as described above for Mn-doped ZnS NCs. 
Characterization. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was carried out on a JEOL 
2100 TEM. Scanning TEM (STEM) images and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) 
were recorded using a JEOL 2010 FETEM with an Oxford EDS detector. Samples were prepared 
by drop-drying the purified NC solution in chloroform onto a carbon-coated copper grid. The 
atomic percentages from EDS data were averaged over more than five individual areas and each 
area contained at least 100 NCs. Due to the low contrast in bright-field TEM images (especially 
for small NCs in early stages), the diameters of the samples were measured from the STEM 
images perpendicular to the scanning direction in case of scanning noise, and averaged over 
above 100 NCs. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded with Siemens-Bruker 
D5000 diffractometer. Samples were prepared by drop-casting a concentrated NC solution in 
chloroform on a low background quartz substrate. UV/Vis absorption and PL spectra were 
recorded at RT with Agilent 8453 diode array UV/Vis spectrophotometer and Horiba Jobin-Yvon 
Fluoromax-3 spectrofluorometer, respectively. Unless otherwise noted, the excitation 
wavelengths for measuring Mn PL QY after surface exchange/passivation were 380 nm for Mn-
doped ZnSxSe1-x NCs, 290 nm for Mn-doped ZnS NCs, 420 nm for Mn-doped CdS NCs, and 430 
nm for Mn-doped CdSxSe1-x NCs. A 500 nm longpass color filter was used for Mn-doped ZnS 
NCs. C153 (QY = 54.4% in ethanol[56]) was used as the reference dye for Mn PL QY 
measurements due to its large Stokes shift and similar absorption/PL spectral range with the 
doped NCs (Figure 5.16). No reference dye was selected to measure the relative QY of the band 
edge PL for Mn-doped ZnSxSe1-x NCs. Therefore, only the integrated PL peak areas normalized 
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to the absorbance at the excitation wavelength were compared. For the Mn-doped ZnS NCs, due 
to the absorption in the UV range, the relative QY vs. C153 was estimated using the emission 
spectrum of the Xe lamp in the spectrofluorometer. EPR measurements were performed on a 
concentrated chloroform suspension of NCs at 9.20 GHz using a Varian E-line X-band 
spectrometer at RT. 
 
Figure 5.16 Absorption and PL spectra of C153 and Mn-doped ZnSxSe1-x, ZnS, CdS, and CdSxSe1-x NCs 
after surface exchange/passivation. All PL spectra are normalized to the absorbance at the 
excitation wavelength indicated in the main text. C153 spectrum shown here is for measuring 
the PL QY of Mn-doped ZnSxSe1-x excited at 380 nm, but for other NCs separate spectra were 
collected with the same excitation wavelength and similar absorbance (< 0.1) at that 
wavelength as the NC being compared to (except for Mn-doped ZnS, where the excitation 
wavelength for C153 was still 380 nm). 
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CHAPTER	6	
SURFACE	PASSIVATION	EFFECT	ON	THE	
PHOTOLUMINESCENCE	QUANTUM	YIELD	OF	ZNTE	
NANOCRYSTALS	
Introduction	
Heavy-metal-free semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs) with a high photoluminescence 
quantum yield (PL QY) are highly desirable for imaging, sensing, lighting, and optoelectronic 
applications.[1,2] ZnTe has a direct band gap corresponding to the visible wavelength range (bulk 
band gap of 2.26 eV or 548 nm).[3–11] However, the colloidal synthesis of ZnTe NCs, especially 
ones with high PL QYs, is less explored compared to their CdSe or InP counterparts.[3–11] One 
reason is the lack of proper precursors (especially the anion precursor), similar with the situation 
for InP NC synthesis.[5,8,12] The use of superhydride has addressed this challenge to some 
degree. In particular, lithium triethylborohydride in tetrahydrofuran and amine can activate the Te 
precursor by forming poly-Te anions and facilitate ZnTe NC synthesis at a moderate temperature 
(e.g., 250 oC).[5,8,9,11] Another reason is the facile oxidation when the NCs are exposed to air. 
Several syntheses of ZnTe NCs have focused on different shapes, but none of them has reported 
PL QYs possibly due to poor surface passivation and larger surface-to-volume ratio for shapes 
deviating from an isotropic sphere.[3–5,8] For the two existing studies on ZnTe/ZnSe core/shell 
spherical NCs,[10,11] a maximum PL QY of 12% has been reported.[11] The limited PL QY 
compared to the near unity QYs for Cd-based NCs[2,13] is probably due to the insufficient 
surface passivation. 
Here, we report on the synthesis of ZnTe NCs using a simple heat-up procedure. 
Passivation with a thin ZnSe shell using the highly reactive Se powder leads to higher PL QY 
compared to other Se precursors (e.g., Se dissolved in solvent). Additional Zn-cation treatment 
forms a cation-rich surface, further enhancing the PL QY and increasing the PL lifetime. A 
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titration experiment with different types of organic ligands has also been carried out to provide 
additional insights on NC-ligand interaction.  
Results	and	Discussion	
A simple heat-up procedure was used for the synthesis of the core/shell NCs, where all 
the precursors were mixed together at a low temperature (< 120 oC) and then heated to the growth 
temperature (230 – 240 oC). Three steps were involved including ZnTe core growth, ZnSe thin 
shell passivation, and Zn-cation treatment. As shown schematically in Figure 6.1a, based on the 
highly enhanced PL QY after ZnSe shell passivation (Figure 6.1b), quantum confinement effect 
shifts the conduction band edge of ZnSe upward and leads to type-I or quasi-type-II 
heterostructure between ZnTe and ZnSe, instead of type-II heterostructure for the bulk. Based on 
previous simulation,[11] there is a transition between type-I and type-II heterostructures 
depending on the diameter of the ZnTe core and the thickness of the ZnSe shell. The sizes of the 
ZnTe core and the ZnTe/ZnSe core/shell NCs (Figure 6.1d) support the type-I or quasi-type-II 
heterostructure in our case. Both ZnSe shell growth and Zn-cation treatment were intended to 
passivate the surface, which matches with the enhanced PL QY (Figure 6.1b) and the increased 
PL lifetime (Figure 6.1c). Due to the small conduction band edge offset between ZnTe core and 
ZnSe shell, the electron is less confined compared to the hole (quasi-type-II heterostructure). 
Therefore, after ZnSe shell growth, there is a significant peak wavelength red-shift (Figure 6.1b), 
similar with the CdSe/CdS core/shell NC cases.[14] The increased absorbance near 370 nm also 
supports the growth of the wider band gap shell. After Zn-cation treatment, there is a slight red-
shift of the peak wavelengths in the absorption and PL spectra, suggesting additional growth. 
Corresponding to the PL QY enhancement, the average PL lifetime significantly increases after 
ZnSe shell passivation compared to the ZnTe core and further increases upon Zn-cation treatment 
(Figure 6.1c), indicating the suppression of the trapping processes by surface states. The average 
PL lifetime of 28.8 ns matches with precious report.[10] Figure 6.1d shows the representative 
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TEM and high-resolution (HR)TEM images before and after ZnSe shell growth. The diameter 
increases from ~2.4 nm to ~3.2 nm, suggesting around one monolayer growth. The d-spacing 
decreases from 0.346 nm to 0.330 nm, matched with the decreased lattice parameter from 0.600 
nm of ZnTe to 0.567 nm of ZnSe (zinc-blende structure). 
 
Figure 6.1 (a) Schematic of the band gap alignment of the quasi-type-II heterostructure between ZnTe core 
and thin ZnSe shell, and the lattice mismatch. Dash line represents electron-donating surface 
states, whereas solid line represents surface electron traps. (b) Absorption and the corresponding 
PL spectra of ZnTe core, ZnTe/ZnSe core/shell NCs, and ZnTe/ZnSe core/shell NCs after Zn-
cation treatment. Spectra are offset vertically for clarity. All PL spectra are normalized to the 
absorbance at the excitation wavelength. Inset: photograph of ZnTe/ZnSe NC solution under UV 
excitation. (c) PL decay curves corresponding to (b) measured at the PL peak wavelengths and 
the curve fitting using three exponentials (with average lifetimes shown). The decay curves and 
fitting are offset vertically for clarity. (d) Representative TEM and HRTEM images of ZnTe 
core and ZnTe/ZnSe core/shell NCs, with d-spacing shown respectively.  
For the synthesis of the ZnTe core, a mixture of superhydride, oleylamine (OAm), and Te 
dissolved in trioctylphosphine (TOPTe) was used as a reactive Te precursor (forming poly-Te 
anions).[10] Zinc acetate was used as an air-stable cation precursor instead of the pyrophoric and 
expensive diethyl zinc.[11] Trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) was used as a strong ligand to Zn2+ 
to prevent aggregation (we found that when oleic acid was used as in the previous synthesis,[11] 
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aggregation occurred and no PL was detected). A small amount of 1-dodecanethiol (1-DDT) was 
introduced to provide surface passivation to ZnTe NCs such that even after purification, the PL 
from ZnTe core was still observable and the yellow color of the purified solution was stable in air 
for at least overnight. Without 1-DDT, the purified solution changed to a dark color after being 
exposed to air for less than one hour, indicating oxidation of the Te anion (Figure 6.2b). However, 
the amounts of OAm and 1-DDT were kept low (0.2 mL and 30 μL) because both could decrease 
PL QY of ZnTe as will be discussed below. As shown in Figure 6.2a, ZnTe NCs already formed 
when the growth temperature (240 oC) was reached. Longer growth time at this temperature 
causes limited red-shift of the absorption and PL peaks. The full-width-at-half-maximum 
(FWHM, ~31 nm) is sufficiently narrow for most applications and does not change much over 
growth time. The overall low PL QY (< 1%) increases with longer growth time up to 15 min, 
possibly due to improved crystal quality. 
 
Figure 6.2 (a) Absorption and the corresponding PL spectra evolution of ZnTe core over growth time. The 
absorption spectra are offset vertically for clarity, while the PL spectra are not offset. All PL 
spectra are normalized to the absorbance at the excitation wavelength. (b) Photographs of the 
purified solutions of ZnTe core synthesized with 1-DDT (left) and without 1-DDT (right) after 2 
h and overnight in air. Colors of the ones with 1-DDT stay light yellow, whereas colors of the 
ones without 1-DDT quickly turn darker indicating oxidation of the Te anion.  
The activation of TOPTe by superhydride allows nucleation and growth of the ZnTe core 
at a moderate temperature, and Se precursor with a sufficient reactivity is necessary to achieve 
ZnSe shell growth while avoiding possible ripening and/or degradation of the core. Se dissolved 
in coordinating solvent TOP (TOPSe) or non-coordinating solvent octadecene (Se@ODE) has 
been widely used for the growth of CdSe, ZnSe, Mn-doped ZnSe NCs and ZnSe shells.[15,16] 
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The synthetic temperature is usually high (> 250 oC) to overcome the reaction barriers.[15,16] 
However, under current synthetic condition (growth at 230 oC), there is only limited peak 
wavelength red-shift in the absorption and PL spectra using TOPSe or Se@ODE for ZnSe shell 
growth (Figure 6.3a and 6.3b). Sizes from TEM images suggest that the limited red-shift due to 
less wavefunction spread results from less shell growth (less than one monolayer) rather than the 
formation of a type-I shell (Figure 6.4). The PL QYs in both cases are very low (3.7% for using 
TOPSe and < 0.1% for using Se@ODE). ODE is a non-coordinating solvent and H2Se is formed 
when Se is dissolved in ODE serving as the Se precursor.[16,17] In contrast, TOP coordinates 
with Se both in the form of precursor and the surface species.[15] Although TOP provides better 
surface passivation than ODE and leads to a higher PL QY, the overall PL QY is limited by 
insufficient ZnSe shell passivation on ZnTe such that part of the ZnTe surface is still exposed to 
the environment and the surface states trap charge carriers which recombine non-radiatively.  
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Figure 6.3 Absorption and the corresponding PL spectra evolution from ZnTe core to ZnTe/ZnSe core/shell 
NCs over shell growth time to ZnTe/ZnSe NCs after Zn-cation treatment using TOPSe (a), Se 
dissolved in ODE (b), and Se powder (c) as the Se precursor for ZnSe shell growth. The 
absorption spectra are offset vertically for clarity, while the PL spectra are not offset. Spectra in 
red dash circles features additional absorption from the ZnSe shell. All PL spectra are 
normalized to the absorbance at the excitation wavelength. (d) PL QY, PL peak wavelength, and 
PL peak FWHM evolution corresponding to (c). 
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Figure 6.4 TEM images of ZnTe/ZnSe core/shell NCs using TOPSe (a) and Se dissolved in ODE (b) as the 
Se precursor, corresponding to the conditions for Figure 6.3a and 6.3b, respectively.  
On the other hand, Se powder has been used for both CdSe NC preparation[17] and ZnSe 
shell growth on CdS NCs.[18] Narrow size dispersion and good optical properties have been 
achieved, despite the heterogeneous growth nature.[17,18] In these cases, the Se powder serves as 
a continuous anion precursor supply and the dissolved reactive Se species readily reacts with the 
cation precursor. Due to the higher reactivity, even at a lower temperature (e.g., 230 oC), ZnSe 
shell with good quality can grow at a relatively high rate. As shown in Figure 6.3c, different from 
the TOPSe and Se@ODE cases, under the same reaction condition, there is significant peak 
wavelength red-shift in the absorption and PL spectra. In addition, there is more absorption 
contribution near 370 nm from the ZnSe shell. The PL QY is much higher than the TOPSe and 
Se@ODE cases, and reaches a maximum of 18% even before the Zn-cation treatment after 30 
min growth (Figure 6.3d). The PL peak wavelength red-shift occurs mostly in the first 10 min 
during ZnSe shell growth, which corresponds to the significant increase in Se composition in 
EDS analysis as will be discussed below. The FWHM increases from 31 nm to ~45 nm, 
indicating some inhomogeneity during shell growth[10] and possibly some strain between ZnTe 
and ZnSe (as will be shown in the shifts of the XRD peaks below). 
Composition and size analyses were performed to further characterize the growth process 
using Se powder as the precursor (Figure 6.5, the corresponding EDS spectra and TEM images 
are shown in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7). The atomic percentages of Se and Te complement with 
each other, with an overall increasing trend for Se and a decreasing trend for Te. The Se 
composition increases with the ZnSe shell growth and the steepest increase occurs during the 
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heat-up process in the first 10 min. The fast growth of the ZnSe shell supports the high reactivity 
of the Se powder. Se composition only increases gradually thereafter, despite the existence of 
excess Se powder suspended in the reaction mixture. The atomic percentage of Zn is almost 
constant, with a slightly decreasing trend before Zn-cation treatment. Zn composition is higher 
than Te composition for the ZnTe core partly because Zn precursor is in excess (Zn: Te = 3: 1); 
during ZnSe shell growth, Se powder is in excess (Se: Zn = 3: 1) and the Zn composition slightly 
decreases.  
 
Figure 6.5 Composition (a) and size (b) evolution from ZnTe core to ZnTe/ZnSe core/shell NCs over shell 
growth time to ZnTe/ZnSe NCs after Zn-cation treatment, corresponding to the condition for 
Figure 6.3c. 
 
Figure 6.6 EDS spectra for compositional analysis in Figure 6.5a.  
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Figure 6.7 Representative TEM images for size analysis in Figure 6.5b.  
After Zn-cation treatment, there is a slight increase of Zn composition accompanied with 
a slight decrease of Se composition. Although in the NCs, Zn composition seems to be always 
above 50%, this increased Zn composition turns out to significantly increase PL QY (Figure 6.3c). 
Possible reasons include: (1) Zn-treatment modifies ZnSe shell thickness, (2) Zn-treatment 
modifies NC surface stoichiometry and increases Zn species on the surface. As shown in Figure 
6.5b, the size of the NC continues to increase during growth, with a size dispersion up to 10%. 
The ZnTe core has a diameter of ~2.4 nm and the optimal ZnSe shell thickness corresponding to 
the highest PL QY is ~0.3 nm (around one monolayer). Zn-cation treatment slightly increases NC 
size, indicating extra Zn precursor reacting with surface Se species and deposition instead of 
etching occurring on the NC surface. Increased ZnSe shell thickness may imply better surface 
passivation. However, the slightly decreasing PL QY from 60 min to 90 min (Figure 6.3d) as well 
as the complete quenching of PL with another addition of the precursors (further ZnSe shell 
growth) indicate that the optimal ZnSe thickness has already been achieved at 60 min of reaction. 
In addition, even with extra Zn precursor, the significant PL QY increase could only be observed 
when the excess Se precursor was purified away from the reaction mixture. Therefore, the PL QY 
increase by Zn-cation treatment should be mainly due to surface stoichiometry modification. 
Further surface passivation by ZnS shell with a wider band gap than ZnSe may improve 
PL QY. However, the improvement mainly originates from the additional Zn precursor, similar 
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with the Zn-cation treatment. As shown in Figure 6.8a and 6.8b, although the PL QY of the ZnTe 
core increases by adding either zinc stearate (ZnSt2) or thiol to the reaction mixture, the 
enhancement is more significant and lasts longer by adding ZnSt2 rather than thiol. Given the 
excess Zn precursor in the reaction mixture which could react with the additional thiol, the thiol 
case may represent the influence of directly growing ZnS shell on ZnTe core (Figure 6.8b), the 
PL QY of which should be limited by strain (12% lattice mismatch between ZnTe and ZnS). In 
addition, for the ZnTe/ZnSe NCs, adding both ZnSt2 and thiol could increase PL QY to the same 
extent as only adding ZnSt2 at 0 min after shell growth temperature (230 oC) is achieved (Figure 
6.8c and 6.8d). However, a longer reaction time (e.g., 10 min) presumably with ZnS shell growth 
(thiol decomposes serving as the S precursor only at elevated temperatures) decreases the PL QY. 
Another addition of only ZnSt2 increases PL QY again, but it never exceeds the initial PL QY at 0 
min. On the other hand, for the Zn-cation treatment, the reaction must be stopped right after 230 
oC is achieved (0 min). Otherwise the reaction mixture will degrade (color changes from orange 
to brownish) and the PL QY significantly decreases (Figure 6.8d). This is reasonable due to the 
lack of ligands in the second batch which may lead to aggregation.  Therefore, thiols can provide 
better colloidal stability. However, ZnS shell growth appears to be unfavorable for improving PL 
QY, especially considering the observation of complete quenched PL using S powder as a more 
reactive precursor for ZnS shell growth.  
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Figure 6.8 PL spectra evolution at 230 oC when ZnTe core was mixed with only ZnSt2 (a) or only 1-DDT 
(b). PL spectra evolution at 230 oC when ZnTe/ZnSe core/shell NCs were mixed with ZnSt2 and 
octanethiol (followed by an addition of only ZnSt2 after 10 min) (c) or only ZnSt2 (d). All PL 
spectra are normalized to the absorbance at the excitation wavelength.  
An alloyed ZnSeS shell could decrease strain in the ZnTe/ZnS NCs described above, 
provide better charge confinement due to the wider band gap compared to the ZnTe/ZnSe NCs, 
and reduce Auger recombination.[11,19–21] Either thiol or S powder was used in addition to Se 
powder to grow ZnSeS shell on ZnTe core (Figure 6.9). In both cases, there is apparent increase 
of the absorption around 300 nm from ZnS composition. Different from the ZnSe shell case, there 
is only limited peak wavelength red-shift in the absorption and PL spectra, probably due to the 
formation of type-I instead of quasi-type-II heterostructure by the ZnS composition, and hence 
the charge carriers are more confined. The band edge absorption peak becomes broader, which 
matches with the alloyed shell growth. However, the maximum PL QY with ZnSeS shell (< 33%) 
is lower than the PL QY with ZnSe shell (~40%), despite better charge confinement due to the 
band gap alignment from the ZnS composition. Specifically, using thiol as the S precursor, the PL 
QY starts to decrease after 10 min of shell growth (Figure 6.9a); using S powder as the S 
precursor, the maximum PL QY decreases when larger amount of S powder was used (Figure 
6.9b). 
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Figure 6.9 (a) Absorption and the corresponding PL spectra evolution at 230 oC when ZnSeS alloyed shell 
was grown on ZnTe core using tert-dodecanethiol as the S precursor along with Se powder (20 
mg). (b) Absorption and the corresponding PL spectra of ZnTe/ZnSeS core/shell NCs using 
different amounts of S powder along with Se powder (20 mg) after grown for 30 min. The 
absorption spectra are offset vertically for clarity, while the PL spectra are not offset. Spectra in 
red dash circles features additional absorption from the ZnS composition. Insets: absorption 
spectra magnified in the band edge transition wavelength regime. All PL spectra are normalized 
to the absorbance at the excitation wavelength. 
The absence of further PL QY enhancement by ZnS composition in the shell could be 
due to the large lattice mismatch between ZnTe and ZnS (12%). XRD results for the ZnTe core, 
ZnTe/ZnSe core/shell NCs, and ZnTe/ZnSeS alloyed shell NCs are shown in Figure 6.10. All 
have isotropic zinc-blende crystal structure which is the thermodynamically stable structure of 
ZnTe, indicating epitaxial shell growth. The lattice parameters from peak fitting match with the 
lattice plane distances from the HRTEM images (Figure 6.1d). The lattice parameter of 0.60 nm 
for the ZnTe core decreases to 0.57 nm after ZnSe shell growth. With ZnSeS alloyed shell, the 
lattice parameter further decreases to 0.56 nm. In addition, the FWHM apparently increases from 
ZnTe/ZnSe to ZnTe/ZnSeS NCs, indicating increased strain in the latter case. Therefore, despite 
better charge confinement by ZnS composition with a wider band gap, the PL QY is 
compromised by strain. In sum, among the different shell materials/surface treatments examined 
here, the combination of quasi-type-II ZnSe shell with cation-rich surface by Zn-cation treatment 
leads to the highest PL QY. 
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Figure 6.10 XRD results of ZnTe core, ZnTe/ZnSe core/shell NCs, and ZnTe/ZnSeS core/shell NCs, with 
average lattice parameters shown from peak fitting. (ICDD #s: ZnTe 97-018-5141, ZnSe 97-
005-2454, ZnS 97-006-0378). 
Although organic ligands are more labile than the inorganic shells, the interaction 
between ligands and the NCs can create/passivate surface energy states which are very important 
to the NC PL QY. For example, thiols are detrimental to the PL QYs of CdSe NCs whereas they 
increase the PL QYs of CdTe NCs.[22] This is because their HOMO levels reside between the 
valence band edges of CdSe and CdTe, and hence thiols can be hole traps for CdSe instead of 
CdTe.[22] Due to the high lying conduction band edge of the p-type ZnTe and the quasi-type-II 
band gap alignment with the ZnSe shell, poor electron confinement may be a concern for high PL 
QYs (Figure 6.1a). Different types of organic ligands commonly used for colloidal NC synthesis 
were tested regarding their effects on the PL properties of the ZnTe/ZnSe NCs at room 
temperature (RT), including thiols, carboxylic acids, amines, and phosphines (Figure 6.11 and the 
PL decay curves with curve fitting are shown in Figure 6.12). Same amounts of neat liquid 
ligands were gradually added to the diluted reaction mixture and the average PL lifetime was 
compared. Average PL lifetime instead of PL QY was used because for the blank (only adding 
same amount of the solvent chloroform), the average PL lifetime is almost constant, whereas the 
PL QY gradually decreases (Figure 6.11). The difference between the PL lifetime change and the 
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PL QY change with increasing ligand concentration indicates complex quenching mechanisms 
including both static and dynamic quenching.[23] As shown in Figure 6.11a, oleic acid has little 
effect on the PL lifetime possibly due to its similarity with the native ligands (e.g., stearate), 
whereas 1-DDT decreases the PL lifetime slightly more. Interestingly, primary amine (e.g., 
octylamine and oleylamine) significantly decrease the PL lifetime, whereas secondary amine (e.g., 
dioctylamine) does not have significant effect and tertiary amine (e.g., trioctylamine) even 
slightly increases the PL lifetime. Amines are usually considered beneficial for improving PL QY 
of CdSe NCs due to the passivation of the uncoordinated surface states.[24] Nevertheless, 
stripping of the native ligands from the surface by primary amines explains some cases where 
amines are shown to quench the PL of CdSe NCs.[25] The primary amines in our case may have 
similar effect removing native ligands (e.g., stearate, TOPO) and decrease the PL lifetime. The 
quenching effects of thiols and primary amines are consistent with the observation that in the 
synthesis of the ZnTe core, increasing the amount of 1-DDT or OAm decreases the PL QY. In 
addition, phosphines could passivate surface anions and enhance the PL QY of CdSe NCs.[24,26] 
However, TOP decreases the PL lifetime of ZnTe/ZnSe NCs (Figure 6.11a), which may be 
expected based on the observation that after ZnSe shell growth, the addition of TOP (to dissolve 
excess Se powder) decreases the PL QY. In contrast, secondary phosphine (e.g., 
diphenylphosphine) could slightly increase the PL lifetime. Their corresponding effects on the PL 
QY are shown in Figure 6.11b. Primary amines significantly quench the PL, while most other 
ligands tend to decrease the PL QY at RT. For the cases with an increasing PL lifetime, 
trioctylamine does not increase PL QY compared with the pristine sample, whereas 
diphenylphosphine could significantly enhance PL QY. Previous reports have indicates that both 
chemical and electrochemical reduction can fill the surface trap states and significantly enhance 
the PL QYs for Mn-doped ZnSe NCs.[27,28] Similarly, the reductive secondary phosphine could 
fill the surface electron traps and provide better electron confinement for the ZnTe/ZnSe NCs. 
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Figure 6.11 Change of the normalized average PL lifetime (a) and the normalized PL QY (b) of the 
ZnTe/ZnSe core/shell NCs after Zn-cation treatment with an increasing amount of ligands. 
(Blank: chloroform; 1-DDT: 1-dodecanethiol; OLA: oleic acid; OA: octylamine; DOA: 
dioctylamine; TOA: trioctylamine; TOP: trioctylphosphine; DPP: diphenylphosphine). 
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Figure 6.12 Selected PL decay curves measured at the PL peak wavelengths and the curve fitting using 
three exponentials (with average lifetimes shown) of the ZnTe/ZnSe core/shell NCs after Zn-
cation treatment with: Blank (a), 1-dodecanethiol (b), trioctylphosphine (c), 
diphenylphosphine (d), oleic acid (e), octylamine (f), dioctylamine (g), and trioctylamine (h). 
Left: adding 0 μL of ligands, right: adding 30 μL of ligands (except 12 μL for octylamine). 
Conclusion	
In conclusion, we have synthesized quasi-type-II ZnTe/ZnSe core/shell NCs with the 
highest PL QY (~40%) reported to date for colloidal ZnTe NCs. Reactive Se powder has been 
used as the anion precursor to facilitate ZnSe shell growth at a relatively low temperature. A thin 
ZnSe shell is required because otherwise type-II heterostructure would form and PL would be 
quenched. Subsequent Zn-cation treatment results in cation-rich surface and better surface 
passivation, which further enhances PL QY. The titration experiment with different organic 
ligands indicates that primary amines have significant quenching effect, whereas 
diphenylphosphine can be beneficial for improving PL QY of ZnTe/ZnSe NCs. Primary amines 
may be removing native ligands and creating surface traps, whereas diphenylphosphine may be a 
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good electron donor that can fill surface electron traps. Further studies are necessary to verify 
such effects. Nevertheless, the results presented here provide a promising direction in developing 
highly luminescent ZnTe-based NCs as a Cd-free alternative. 
Experimental	
Chemicals. Zinc acetate (ZnAc2, 99.99%), zinc stearate (ZnSt2, technical grade), 
tellurium (Te, 200 mesh, 99.8%), selenium (Se, 300 mesh, 99.99%), 1-dodecanethiol (1-DDT, ≥ 
98%), oleylamine (OAm, technical grade), trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO, 99%), 
trioctylphosphine (TOP, 90%), dioctyl ether (OE, 99%), superhydride (1.0 M lithium 
triethylborohydride in tetrahydrofuran), octadecene (ODE, technical grade), and coumarin 153 
(C153, dye content 99%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further 
purification. All syntheses were carried out using the standard Schlenk technique. 
Synthesis of ZnTe core. Te precursor solution was prepared in a glove box by mixing 
0.2 mL of 1 M TOPTe stock solution, 0.2 mL of superhydride, and 0.2 mL of OAm in a vial. In a 
separate flask, 0.6 mmol of ZnAc2 and 1.2 mmol of TOPO in 30 μL of 1-DDT and 8 mL of OE 
were degassed at 80 oC for 30 min. To this reaction mixture, Te precursor solution was added via 
a syringe, and the temperature was raised from 120 oC to 240 oC in ~8 min under N2. The reaction 
mixture was kept at 240 oC for 10 – 15 min before the heating mantle was removed.  
ZnSe shell growth. At RT, 40 mg of Se powder and 100 mg of ZnSt2 powder were 
added into the reaction flask by opening the rubber stopper under positive N2 pressure and the 
temperature was raised to 230 oC in ~10 min under N2. The reaction mixture was kept at 230 oC 
for various times as indicated before the heating mantle was removed. To increase ZnSe shell 
thickness, Se powder and ZnSt2 powder could be added multiple times if necessary. 
As a comparison, ZnSe shell growth was also carried out using other Se precursor 
solutions such as Se dissolved in TOP (TOPSe) or ODE (Se@ODE). 1 M TOPSe stoke solution 
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was prepared by ultrasonicating Se powder in TOP at RT under N2, and stored in a glove box. 0.1 
M Se@ODE stoke solution was prepared by dissolving Se powder in ODE at 220 oC for 2 h 
under N2 after degassing under vacuum at 100 oC for 30 min, and then stored at RT under N2. For 
ZnSe shell growth, same amount of TOPSe or Se@ODE was added to the reaction mixture 
instead of Se powder, and the other procedure is the same except no extra TOP was added before 
the purification of the NCs. 
Zn-cation treatment. After ZnSe shell growth, 0.5 mL of TOP was added into the 
reaction mixture at 60 oC and kept for ~2 min to dissolve excess Se powder. The NCs were then 
purified from the reaction mixture at RT by adding ~2 mL of chloroform and ~5 mL of methanol 
and centrifuging. The NCs were redissolved in ~2 mL of chloroform and added into a flask with 
150 mg of ZnSt2 and 6 mL OE after degassing under vacuum at 80 oC for 10 min. Chloroform 
was then degassed away under vacuum at 80 oC before the mixture was heated to 230 oC in ~10 
min under N2. The heating mantle was removed once 230 oC was reached. 
ZnS shell or ZnSeS alloyed shell growth attempt. Growth of ZnS shell on the 
ZnTe/ZnSe NCs was carried out similarly with the Zn-cation treatment, except that 0.1 mL of 
octanethiol or equivalent amount of S powder was added together with ZnSt2. The reaction 
proceeded for indicated times at 230 oC before the heating mantle was removed. 
Growth of ZnSeS alloyed shell on the ZnTe core was carried out similarly with the ZnSe 
shell growth, except that 80 μL of tert-dodecanethiol or various amounts of S powder was added 
in addition to 20 mg of Se powder. 
Ligand titration. ~50 μL reaction mixture after Zn-cation treatment was diluted in a 
quartz cuvette with > 3 mL chloroform such that the concentrations of the ZnTe/ZnSe NCs were 
almost the same in the measurements for different ligands (absorbance @ 400 nm ~0.080). The 
PL spectrum and PL lifetime of the pristine sample were measured before multiple additions of 
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neat liquid organic ligand with a pipette, 5 μL at a time (2 μL at a time for highly quenching 
ligands such as primary amines). The corresponding PL spectrum and PL lifetime were measured 
after each ligand addition. The volume change of the solution can be ignored. As a control, 
equivalent multiple additions of 5 μL chloroform (as the “blank”) to the diluted reaction mixture 
followed by PL spectrum and PL lifetime measurements were carried out. 
Characterizations. Small aliquots of the reaction mixture were taken throughout the 
reaction and precipitated with methanol and redissolved in chloroform for optical 
characterizations. Additional two cycles of methanol/chloroform purification were carried out 
before structural and compositional analyses. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and high-
resolution (HR)TEM were carried out on a JEOL 2100 TEM. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectra 
(EDS) were recorded using a JEOL 2010 FETEM with an Oxford EDS detector. Samples were 
prepared by drop-drying a purified NC solution in chloroform onto a carbon-coated copper grid. 
The atomic percentages from EDS data were averaged over more than five individual areas and 
each area contained at least 100 NCs. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded 
with Siemens-Bruker D5000 diffractometer. Samples were prepared by drop-casting a 
concentrated NC solution in chloroform on a low background quartz substrate. UV/Vis 
absorption and PL spectra were recorded at RT with Agilent 8453 diode array UV/Vis 
spectrophotometer and Horiba Jobin-Yvon Fluoromax-3 spectrofluorometer, respectively. The 
excitation wavelengths were 350 nm for the ZnTe core and samples without significant red-shift 
of the band edge absorption wavelength, and 400 nm for samples after significant absorption red-
shift (also for PL QY measurement). C153 (QY = 54.4% in ethanol[29]) was used as the 
reference dye for relative PL QY measurements due to its good match in the absorption/PL 
spectral range with the ZnTe/ZnSe core/shell NCs (Figure 6.13). The absolute PL QY of the 
brightest sample in chloroform was confirmed with a Horiba Jobin Yvon Nanolog 
spectrofluorometer equipped with an integrating sphere. PL lifetimes were measured using a 
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Horiba Jobin Yvon Nanolog spectrofluorometer with a 400 nm wavelength pulsed diode laser 
(250 kHz repetition and 200 ps pulse width) for excitation and a time-correlating single-photon 
counting system. PL decay was monitored at the peak wavelength of the band edge emission from 
the NCs in chloroform. The decay curves were fitted with three exponentials to achieve a 
goodness-of-fit (χ2) around 1 (less than 1.30) using DAS6 Analysis software by Horiba. The 
average lifetime is defined as: ߬ୟ୴୥ ൌ ∑ ஺೔ఛ೔
మ೔
∑ ஺೔ఛ೔೔ . 
 
Figure 6.13 Absorption and PL spectra (not offset) of C153 and ZnTe/ZnSe core/shell NCs. All PL spectra 
are normalized to the absorbance at the excitation wavelength (400 nm). 
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CHAPTER	7	
CONCLUSIONS		
Taking advantage of the large surface-to-volume ratio of the NCs, we have studied the 
synthetic chemistry (e.g., precursor reactivity and steric hindrance) and growth mechanisms (e.g., 
cation exchange and SLS-like growth) to achieve the shape control of the NCs and the growth of 
novel anisotropic heterostructures using a low-cost colloidal chemistry method.  
We have demonstrated the synthetic control of the Cu2-xS NC shape in a simple heat-up 
strategy. By varying Cu precursor reactivity, which is dictated by both the counter anion and the 
capping ligands, the shape of Cu2-xS NCs can be nearly continuously tuned from 1D NRs to 2D 
NDs. Foreign chemicals can have additional effects (e.g., chloride anions promote 2D growth). A 
phase transition from predominantly chalcocite to djurleite upon continued growth is observed in 
the NRs. During this transition, the growth appears to be mainly in the lateral, rather than axial, 
direction. For the NDs, the growth is also limited mainly along the lateral direction but the 
djurleite phase appears earlier and remains the predominant phase with continued growth. 
Therefore, the chalcocite phase with a lower symmetry is the root cause for the 1D growth. In 
addition, intentional chemical oxidation can enhance the overall near-IR plasmonic resonance 
absorption for the Cu2-xS NCs, and the electric near-field enhancement maximum is 30% higher 
for the NRs with sharp tips compared to the common NDs. 
Using the Cu2-xS NRs as an anisotropic template, we have explored the heterostructure 
growth mechanism of a combination of cation exchange and SLS-like growth processes. With 
Cu2S/ZnS HNRs as a model system, by comparing the single-pot and the multi-batch strategies, 
we have discovered that cation exchange prefers the side facets on the NRs due to lower anion 
packing densities and hence lower cation diffusion barriers, which leads to cation exchange 
initiating from the middle of the NRs. However, preferential surface adsorption of the metal 
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precursor at the NR tips where the ligand coverage is lower due to the larger curvature may 
compromise the crystal-facet selectivity. In addition, in the SLS-like growth after patial cation 
exchange, depending on the intermediate structure having ZnS all the way through one of the tips, 
near the tips but with small amount of Cu2S remaining, or in the middle of the NR, tapered rod-
rod, body/tail, or barbell-like structure forms respectively. Concurrent cation exchange can cause 
Cu2S catalysts to be eventually lost during SLS-like growth. Body/tail structures then lose the 
small Cu2S tip at the end of the tail and what would have been barbell-like structures end up 
converting to gradually tapering (to a sharp tip) ZnS structures with Cu2S heads, further 
diversifying achievable morphologies of Cu2S/ZnS HNRs. 
We then transferred our understanding of the growth mechanism and incorporated I-III-
VI2 compositions into the Cu2-xS NRs for visible light response. We have demonstrated that the 
large strain from lattice mismatch (-7.4% in the axial direction and -10.6% in the other direction) 
is responsible for the spontaneous multiple segment formation in the Cu2-xS/CuGaS2 HNRs, 
which is absent in the better lattice-matched Cu2-xS/CuInS2 HNRs. The number of the CuGaS2 
segments can be controlled by the Ga precursor concentration following the nucleation/growth 
mechanism. In addition, the large steric hindrance of the ligands is critical to the multiple 
segment which requires cation exchange in the middle of the NRs, whereas linear ligands only 
lead to exchange at the tips. This is possibly because the crystal-facet selectivity favoring the 
middle of the NRs can be preserved with more accessible NR surface using branched and bulky 
ligands, whereas NR tips are more preferentially accessible with better surface protection by 
linear ligands that can pack more densely on the flatter sides of NRs. 
On the other hand, targeting at high PL QYs for light emitting applications and trying to 
avoid the detrimental surface trap states due to the large surface-to-volume ratio of the NCs, we 
have chosen spherical NCs with better charge carrier confinement and studied the synthetic 
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chemistry (e.g., Se precursor reactivity) and growth mechanisms (e.g., Ostwald ripening and 
cation surface treatment) for heavy-metal-free compositions. 
We have demonstrated how a simple heat-up method to synthesize Mn-doped II-VI NCs 
can benefit from optimized ripening/growth time where both dopant loss and Ostwald ripening 
can improve PL. High Mn concentrations achievable in this method lead to dopant loss, which 
has been considered unfavorable in many cases, actually increasing Mn PL QY. Interestingly, 
Ostwald ripening, another often unfavorable process, can also be beneficial because smaller NCs 
that are consumed for growth have higher undesirable band edge PL. We have also shown that 
during ripening, there is a concurrent clustering of Mn dopants that occurs at or near the surface 
as evidenced by PL, EDS, and EPR measurements. Such clustering of Mn can be removed by 
additional cation precursors that can cause surface exchange/passivation. Hence, by a 
combination of optimized growth time and surface exchange/passivation, we have achieved high 
Mn PL QYs (45 to 55 %) in several different II-VI host NCs including alloy compositions. 
We have also achieved quasi-type-II ZnTe/ZnSe core/shell NCs with the highest PL QY 
(~40%) reported to date for colloidal ZnTe NCs by multiple surface passivation strategies. 
Reactive Se powder has been used as the anion precursor to facilitate ZnSe shell growth at a 
relatively low temperature. A thin ZnSe shell is required because otherwise type-II 
heterostructure would form and PL would be quenched. Subsequent Zn-cation treatment results in 
cation-rich surface and better surface passivation, which further enhances PL QY. The titration 
experiment with different organic ligands indicates that primary amines have significant 
quenching effect, whereas diphenylphosphine can be beneficial for improving PL QY of 
ZnTe/ZnSe NCs. Primary amines may be removing native ligands and creating surface traps, 
whereas diphenylphosphine may be a good electron donor that can fill surface electron traps. 
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Outlook	
The knowledge we obtained through our studies on the synthetic chemistry and growth 
mechanisms can be essentially transferrable to other compositions and morphologies. As shown 
in Figure 7.1, our synthetic strategy of combining cation exchange and SLS-like growth processes 
can also be applied to HNRs with other compositions (e.g., Cu2S/ZnS/CdS and Cu2S/CuInS2/ZnS). 
Based on the chemistry used for cation exchange and SLS-like growth respectively, there can be 
multiple combinations of different components at different positions in the HNRs. Similarly, 
procedures maintaining the NC surface integrity (e.g., cation treatment) and taking advantage of 
the inevitable heterogeneity in the NC ensemble (e.g., doping level vs. NC size) will also provide 
guidance to the rational design of a synthesis protocol. Ultimately, a good understanding of the 
synthetic chemistry and growth mechanisms offers a high-level perspective on the synthesis and 
fabrication of novel materials. 
 
Figure 7.1 Representative HRTEM images generalizing the synthetic strategy by combining cation 
exchange and SLS-like growth to other compositions: Cu2S/ZnS/CdS HNRs (top) and 
Cu2S/CuInS2/ZnS HNRs (bottom). Insets are the HNR schematics.  
Colloidal chemistry method, especially the heat-up method where swift injection at high 
temperatures can be avoided, used for all the NCs in this thesis is very promising for scale-up and 
can significantly reduce the cost of the high-quality and high-performance NCs, which is essential 
for commercialization. 
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Now approaching the 25th anniversary of the synthesis of monodisperse and high-
crystallinity colloidal NCs since the first publication in 1993 and towards the dawn of 
commercialization of these NCs, we have observed significantly improved NC quality (e.g., PL 
QY from few percent to near unity), enhanced device performance with NCs (e.g., external 
quantum efficiency from less than 0.01% to ~18% for quantum-dot light-emitting devices), and 
ever-increasing complexities in the morphology and heterostructure composition in the NCs. 
Goals used to seem impossible are within reach today. Merely engineering (“tweaking”) the 
synthetic parameters apparently lacks the driving force to satisfy the high demand from the 
upcoming “NC age”. Only with a thorough understanding of the fundamental synthetic chemistry 
and growth mechanisms can we make a real breakthrough.	
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APPENDIX	A	
EFFECT	OF	TYPE‐II	HETEROSTRUCTURE	ON	THE	OPTICAL	
PROPERTIES	IN	CDS/MN‐DOPED	ZNS/ZNSE	
CORE/SHELL/SHELL	NANOCRYSTALS	
Chemicals. Cadmium oxide (CdO, 99.5%), oleic acid (OLA, 90%), 1-octadecene (ODE, 
90%), oleylamine (OAm, 70%), zinc oxide (ZnO, 99+%), sulfur powder (S, 99.98%), selenium 
powder (Se, 99.99%), manganese (II) chloride (MnCl2, 99.99%), 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium 
bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide ([EMIM]-[TFSI]; ≥97.0%) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich. Triblock copolymer poly(styrene-block-ethylene oxide-block-styrene) (SOS) with 
polystyrene (PS) block (Mn=10 kg/mol) and polyethyleneoxide (PEO) block (Mn=36 kg/mol)  was 
purchased from Polymer Source. All chemicals were used as purchased. All syntheses were 
carried out using the standard Schlenk technique. ITO coated glass with sheet resistance of 8-12 
Ω/sq was purchased from Aldrich. ITO etchant (TE-100) was purchased from Transene Company, 
Inc. 
Preparation of precursor stoke solutions. All the precursor stoke solutions were 
prepared by dissolving the precursor in the ligand/solvent at indicated temperatures under N2 after 
degassing under vacuum at 100 oC for 30 min, and stored at room temperature (RT) under N2. 
The detailed conditions are shown below. Zinc oleate (0.04 M): 0.0640 g of ZnO, 1.8 g of OLA, 
and 18 mL of ODE; dissolved at 310 oC. Sulfur (0.04 M): 0.0128 g of S powder and 10 mL of 
ODE; dissolved at 100 oC. Selenium (0.04 M): 0.0316 g of Se powder and 10 mL of ODE; 
dissolved at 220 oC. Manganese (0.02 M): 0.0050 g of MnCl2, 1 mL of OAm, and 1 mL of ODE; 
dissolved at 210 oC. The manganese stoke solution was prepared right before shell growth in case 
of oxidation. 
Synthesis of CdS core. CdS core was synthesized following literature[1] with 
modifications of the ligand amount. A S precursor solution was first prepared by dissolving 0.1 
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mmol of S powder in 2 mL of ODE at 100 oC under N2. For the CdS core with 3 nm in diameter, 
in a separate flask, 0.0256 g of CdO was dissolved in 1.692 g of OLA and 8 mL of ODE at 310 
oC under N2 after degassing under vacuum at 100 oC for 30 min. Then the S precursor was 
quickly injected into the reaction mixture at 300 oC. The reaction proceeded at 250 oC for 6 min 
before the heating mantle was removed. Small aliquots of the reaction mixture were taken 
throughout the reaction and precipitated with methanol and redissolved in chloroform for optical 
measurements. The concentration of CdS was calculated from the absorbance following 
literature.[2] Additional two cycles of methanol/chloroform purification were carried out before 
structural and compositional analyses. This purification procedure was the same for all syntheses 
described below. 
Synthesis of undoped CdS/ZnS/ZnSe core/shell/shell (CSS) NCs as a comparison. 
Successive Ionic Layer Adsorption and Reaction (SILAR) method[3] was used for shell growth. 
Typically, 20 nmol of the CdS core in 0.5 mL of OAm and 1.5 mL of ODE was heated to 220 oC 
under N2 after degassing under vacuum at 100 oC for 30 min. Calculated amounts of zinc oleate 
and S stoke solutions for one ZnS monolayer (ML) were successively dropped to the reaction 
mixture with 5 min interval for each half ML. Then at 280 oC, calculated amounts of zinc oleate 
and Se stoke solutions for one ZnSe ML were successively dropped to the reaction mixture with 5 
min interval for each half ML. 
Synthesis of CdS/Mn-doped ZnS/ZnSe CSS NCs. Doped NCs were synthesized using 
the similar procedure above, except that an additional MnS layer was grown inside the ZnS layers. 
Indicated amounts of the Mn and S stoke solutions (in unit of ML) were dropped to the reaction 
mixture for different Mn concentrations in the NCs, and each half addition was allowed to react 
for 10 min to ensure complete growth. 
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Synthesis of CdS/Mn-doped ZnS/ZnS CSS NCs as a comparison. Doped NCs without 
type-II heterostructure were synthesized using the similar procedure above, except that the 
outmost ZnSe shell was replaced by additional ZnS shell. Size and morphology of such NCs were 
kept the same as NCs with type-II heterostructure for better comparison. 
Characterization. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was carried out on a JEOL 
2100 TEM. Samples were prepared by drop-drying the purified NC solution in chloroform onto a 
carbon-coated copper grid. UV/Vis absorption and photoluminescence (PL) spectra were 
recorded at RT with Agilent 8453 diode array UV/Vis spectrophotometer and Horiba Jobin-Yvon 
Fluoromax-3 spectrofluorometer, respectively. The excitation wavelength for PL measurement 
was 380 nm.  
Device fabrication and electric-field-dependent PL measurement. To test the 
quantum confined Stark effect in the CSS NCs, a device with a spin-cast thin film of NCs 
sandwiched between ITO/glass and ion gel was fabricated (Figure A.4a). Ion gel solution was 
prepared following literature,[4] which contains 0.7/9.3/90 wt% of triblock copolymer/ionic 
liquid/anhydrous acetonitrile. ITO was partially etched by ITO etchant leaving a 1/3’’ × 1’’ 
rectangular bar in the middle of the square glass. NCs dissolved in toluene were spin-coated at 
3000 rpm for 1 min on the ITO/glass and the film was put in vacuum overnight. Then ion gel 
solution was drop-casted on the NC film and the device was put in vacuum overnight before 
electric wires were attached to ITO and ion gel by Ag epoxy (cured in air at 75 oC for 10 min). 
Keithley 2612 power source was used to supply various voltages and PL spectra were measured 
using Horiba Jobin-Yvon Fluoromax-3 spectrofluorimeter equipped with optical fibers. The 
excitation light was focused through a Mitutoyo M Plan Apo 20X objective (N.A. = 0.42) on a 
spot within the overlapping area between ITO and ion gel. The collecting optical fiber was put 
near device surface for maximum intensity and tilted to avoid reflected excitation light. Device 
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using NCs without type-II heterostructure (i.e., CdS/Mn-doped ZnS/ZnS) was also fabricated and 
measured in the same way as a comparison. 
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Figure A.1 (a) Band gap alignment of CdS/Mn-doped ZnS/ZnSe. (b) Absorption and PL spectra of CdS 
core (black), CdS/Mn-doped ZnS NCs (red), CdS/Mn-doped ZnS/ZnSe NCs (blue), and 
CdS/Mn-doped ZnS/ZnS NCs (magenta). Spectra are offset vertically for clarity. All PL 
spectra are normalized to the absorbance at the excitation wavelength. Insets: corresponding 
schematics of the NCs. (b – e) Corresponding TEM images of the NCs in (b). 
 
 
 
Figure A.2 (a) Schematic of the undoped heterostructured NCs with different thicknesses of ZnS and ZnSe 
layers. (b) PL spectra of the undoped CdS/ZnS/ZnSe NCs with 0 – 4 MLs of ZnS (normalized 
at the Raman peak at 430 nm; broad peaks from 600 to 700 nm come from CdS deep traps). All 
PL spectra are normalized to the absorbance at the excitation wavelength. (c) Minimum ZnSe 
shell thickness needed to experimentally observe the type-II PL and the peak wavelengths with 
different ZnS shell thicknesses. Thicker ZnSe shell with more extended hole wavefunction is 
needed for holes to tunnel through thicker ZnS barrier, which also explains the peak wavelength 
red-shift from two to four ZnS MLs due to simultaneously decreased type-II bandgap. The 
initial blue-shift from zero to two ZnS MLs is due to strain effect on the CdS core. The 
appearance of type-II PL indicates the effective charge separation even with ZnS barrier 
between CdS core and ZnSe shell. 
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Figure A.3 (a) PL spectra of CdS/Mn-doped ZnS/ZnSe NCs with different CdS core sizes. (b) Mn PL peak 
wavelength and intensity change with different ZnSe shell thicknesses. (a) and (b) demonstrate 
the strain effect on Mn PL. (c) Mn PL peak wavelength and intensity change with different 
amounts of Mn precursor, demonstrating potential Mn-Mn interaction which decreases Mn PL 
intensity and causes peak wavelength red-shift. (d) PL spectra of CdS/Mn-doped ZnS/ZnSe 
NCs with different amounts of Mn precursor corresponding to (c) (PL around 450 nm is from 
the band edge recombination in undoped NCs). All PL spectra are normalized to the absorbance 
at the excitation wavelength. 
  
Figure A.4 (a) Schematics of the device structure (top view and cross-sectional view). (b) Summary of the 
Mn PL peak wavelength at different voltages for CdS/Mn-doped ZnS/ZnSe NCs with type-II 
heterostructure and CdS/Mn-doped ZnS/ZnS NCs without type-II heterostructure, 
demonstrating that the internal electric field from type-II heterostructure leads to more 
significant quantum confined Stark effect. Mn PL spectra change upon applying increased 
voltages for devices with CdS/Mn-doped ZnS/ZnSe NCs (c) and with CdS/Mn-doped ZnS/ZnS 
NCs as a comparison (d). 	
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APPENDIX	B	
SHAPE	AND	SIZE	CONTROL	FOR	CDS/MULTI‐CDSE/ZNSE	
DOUBLE‐HETEROJUNCTION	NANORODS	
Chemicals. Cadmium oxide (CdO, 99.5%), cadmium acetate dihydrate (CdAc2·2H2O, 
98%), trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO, 90%), trioctylphosphine (TOP, 90%), Zn acetate (ZnAc2, 
99.99%), sulfur powder (S, 99.98%), selenium powder (Se, 99.99%), oleic acid (OLA, 90%), and 
1-octadecene (ODE, 90%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Octadecyl phosphonic acid 
(ODPA, 99%) was purchased from PCI Synthesis. All chemicals were used as purchased. All 
syntheses were carried out using the standard Schlenk technique.  
Preparation of precursor stoke solutions. 1 M S and Se stoke solutions were prepared 
by ultrasonicating S or Se powder in TOP at room temperature (RT) under N2, and stored in a 
glove box. 1 M Cd stoke solution was prepared by dissolving CdAc2·2H2O in TOP at 100 oC 
under N2 after degassing under vacuum at 100 oC for 30 min, and stored at RT under N2. 
Synthesis of thick CdS nanorods (NRs). CdS NRs were synthesized following 
literature[1] and the larger diameter was achieved using a multiple injection method. In a flask, 
0.1248 g of CdO was dissolved in 0.669 g of ODPA and 2 g of TOPO at 370 oC under N2 after 
degassing under vacuum at 150 oC for 30 min. Then a mixture of 1 mL of TOP and 0.5 mL of S 
stoke solution was quickly injected into the reaction at 370 oC. The reaction proceeded at 330 oC 
for 15 min. Then a mixture of 1mL of Cd and 1 mL of S stoke solutions was dropped to the 
reaction mixture in ~5 min, and the reaction proceeded at 330 oC for 10 min. Such additional 
Cd/S precursor introduction could be repeated up to four times for an increased NR diameter. 
After the desirable diameter was achieved, the reaction mixture was cooled down to 250 oC for 
the subsequent CdSe growth. Small aliquots of the reaction mixture were taken throughout the 
reaction and precipitated with methanol and redissolved in chloroform for optical measurements. 
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Additional two cycles of methanol/chloroform purification were carried out before structural and 
compositional analyses. This purification procedure was the same for all syntheses described 
below. 
Synthesis of CdS/CdSe heterostructured NRs (HNRs). At 250 oC, a mixture of 1mL of 
TOP and 0.5 mL of Se stoke solution was injected at 6 mL/h with a syringe pump. After injection, 
the reaction proceeded at 250 oC for 10 min. To elongate the CdSe branch on the CdS NRs, a 
mixture of 1 mL of Cd and 1 mL of Se stoke solutions was dropped to the reaction mixture in ~5 
min at 250 oC. The reaction proceeded for 10 min at 230 – 270 oC depending on the desirable 
number of CdSe branches (e.g., 230 oC for multiple branches, whereas 270 oC for a single branch). 
Such additional Cd/Se precursor introduction could be repeated up to three times for an increased 
length of the CdSe branch(es). After the desirable length was achieved, the reaction mixture was 
cooled down by removing the heating mantle. 8 mL of chloroform was added to the mixture at 60 
oC and the HNRs were collected by centrifuging and discarding the supernatant. Then the NRs 
were dissolved in chloroform and the concentration was calibrated by measuring the absorbance. 
Typically, half of the HNRs was used for the subsequent ZnSe shell growth.   
ZnSe shell growth on CdS/CdSe HNRs. In a separate flask, 0.5 mmol of ZnAc2 was 
dissolved in 1 mL of OLA and 7 mL of ODE at 250 oC under N2 after degassing under vacuum at 
100 oC for 30 min. Then the CdS/CdSe HNRs in chloroform was added to the reaction mixture 
and chloroform was removed by vacuum. The temperature was increased to 250 oC and a mixture 
of 1 mL of TOP and 0.5 mL of Se stoke solution was injected at 6 mL/h with a syringe pump. 
The reaction proceeded for 10 min before the heating mantle was removed. The amounts of 
ZnAc2 and Se stoke solution could be increased depending on the desirable thickness of the ZnSe 
shell. 
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Characterization. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and high-resolution 
(HR)TEM imaging was carried out on a JEOL 2100 TEM. Scanning TEM (STEM) imaging and 
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) line scan were carried out on a JEOL 2010 FETEM 
with an Oxford EDS detector. Samples were prepared by drop-drying the purified NC solution in 
chloroform onto a carbon-coated copper grid. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were 
recorded with Siemens-Bruker D5000 diffractometer. Samples were prepared by drop-casting 
concentrated NC solution in chloroform on a low background quartz substrate. UV/Vis 
absorption and photoluminescence (PL) spectra were recorded at RT with Agilent 8453 diode 
array UV/Vis spectrophotometer and Horiba Jobin-Yvon Fluoromax-3 spectrofluorometer, 
respectively. The excitation wavelength for PL measurement was 470 nm.  
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Figure B.1 (a – d) Representative TEM images of CdS NRs with increasing diameter by the multiple 
injection method. The average diameters and lengths are shown. (e) HRTEM image of the CdS 
NRs with the largest diameter, demonstrating tapered shape. (f) Absorption spectra evolution 
of CdS NRs corresponding to (a – d), demonstrating a conversion from sharp peak due to 
quantum confinement effect to bulk-like broad peaks. 
 
 
Figure B.2 (a – c) Representative TEM images of CdS/CdSe HNRs with increasing length of the CdSe 
branch by the multiple injection method. CdSe branch prefers the more reactive (00-1) facet on 
wurtzite CdS NRs, but after injection II, CdSe starts to nucleate on the less reactive (001) facet 
as well. (d) Representative HRTEM image of CdS/CdSe HNRs with the dash line indicating 
the interface between CdS and CdSe components. The distance between neighboring lattice 
planes are plotted on the right, showing clear distinction between the large CdSe lattice and the 
smaller CdS lattice. 
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Figure B.3 (a – c) Representative TEM images of CdS/multi-CdSe HNRs with increasing length of the 
CdSe branches by the multiple injection method. Growth of multiple CdSe branches instead of 
single CdSe branch is achieved by changing the growth temperature from 270 oC to 230 oC. (d) 
FFT filtered HRTEM image of one CdS/multi-CdSe heterostructured NR. The blue part is CdS 
with a smaller lattice and the orange part is CdSe with a larger lattice. Inset: FFT pattern used 
for filtering and inverse FFT. 
 
 
Figure B.4 Representative STEM images of CdS/multi-CdSe/ZnSe double-heterojunction NRs with thin (a) 
and thick (b) ZnSe shell. EDS line scan results and the corresponding STEM images for 
CdS/multi-CdSe/ZnSe double-heterojunction NRs with thin (c) and thick (d) ZnSe shell. Red 
lines are guide to the eye. 
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Table B.1 Lattice parameters from peak fitting of the XRD result and their deviation from the standard 
values. The significant compression in the c-axis of wurtzite (WZ) CdSe and the significant 
expansion in the zinc-blende (ZB) ZnSe suggests that ZB ZnSe shell preferentially grows on 
CdSe branches. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B.5 Absorption and PL spectra evolution from thick CdS NRs (black) to CdS/CdSe HNRs (red and 
blue) to CdS/multi-CdSe/ZnSe double-heterojunction NRs (magenta), corresponding to the 
TEM images in Figure B.2 and STEM images in Figure B.4. Spectra are offset vertically for 
clarity. All PL spectra are normalized to the absorbance at the excitation wavelength. Insets: 
corresponding schematics of the NRs. 
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APPENDIX	C	
SURFACE	PASSIVATION	AND	DIFFERENT	
HETEROSTRUCTURES	FOR	INP‐BASED	CORE/SHELL	
NANOCRYSTALS	
Chemicals. Indium acetate (InAc3, 99.99%), myristic acid (MA, ≥ 99%), 1-octadecene 
(ODE, 90%), octylamine (OA, ≥ 99.5%), zinc stearate (ZnSt2, technical grade), cadmium acetate 
dihydrate (CdAc2·2H2O, 98%), sulfur powder (S, 99.98%), selenium powder (Se, 99.99%), and 
trioctylphosphine (TOP, 90%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 
Tris(trimethylsilyl)phosphine (TMS3P, ≥ 98%, 10 wt% in hexanes) was purchased from Strem 
Chemicals. All chemicals were used as purchased. All syntheses were carried out using the 
standard Schlenk technique. 
Preparation of precursor stoke solutions. 0.1 M TOPS and TOPSe stoke solutions 
were prepared by ultrasonicating S or Se powder in TOP at room temperature (RT) under N2, and 
stored in a glove box. Another 0.1 M S@ODE stoke solution were prepared by dissolving S 
powder in ODE at 100 oC under N2 after degassing under vacuum at 100 oC for 30 min, and 
stored at RT under N2. 0.1 M Cd stoke solution was prepared by dissolving CdAc2·2H2O in TOP 
at 100 oC under N2 after degassing under vacuum at 100 oC for 30 min, and stored at RT under N2. 
0.1 M Zn stoke solution was prepared by dissolving ZnSt2 in ODE at 250 oC under N2 after 
degassing under vacuum at 100 oC for 30 min, and stored at 100 oC under N2. 
Synthesis of InP core. InP NCs were synthesized following literature[1] with 
modifications of the multiple injections of TMS3P to achieve larger NC sizes. In a flask, 0.4 
mmol of InAc3 was dissolved in 1.2 mmol of MA and 5 mL of ODE under N2 after degassing 
under vacuum at 100 oC for 30 min. Then a mixture of 0.38 mL of TMS3P, 0.4 mL of OA, and 
0.5 mL of ODE was quickly injected into the reaction at 188 oC. The reaction proceeded at 178 
oC for 5 min. Then a mixture of 0.2 mL of TMS3P and 0.25 mL of ODE was dropped to the 
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reaction mixture in ~1 min, and the reaction proceeded at 178 oC for 5 min. Such additional 
TMS3P precursor introduction could be repeated for a larger NC size. After the desirable size was 
achieved, the reaction mixture was cooled down to 150 oC for the subsequent shell growth. Small 
aliquots of the reaction mixture were taken throughout the reaction and precipitated with 
methanol and redissolved in chloroform for optical measurements. Additional two cycles of 
methanol/chloroform purification were carried out before structural and compositional analyses. 
This purification procedure was the same for all syntheses described below. 
Shell growth on InP core. Successive Ionic Layer Adsorption and Reaction (SILAR) 
method[2] was used for shell growth. For InP/ZnS core/shell NC synthesis, 1.2 mL of the Zn 
stoke solution was dropped to the reaction mixture before 1.2 mL of the S@ODE stoke solution 
was dropped with 10 min interval. After 10 min at 150 oC, the mixture was heated to 220 oC and 
kept for 30 min. Another addition cycle with 1.6 mL of Zn and S@ODE precursors was 
performed similarly. For InP/CdS core/shell NC synthesis, Cd and TOPS stoke solutions were 
used and the temperatures were the same. For InP/CdSe core/shell NC synthesis, Cd and TOPSe 
stoke solutions were used and the temperatures were 120 oC for precursor addition and 150 oC for 
shell growth. 
Characterization. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and high-resolution 
(HR)TEM imaging was carried out on a JEOL 2100 TEM. Scanning TEM (STEM) imaging and 
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) were carried out on a JEOL 2010 FETEM with an 
Oxford EDS detector. Samples were prepared by drop-drying the purified NC solution in 
chloroform onto a carbon-coated copper grid. The atomic percentages from EDS data were 
averaged over five individual areas and each area contained at least 100 NCs. UV/Vis absorption 
and photoluminescence (PL) spectra were recorded at RT with Agilent 8453 diode array UV/Vis 
spectrophotometer and Horiba Jobin-Yvon Fluoromax-3 spectrofluorometer, respectively. The 
excitation wavelengths for PL measurement were: 400 nm for InP/ZnS, 480 nm for InP/CdS, and 
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450 nm for InP/CdSe. C153 (QY = 54.4% in ethanol[3]) was used as the reference dye for 
relative PL QY measurement for InP/ZnS due to the similarity in the absorption/PL spectral range. 
PL excitation (PLE) spectra were monitored at the corresponding PL peak wavelength with 
Horiba Jobin-Yvon Fluoromax-3 spectrofluorometer. 
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Figure C.1 (a) Absorption spectra evolution for InP core with growth time and multiple TMS3P precursor 
injections, demonstrating increased InP NC size (no band edge PL for InP core due to poor 
surface passivation). Spectra are offset vertically for clarity. (b) Absorption and PL spectra 
change with ZnS shell growth on the InP core. Spectra are offset vertically for clarity. All PL 
spectra are normalized to the absorbance at the excitation wavelength. Inset: band gap 
alignment of InP/ZnS core/shell NCs. (c) Normalized PL spectra of InP/ZnS core/shell NCs 
demonstrating PL wavelength tunability from cyan to red colors. Insets: photographs of 
InP/ZnS NC solutions under UV light excitation. (d) Relative PL QYs for InP/ZnS NCs with 
different PL peak wavelengths. (e) Representative TEM and STEM images of InP/ZnS NCs 
with average diameter shown. (f) Representative HRTEM image (with d-spacing shown, 
between 0.34 nm for InP and 0.31 nm for ZnS) and FFT pattern demonstrating zinc-blende 
crystal structure. 
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Figure C.2 Absorption and PL spectra evolution for InP/CdS core/shell NCs (a) and InP/CdSe core/shell 
NCs (b). Spectra are offset vertically for clarity. All PL spectra are normalized to the 
absorbance at the excitation wavelength. Normalized PL excitation and absorption spectra for 
InP/CdS NCs (c) and InP/CdSe NCs (e). The similarity indicates type-II emission rather than 
trap emission from heterogeneously nucleated CdS or CdSe NCs. Insets: band gap alignments 
of the core/shell NCs. EDS spectra of InP/CdS NCs (d) and InP/CdSe NCs (f). Inset tables: the 
corresponding atomic percentages from EDS measurements. Representative TEM and HRTEM 
images for InP/CdS NCs (g) and InP/CdSe NCs (h) (with d-spacing shown; between 0.34 nm 
for InP and 0.34 nm for CdS or 0.35 nm for CdSe). 
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APPENDIX	D	
SYNTHESIS	AND	CHARACTERIZATION	OF	INP‐BASED	
ANISOTROPIC	NANOCRYSTAL	HETEROSTRUCTURES		
Chemicals. Indium acetate (InAc3, 99.99%), indium chloride (InCl3, 99.999%), myristic 
acid (MA, ≥ 99%), palmitic acid (PA, 99%), 1-octadecene (ODE, 90%), oleylamine (OAm, 70%), 
zinc nitrate (Zn(NO3)2, 99.999%), zinc stearate (ZnSt2, technical grade), sulfur powder (S, 
99.98%), selenium powder (Se, 99.99%), selenourea (98%), 1-dodecanethiol (1-DDT, ≥ 98%), 
cadmium oxide (CdO, 99.5%), trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO, 90%), trioctylphosphine (TOP, 
90%), and tributylphosphine (TBP, 97%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 
Tris(trimethylsilyl)phosphine (TMS3P, ≥ 98%, 10 wt% in hexanes) was purchased from Strem 
Chemicals. Octadecyl phosphonic acid (ODPA, 99%) and hexyl phosphonic acid (HPA, 99%) 
were purchased from PCI Synthesis. All chemicals were used as purchased. All syntheses were 
carried out using the standard Schlenk technique.  
Synthesis of ZnSe/InP matchstick-like NCs. ZnSe nanorods (NRs) were synthesized 
using a ripening procedure. A Zn precursor solution was first prepared by dissolving 1 mmol of 
Zn(NO3)2 in 2.5 mL of OAm under N2 after degassing under vacuum at 100 oC for 30 min. In a 
separate flask, 1 mmol of Se powder was dissolved in 2.5 mL of OAm at 220 oC under N2 after 
degassing under vacuum at 100 oC for 30 min. The Zn precursor was injected at 160 oC. After 
degassing under vacuum at 120 oC for 10 min, the mixture was heated to 230 oC and the reaction 
proceeded for 20 min before the mixture was cooled to 120 oC. After degassing under vacuum for 
10 min, the mixture was heated to 280 oC and the reaction proceeded for 10 min before the 
heating mantle was removed. The ZnSe NRs were purified by adding methanol to the reaction 
mixture and centrifuging and discarding the supernatant. The ZnSe NCs were re-dissolved in 
chloroform and a quarter was used for the subsequent InP NC growth. 
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In a separate flask, the ZnSe NC solution was added to 0.15 mmol of ZnSt2, 0.4 mmol of 
PA, and 8 mL of ODE, and chloroform was degassed away under vacuum. The reaction mixture 
was heated to 210 oC and a mixture of 0.3 mmol of 1-DDT, 0.1 mL of 1 M InCl3 dissolved in 
TBP, 0.38 mL of TMS3P, and 1.5 mL of ODE was injected at 6 mL/h using a syringe pump. After 
injection, the reaction proceeded at 210 oC for 20 min before the reaction mixture was cooled to 
room temperature (RT). Then 0.5 mmol ZnSt2 was added and the mixture was heated to 230 oC 
and the reaction proceeded for 2 h. 
Small aliquots of the reaction mixture were taken throughout the reaction and precipitated 
with methanol and redissolved in chloroform for optical measurements. Additional two cycles of 
methanol/chloroform purification were carried out before structural and compositional analyses. 
This purification procedure was the same for all syntheses described below. 
Synthesis of InPZnS/CdS bullet-like NCs. InPZnS spherical NCs were synthesized 
using a hot-injection method. In a flask, 0.1 mmol of InAc3, 0.3 mmol of ZnSt2, and 0.3 mmol of 
MA were dissolved in 0.3 mmol of 1-DDT and 8 mL of ODE under N2 after degassing under 
vacuum at 80 oC for 30 min. After heating the reaction mixture to 300 oC, a mixture of 0.38 mL 
of TMS3P and 1 mL of ODE was quickly injected to the reaction mixture. The reaction proceeded 
at 280 oC for 2 h before the mixture was cooled to RT by removing the heating mantle. 0.5 mmol 
of ZnSt2 and 0.25 mL of 1-DDT were added before the mixture was heated to 280 oC and 
maintained at this temperature for 2 h. The ZnSe NCs were purified by adding methanol to the 
reaction mixture and centrifuging and discarding the supernatant. The ZnSe NCs were re-
dissolved in 4 mL of TOP in a glove box, and 0.2 mL of the seed solution was used for the 
subsequent CdS NR shell growth. 
Growth of the CdS shell with NR shape was achieved following literature.[1] In a 
separate flask, 0.06 g of CdO, 0.29 g of ODPA, 0.08 g of HPA were dissolved in 3 g of TOPO at 
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350 oC under N2 after degassing under vacuum at 150 oC for 30 min. 1.8 mL of TOP was injected 
to the reaction mixture and the temperature was recovered to 350 oC. A mixture of 0.06 g of S 
dissolved in 1 mL of TOP wand the seeds in TOP was quickly injected and the reaction 
proceeded at 350 oC for 8 min.  
As a comparison, ZnSeS/CdS bullet-like NCs were also synthesized. ZnSeS spherical 
NCs with was prepared using a heat-up procedure. A Se precursor solution was first prepared by 
dissolving 0.2 mmol of selenourea in 2 mL of OAm at 220 oC under N2 after degassing under 
vacuum at 100 oC for 30 min. In a separate flask, 0.2 mmol of ZnSt2 was dissolved in 0.25 mL of 
1-DDT and 8 mL of OAm under N2 after degassing under vacuum at 100 oC for 30 min. The Se 
precursor was injected at 120 oC and the mixture was heated to 260 oC and the reaction proceeded 
for 1 h before the heating mantle was removed. The ZnSeS NCs were purified by adding 
methanol to the reaction mixture and centrifuging and discarding the supernatant. The ZnSeS 
NCs were re-dissolved in 4 mL of TOP in a glove box, and 0.2 mL of the seed solution was used 
for the subsequent CdS NR shell growth. The procedure for CdS NR shell growth was the same 
as above. 
Characterization. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and high-resolution 
(HR)TEM imaging was carried out on a JEOL 2100 TEM. Samples were prepared by drop-
drying the purified NC solution in chloroform onto a carbon-coated copper grid. UV/Vis 
absorption and photoluminescence (PL) spectra were recorded at RT with Agilent 8453 diode 
array UV/Vis spectrophotometer and Horiba Jobin-Yvon Fluoromax-3 spectrofluorometer, 
respectively. The excitation wavelength for PL measurement was 400 nm. 
References	
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Figure D.1 (a) Schematic of the ZnSe/InP/ZnS NRs and the band gap alignment. (b) Absorption and PL 
spectra evolution from ZnSe NRs to ZnSe/InP NRs to ZnSe/InP/ZnS NRs. PL QY is enhanced 
after ZnS shell growth due to better surface passivation. Spectra are offset vertically for clarity. 
All PL spectra are normalized to the absorbance at the excitation wavelength. (c) Normalized 
PL excitation (monitored at different PL wavelengths) and absorption spectra for ZnSe/InP/ZnS 
NRs. The similarity indicates the broad peak originating from the same emitting center instead 
of homogeneous nucleation. (d) Representative TEM images corresponding to NRs in (b). (e) 
FFT filtered HRTEM images of ZnSe/InP NRs and the corresponding FFT pattern with 
indexing. The blue color represents InP dot with zinc-blende structure whereas the orange color 
represents ZnSe NR with wurtzite structure. Insets: schematic of the ZnSe/InP heterostructure; 
atomic percentages for ZnSe/InP/ZnS NRs from EDS measurement. 
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Figure D.2 (a – b) Representative TEM images of InPZnS spherical core and InPZnS/CdS NRs after CdS 
NR shell growth. (c – d) Representative TEM images of ZnSeS spherical core and ZnSeS/CdS 
NRs after CdS NR shell growth. (e) Representative HRTEM images of the NRs, with the red 
dash lines indicating twins and stacking faults. (f) Schematics demonstrating how twins and 
stacking faults lead to NR shape from isotropic zinc-blende cores.  
 
Figure D.3 Absorption and PL spectra change before and after CdS NR shell growth for InPZnS NCs (a) 
and ZnSeS NCs (b). Spectra are offset vertically for clarity. All PL spectra are normalized to 
the absorbance at the excitation wavelength. Normalized PL excitation and absorption spectra 
for InPZnS/CdS NRs (c) and ZnSeS/CdS NRs (d). The similarity indicates type-II emission 
rather than trap emission from homogeneously nucleated CdS NRs.  
